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Increasingly, the last hop connecting users to their enterprise and home networks is
wireless. Wireless is becoming ubiquitous not only in homes and enterprises but in public
venues such as coffee shops, hospitals and airports. However, most of the publicly and
privately available wireless networks are proprietary and closed in operation. Also, there
is little effort from industries to move forward on a path to greater openness for the re-
quirement of innovation. Therefore, we believe it is the domain of university researchers
to enable innovation through openness. In this thesis work, we introduces and defines the
importance of open framework in addressing the complexity of the wireless network. The
Software Defined Network (SDN) framework has emerged as popular solution for the data
center network. However, the promise of the SDN framework is to make the network open,
flexible and programmable. In order to deliver on the promise, SDN must work for all users
and across all networks, both wired and wireless. Therefore, we proposed to create new
modules and APIs to extend the standard SDN framework all the way to the end-devices
(i.e., mobile devices, APs). Thus, we want to provide an extensible and programmable ab-
straction of the wireless network as part of the current SDN-based solution. In this thesis
work, we design and develop a framework, weSDN 1 (wireless extension of SDN), that ex-
tends the SDN control capability all the way to the end devices to support client↔network
interaction capabilities and new services. weSDN enables the control-plane of wireless net-
works to be extended to mobile devices and allows for top-level decisions to be made from
a SDN controller with knowledge of the network as a whole, rather than device centric
configurations. In addition, weSDN easily obtains user application information, as well as
the ability to monitor and control application flows dynamically. Based on the weSDN
framework, we demonstrate new services such as application-aware traffic management,
WLAN virtualization, and security management.
1Pronounced as ‘wee-SDN’
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We are approaching a fundamental shift in the computational era as the penetration of
smart devices (e.g., smartphones and tablets) reaches about 30% of the global population
by the end of 2013. It is expected in 2019 that out of 9.4 billion mobile subscriptions around
the world, 5.6 billion of them (60%) will be linked to a smartphone [48]. Data collected from
telecommunication companies and network operators shows that smartphone penetration
has broken the 50 percent barrier in the United States by mid-2012 [181], making the
feature phone (i.e., classical cell phone) a shrinking minority among US mobile users.
Smart devices have matured as a computing platform and become equipped with several
new communication interfaces (Cellular, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth, acoustic interface using the
integrated speaker and microphone, and visual interface using integrated camera and light).
With the advancements in microprocessors and more smart computing devices becoming
connected, we are seeing the next phase of the Internet populated with traffic primarily
from devices (things) communicating with each other forming what is called the Internet
of Things (IoT). According to Cisco, the number of IoT connected objects is expected to
reach 50 billion by 2020 [7, 30]. The possibilities of what can be accomplished by taking
advantage of the Internet of Things can change the way we live and do business.
As the number of smart devices and their applications continues to grow (in 2014, an av-
erage of 40,000 applications were added to Apple App Store per month [157]), transmission
of mobile traffic data over wireless links (i.e., Wi-Fi and cellular links) is also expected to
explode. To cope with the explosion of mobile devices coupled with a growing proliferation
of cloud-based applications, best-effort Quality of Service (QoS) is no longer a satisfactory
solution and a new breed of intelligent wireless networks is required. More specifically, it
is now necessary to have greater visibility and flexible control over the traffic generated
from/to the client devices in order to deliver optimal performance and a high Quality of
Experience (QoE) to a variety of users and applications
Recent years, a number of researchers have proposed a new research paradigm referred to














FIG. 1: The wireless network edge consists of wireless access devices and end-devices.
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closer to client devices. As shown in Figure 1, wireless network edges is used to refer to
both end devices (e.g., smartphone, tablets, smart watch etc.) and wireless access devices1
(e.g., WiFi AP, Base Station, Edge router etc.). This trend of pushing computation and
storage resources closer to client devices, is motivated by the new breed of applications and
services that require low latency, high bandwidth, and privacy [191, 192, 193]. For example,
applications, such as real-time gaming, augmented reality, and real-time streaming, are too
latency-sensitive to deploy on the cloud. In this context of edge computing, it is essential
to have flexible and efficient network management at the wireless network edges to support
complex network management and configuration tasks such as end-to-end QoS for various
network traffic, different traffic engineering schemes with various policies, and efficient load
balancing [44, 89, 95, 165, 190].
1.2 PUSHING SDN TO WIRELESS NETWORK EDGES
Recently, the networking community has embraced Software Defined Network
(SDN) [33, 62, 78, 186] approaches for designing and managing wireless networks in or-
der to provide performance guarantees to end users by dynamically orchestrating services
and policies on network routers, switches, and wireless Access Points (APs). In addi-
tion, recently, the Wireless & Mobile Working Group in the Open Networking Foundation
(ONF) is investigating various use cases for SDN-enabled APs and is planning to standard-
ize SDN control of wireless APs by extending OpenFlow [104]. Although SDN-enabled
APs can control wireless resources for AP-to-client downlink traffic, they cannot control
uplink traffic that also interferes with downlink transmissions because WiFi MAC is half-
duplex. Thus, AP-side control cannot guarantee the wireless resource for both uplink and
downlink. Without resource guarantees, the performance experienced by end users can be
highly unpredictable even with high transmission rates of recent 802.11n/ac.
Unfortunately, control of existing SDN frameworks stops at the network edges, either at
enterprise edge switches [89], datacenter hypervisor virtual switches [171], or home routers
[126]. In wired environments, SDN policy can be effectively enforced on the traffic to/from
the end devices without modifying end devices, since the last hop is a point-to-point full-
duplex link and transmissions from end devices do not interfere with each other. However,
unlike the wired access network, interaction with mobile devices over wireless networks
needs to have fine-grained control and be able to selectively and dynamically apply traffic
1In rest of the paper, we refer to them as access device.
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and wireless resource management techniques to enhance user experience.
Compared to the wired network, a wireless network has its own requirements of different
services that include mobility management, traffic flow management, channel configuration,
and air-time resource management. In order to address these services, there is a growing in-
terest to bring SDN-based design concepts targeted to different types of wireless networks,
which includes home WLAN [126], enterprise WLAN [109, 146, 147, 160], and cellular
network [83]. Based on the core idea of SDN, the objective is to decouple and centralize
the control functionality of the wireless network from the data traffic to provide flexibility
and enhance many parts of the wireless network management. However, unlike the wired
network, not necessarily every control decision could be handled centrally for wireless net-
work. For example, in WLAN, each AP needs to make decisions about its modulation
format, power, and channel based on Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) es-
timate. In this case, making such decision centrally in the controller and sending it to
the AP needs to reach before the channel state information, from which the decision was
derived, has become obsolete. Note that, the wireless channel condition is highly variable,
therefore, the time when the decision reaches the AP might not be relevant. Considering
these limitations of time-critical functionalities, researchers have only targeted the wireless
network management issues that are primarily focused on mobility [109, 146, 147, 160],
QoS configuration [146], virtualization [147], and security [73, 85].
In the literature, most of the works of SDN in the wireless network domain are targeted
to improve the network management flexibility from the infrastructure perspective. For
example, in the cellular network, major efforts towards using the SDN concept is to improve
the design of the Radio Access Network (RAN) [63] and the core cellular network [83, 96, 98],
which are the key components of the cellular network infrastructure. Similarly, in the Wi-Fi
network, researchers have proposed to push SDN-like capabilities to Wi-Fi APs to simplify
the implementation of high-level WLAN services, such as virtualization, authentication,
association, load-balancing, and hand-off. Thus, in previous SDN works in wireless, there
is a lack of interest to bring the end user’s experience and perspective into the consideration
of managing the wireless network.
However, such infrastructur- based SDN solutions have several limitations. For in-
stance, existing network infrastructure is often considered as a black box and proprietary.
Therefore, deploying SDN capability in the existing network infrastructure (i.e., cellular
core network) for network management and new services is a complex and expensive task.
Recently, we have seen project like ECOMP from AT&T that focuses on leveraging cloud
technologies and network virtualization to reduce capital and operational expenditures, and
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to provide operations efficiencies by rapidly on-boarding new services (created by AT&T
or 3rd parties) [10].
Considering user’s mobility, end-devices move from one network to another. In this case,
there can be scenarios where end devices are connected to un-managed networks, such as
in coffee shops, metro stations, shopping malls, or in any other public place, where WLAN
has no efficient network management mechanism or SDN capability. In this circumstance,
the network infrastructure is unable to provide truly end-to-end management and control,
in which end users could reap the full benefit of SDN and experience high QoE.
Managing only from the network infrastructure, it is implausible to ensure truly end-to-
end QoE. Assume a scenario where an end user is running an on-demand video streaming
application in his/her smartphone. In this case, in order to ensure end-to-end QoE for that
end user, network infrastructure could allocate a certain amount of bandwidth resource for
the video streaming flow. However, due to the uncertainty of last-hop wireless connectivity,
the video streaming application might experience much less bandwidth compared to the
allocated bandwidth in the network infrastructure. Therefore, without considering the end-
device, it is not possible to efficiently allocate network resources and ultimately guarantee
truly end-to-end QoE for the end-user.
One of the major shortcomings of infrastructure-based wireless network management
is lacking the awareness of the characteristics and the context of the end devices. This
sightless management, in fact, makes the current systems unable to provide true end-to-
end QoE for end users, which can result in wasting network and end-devices resources
in addition to the inability to optimize the QoE for end users. For example, consider a
scenario where two users, one with a smartphone playing a video in the background and
the other watching a sports game on a tablet, stream videos over the same AP. Now based
on the context and characteristics of these two devices, it will be more efficient, in terms
of QoE for both users and resource utilization, to allocate more bandwidth to the tablet to
have better resolution than the smartphone. This is because the tablet has a bigger screen
and thus needs more resolution in addition to the smartphone user playing the video in the
background (e.g., listens to music while running other apps). Therefore, extending SDN
capability to the end-devices could provide such context-awareness properties for smarter
wireless network management.
Network infrastructure is unable to manage uplink 802.11QoS specifications. For exam-
ple, one client greedily setting its every uplink transmission as high priority can unfairly
dominate the air-time resource. Client-side QoS control via SDN APIs can prevent such
unfair resource usage across network slices and also within the same slice. Because it is a
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shared medium, the wireless link is often the most critical from an end-to-end QoS per-
spective and most likely to define the performance perceived by the application and user.
Therefore, by integrating SDN APIs in the end device, we can manage uplink QoS over the
shared wireless medium, and provide truly end-to-end QoS control.
Similar to above, we believe having an SDN-like paradigm at end-devices (i.e., smart-
phone, tablets, etc.) can provide new services and tools that can enhance the user’s experi-
ence and the interaction with the wireless network from the end user’s perspective. There-
fore, in this thesis work, we propose to push SDN capability all the way to end-devices to
bring the last-hop under the control of the SDN framework to provide an extensible and
programmable abstraction of the wireless network edges as part of the current SDN-based
solution. Thus, end-devices can efficiently interact with the SDN based wireless infrastruc-
ture to optimize and enhance the overall performance of wireless network management. On
the other hand, in SDN-incapable wireless network infrastructures, SDN capability at the
end-device will at least allow the end-users to have programmable control and monitoring
capabilities over the network stacks of the end-devices. Thus, the end-users can have their
own intelligent network services that include setting network policies, diagnosing network
connectivity, and selecting appropriate interfaces for their network flows.
1.3 THESIS OBJECTIVE AND CONTRIBUTION
In this thesis work, we have designed, developed and implemented a framework called
weSDN that extends the existing SDN paradigm to the end devices (i.e., mobile devices)
and wireless edge devices (i.e., Wi-Fi APs) by creating new components and APIs. Thus,
we provide an extensible and programmable abstraction of the wireless network edge as
part of the current SDN-based solution. Based on the framework, we demonstrate three
services: application-awareness networking, WLAN virtualization, and security solution.
Following are the contributions of our thesis work:
1. We design the weSDN framework, where we extend the SDN framework to network
wireless edges (e.g., WiFi APs) and end devices. We extend both the data plane and
the control plane of the SDN framework to support the wireless network.
2. We implement the weSDN framework on a real testbed. We use a UNIX-based
platform in implementing the proposed framework.
3. We provide open APIs and programmable capabilities through the weSDN frame-
work to develop new services to address current or future complex wireless network
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challenges.
4. We utilize the weSDN framework to develop new services that are non-trivial and
challenging to implement in traditional existing wireless network infrastructure. We
develop three services: application-aware traffic management, WLAN virtualization,
and security solution of mobile devices.
5. Finally, we evaluate the three services using different metrics such as throughput,
energy efficiency, loss of packet, network overhead, accuracy of identifying security
threat, accuracy of traffic classification, efficiency in time of identifying traffic flows,
etc.
1.4 ORGANIZATION
In Chapter 2, we discuss the background of SDN architecture, SDN applications, and
OpenFlow. We also discuss about the related work of SDN in the context of wireless
networks: cellular and Wi-Fi. In Chapter 3, we describe the overview of our weSDN
framework. Then we describe the architecture in detail. Finally, we provide possible ser-
vices or applications that can be enhanced or created based on the weSDN framework. In
Chapter 4, we implement and evaluate a WLAN virtualization system, pTDMA, based on
our framework. In Chapter 5, we implement another service based on weSDN framework
that provides fine-grained, on-the-fly application and flow-type awareness. We also develop
two case studies based on this service that allow us to automatically apply simple traffic
management policies on the wireless network edges. In Chapter 6, we design, develop,
and evaluate an in-device application-aware network security solution service based on the
weSDN framework. This service provides fine-grained network security policies to pro-
tect the wireless network communication of sensitive applications running at end-devices.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we discuss the possible extension of weSDN framework and new
services. In addition, we introduce new research directions of this work.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This chapter is organized as follows: in Section 2.1, it begins by describing the SDN
concept with examples. Section 2.2 provides an overview of the SDN architecture. It also
describes the OpenFlow [104] protocol. Section 2.3 describes briefly about SDN deployment
in different wired network environments. Finally, in Section 2.4, we discuss about various
related works that have used SDN or SDN-like framework in wireless network domain and
smart devices.
2.1 SDN OVERVIEW
This section, discuss about the SDN concept with examples.
2.1.1 WHY SDN?
Computer networks are typically built from a large number of network devices such
as routers, switches and numerous types of middleboxes (i.e., devices that manipulate
traffic for purposes other than packet forwarding, such as a firewall) with many complex
protocols implemented on them. Network operators are responsible for configuring policies
to respond to a wide range of network events and applications. They have to manually
transform these high level-policies into low-level configuration commands while adapting
to changing network conditions. And often they need to accomplish these very complex
tasks with access to very limited tools. As a result, network management and performance
tuning are quite challenging and thus error-prone [119].
In networks, we deal with two different planes: one is the data plane and the other is
the control plane [112]. The data plane takes the decision of forwarding a packet based on
some forwarding state. For example, if a packet comes to the router, it looks at its routing
table to decide where to forward the packet. The control plane is basically responsible for
creating the forwarding state. For example, a distributed routing algorithm, Dijkstra’s is
responsible for creating the forwarding state in the routing table. One of the key attributes
of the traditional network is the tight coupling between the data and the control plane,
which means that decisions about data flowing through the network are made on-board each
network element. In this type of environment, the deployment of new network applications
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FIG. 2: Architectures of traditional networks and SDN [27]
or functionality is non-trivial, as they would need to be implemented directly into the
infrastructure. Therefore, the Internet has become extremely difficult to evolve both in
terms of its physical infrastructure as well as its protocols and performance. However, as
current and emerging Internet applications and services become increasingly more complex
and demanding, it is imperative that the Internet is able to evolve to address these new
challenges.
The idea of SDN has been proposed as a way to facilitate network evolution [119].
SDN was developed to facilitate innovation and enable simple programmatic control of the
network data-path. Note that the basic objective of SDN is not about improving overall
network performances. Instead, it is about providing flexibility of network management
that ultimately simplify and enhance different network services.
2.1.2 WHAT IS SDN?
In particular, SDN is a new networking paradigm in which the forwarding hardware is
decoupled from control decisions. In SDN, the network intelligence is logically centralized
in software-based controllers (the control plane), and network devices become simple packet
forwarding devices (the data plane) that can be programmed via an open interface (e.g.,
ForCES [45], OpenFlow [104], etc.).






















FIG. 3: Example of deploying a new routing algorithm in both traditional network and
SDN.
collection of packet-processing functions instead of a fixed set of narrow features, and
decouple the software that controls the network from the devices that implement it. This
design makes it possible to evolve the network without having to change the underlying
hardware and enables expressing network algorithms in terms of appropriate abstractions
for particular applications.
Figure 2 contrasts the architectures of traditional networks and SDN. In SDN, one or
more controller machines execute a general-purpose program that responds to events such
as changes in network topology, connections initiated by end hosts, shifts in traffic load, or
messages from other controllers, by computing a collection of packet-forwarding rules. The
controllers then push these rules to the switches, which implement the required functionality
efficiently using specialized hardware. Because SDN does not specify how controllers are
implemented, it can be used to implement a variety of network algorithms, including simple
ones such as shortest-path routing, and more sophisticated ones such as traffic engineering.
In Figure 2, the separation of the forwarding hardware from the control logic allows easier
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deployment of new protocols and applications, straightforward network virtualization and
management, and consolidation of various middleboxes into software control.
2.1.3 SDN EXAMPLE
Consider a network infrastructure consisting of traditional network routers that support
two routing algorithms Dijkstra and IS-IS [105]. Figure 3 (left) shows what the traditional
router looks like, where it has customized hardware, customized network OS, and routing
algorithm modules Dijkstra, IS-IS. Note that, both routing algorithms have components
of a distributed system. This distributed system component is responsible for creating the
overview of the global network topology. Such a distributed system of creating the network
topology is a complex task and is common among all routing algorithms. Now assume
network operator needs to deploy a new routing algorithm in the network infrastructure,
in such case he/she needs to replace the old router with new router device that supports
the new routing algorithm. This process of changing the network infrastructure is complex,
costly and time-consuming. However, in this SDN network infrastructure, deploying a new
routing algorithm is similar to installing a new application on an Operating System (OS).
Figure 3 (right) shows the network OS (i.e., control plane) that runs the distributed system
for building the global network topology. The routing algorithm that runs on top of the
network OS uses the network topology to create rules for forwarding packets for network
switches. Thus, SDN decouples the data plane devices and allows them to run innovative
network applications without replacing the physical network devices.
2.2 SDN ARCHITECTURE
SDN creates a layer network architecture where “control functions” (e.g., routing, secu-
rity, policy etc.) are decoupled from the “forwarding function” of the network devices (e.g.,
router, switches etc.) [149, 150]. In addition, it allows control functions to be available
as services via APIs to different “business applications”. Figure 4, shows the three layers
architecture of SDN; data plane, control plane, and application plane. The SDN Controller
plane is a logically centralized entity in charge of (i) translating the requirements from the
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SDN Application plane down to the SDN data plane and (ii) providing the SDN Applica-
tions plane with an abstract view of the network topology including statistics and events.
An SDN Controller plane consists of one or more “Northbound-API” (NB API) Agents,
the SDN Control Logic, and the “Southbound-API” (SB API) driver. The SDN SB API is
the interface defined between an SDN Controller and an SDN data plane, which provides at
least (i) programmatic control of all forwarding operations, (ii) capabilities advertisement,
(iii) statistics reporting, and (iv) event notification. An SDN data plane comprises an SB
API agent and a set of one or more traffic forwarding engines (“datapath”) and zero or
more traffic processing functions. These engines and functions may include simple forward-
ing between the external interfaces or internal traffic processing or termination functions.
SDN NB APIs are interfaces between SDN Applications plane and SDN Controllers plane
that typically provide abstract network views. In addition, it enables direct expression of
network behavior and requirements. On the other hand,“SDN control applications” run-
ning in the application layer are programs that explicitly, directly, and programmatically
communicate their network requirements and desired network behavior to the SDN Con-
troller via NB APIs. In addition, they may consume an abstracted view of the network for
their internal decision-making purposes.
2.2.1 OPENFLOW
OpenFlow [104] standardizes information exchange technique between the control plane
and data plane. In the OpenFlow architecture, we have OpenFlow switch (i.e., Open
vSwitch [129]) in the data plane network devices, that contains one or more flow tables.
Flow tables consist of flow entries, each of which determines how packets belonging to
a flow will be processed and forwarded. Upon a packet arrival at an OpenFlow switch,
packet header fields are extracted and matched against the matching field?s portion of the
flow table entries. If a matching entry is found, the switch applies the appropriate set of
instructions, or actions, associated with the matched flow entry. If the flow table look-up
procedure does not result on a match, the action was taken by the switch will depend
on the instructions defined by the table-miss flow entry. Every flow table must contain a
table-miss entry in order to handle table misses. This particular entry specifies a set of
actions to be performed when no match is found for an incoming packet, such as dropping
the packet, continue the matching process on the next flow table, or forward the packet to
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FIG. 4: The Layer Architecture of SDN.
The communication between the controller and OpenFlow switch happens via Open-
Flow protocol, which defines a set of messages that can be exchanged between these entities
over a secure channel. OpenFlow basically represents the SB API in the SDN layered archi-
tecture. Using the OpenFlow protocol a remote controller can, for example, add, update, or
delete flow entries from the switch?s flow tables. That can happen reactively (in response
to a packet arrival) or proactively.
2.3 SDN APPLICATIONS
There exists a wide variety of SDN applications in different network environments (e.g.,
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data center, enterprise). By decoupling the control and data planes, programmable net-
works enable customized control, an opportunity to eliminate middleboxes, as well as sim-
plified development and deployment of new network services and protocols. Many novel
applications have been implemented with SDN including policy-based access control, adap-
tive traffic monitoring, wide-area traffic engineering, network virtualization, and others
[26, 45, 70, 72, 79, 84, 173]. In principle, it would be possible to implement any of these
applications in a traditional network, but it would not be easy: the programmer would have
to design new distributed protocols and also address practical issues because traditional
switches cannot be easily controlled by third-party programs.
2.3.1 ENTERPRISE NETWORKS
In an enterprise network, SDN can be used to simplify the network by ridding it from
middleboxes and integrating their functionality within the network controller. Some notable
examples of middlebox functionality that has been implemented using SDN include NAT,
firewalls, load balancers [67, 173], and network access control [115]. SDN can also be
used to provide unified control and management [58]. The work Ethane [26] is a network
architecture designed specifically to address the issues faced by enterprise networks.
2.3.2 DATA CENTERS
An increasingly important consideration in the data center is energy consumption, which
has a non-trivial cost in large-scale data centers. The work of Heller et al. [70] ElasticTree, a
network-wide power manager that utilizes SDN to find the minimum power network subset
which satisfies current traffic conditions and turns off switches that are not needed. A
practical example of a real application of the SDN concept and architecture in the context
of data centers was presented by Google in early 2012. The company presented at the Open
Network Summit [72] a large scale implementation of an SDN-based network connecting
its data centers. The work in [79] presents in more detail the design, implementation, and
evaluation of B4, a WAN connecting Google?s data centers worldwide.
2.4 SDN FOR WIRELESS NETWORK AND SMART DEVICES
Several efforts have focused on SDN in the context of infrastructure-based wireless
access networks, such as cellular and Wi-Fi.
2.4.1 SDN IN CELLULAR
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The existing cellular network infrastructure is less flexible in incorporating new services.
However, with the fast increase of mobile device usage and the innovation of mobile ap-
plications, are pushing the cellular network provider to provide new services. Due to the
inflexibility, costly equipment, and complex control-plane, deploying new services in the
cellular network is non-trivial. Sometimes deploying a new service in the cellular network
infrastructure takes months. Moreover, the current control plane of the cellular network
are distributed for managing the spectrum, allocating airtime/radio resource, implement-
ing handover mechanism, managing interference, and efficient load-balancing between cells.
This distribute nature of the control plane among the data plane making cellular network
less scalable. Therefore, In [96] argue to use SDN for simplifying the design and manage-
ment of cellular data networks, while enabling new services such as, i) Directing Traffic
Through Middleboxes, ii) Monitoring for Network Control and Billing, iii) Seamless Sub-
scriber Mobility, iv) QoS and Access Control Policies, v) Virtual Cellular Operators and
vi) Inter-Cell Interference Management. However, this is a position paper with no real im-
plementation or evaluation of the system. In a cellular domain, many such works [83, 128]
are basically discussing the conceptual idea of using SDN in cellular, rather than actual
implementation and evaluation. The lack of openness in discussing the challenge of deploy-
ing SDN in the cellular network is hindering the process of practically applying SDN in
cellular. However, we believe in near future cellular company will open-up their mindset
in adopting SDN for the cellular network.
One of the first work in cellular, OpenRoads project [188], [187] envisions a world in
which users could freely and seamlessly move across different wireless infrastructures which
may be managed by various providers. They proposed the deployment of an SDN-based
wireless architecture that is backwards-compatible, yet open and sharable between different
service providers. However, unlike many previous works in cellular domain, they actually
employ a testbed using OpenFlow-enabled wireless devices such as WiMAX base stations
controlled by NOX and Flowvisor controllers and show improved performance on handover
events. Their vision provided inspiration for subsequent work [96] that attempts to address
specific requirements and challenges in deploying a software-defined cellular network.
At the other end of the spectrum, OpenRadio [13] focuses on deploying a programmable
wireless data plane that provides flexibility at the PHY and MAC layers (as opposed to
layer-3 SDN) while meeting strict performance and time deadlines. The system is designed
to provide a modular interface that is able to process traffic subsets using different protocols
such as WiFi, WiMAX, 3GPP LTE-Advanced, etc. Based on the idea of separation of the
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decision and forwarding planes, an operator may express decision plane rules and corre-
sponding actions, which are assembled from processing plane modules (e.g., FFT, Viterbi
decoding, etc.); an end result is a state machine that expresses a fully-functional protocol.
2.4.2 SDN IN WI-FI
Many of the WLAN enterprise solution brought by Cisco, Aruba, Meru uses a central-
ized approach to managing wireless access point to allocate a non-overlapping channel, set
the power level to reduce interference, authenticate the user etc. For example, Meraki’s
[106] proprietary solution pioneered the concept of cloud-based management technique for
configuring their homogeneous APs remotely through the cloud. However, all such so-
lutions developed by the industries has been proprietary and only works with their APs.
Unlike those proprietary systems, our weSDN framework is built upon open source solution
of existing SDN frameworks to enable centrally control and configuration among heteroge-
neous wireless devices. The recent effort of standardizing centrally control AP management
protocol (e.g., CAPWAP [184]) shows the urge of such solutions. Even industries like Meru
have also declared the effort of bringing the SDN to Wi-Fi network [155].
The promise of SDN is to make the network open, flexible and programmable. To
deliver on the promise, SDN must work for all users and across all networks, both wired and
wireless, with true interoperability among network components via OpenFlow. OpenFlow
[38] is an open and popular SDN framework designed to manage routing policies and other
networking-related configurations. There have been efforts to bring OpenFlow to wireless
APs (e.g., using OpenFlow together with SNMP [28]). There are prior works [146, 161] that
leverages the existing OpenFlow for 802.11network focused on building an experimental
platform and managing mobility of devices. However, we believe existing OpenFlow is not
able to capture and configure the Wi-Fi network truly. The OpenFlow and OVS work
between Layer 3 and Layer 2, which has no control over the wireless frames. Moreover,
OpenFlow and OVS cannot accommodate measurements of the wireless medium, report
per-frame receiver side statistics, or be used for setting per-frame or per-client transmission
settings for the WiFi datapath.
Prior work like Odin [159], has proposed custom protocol rather than extending the
OpenFlow protocol for the wireless network. In another example, Dyson [111] proposes
a centralized framework to manage APs and clients in enterprise WLANs using a set of
APIs at both APs and clients. There are series of work has been done based on the Odin
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framework, which we believe is not the right approach of making the wireless network pro-
grammable and open. Because wireless network contains both wired and wireless network,
therefore running two different protocol does not make any sense. We believe, extending
the existing wire SDN framework for the wireless network could bring our objective to have
open programmable access to the wireless infrastructure so that network-aware applications
can communicate directly with the wireless APs and the network can change dynamically
in response. And customers can reap the full benefits of SDN.
There are many individual works that try to centrally manage and configure different
settings of the Wi-Fi network for performance improvement. For example, CENTAUR
[153] utilize the centralization concept to mitigate hidden terminals and to exploit exposed
terminals. In another example, DenseAP [110], channel assignment and association related
decisions are made centrally by taking advantage of a global view of the network. All such
centrally controlled services and algorithms, proposed by the researcher, can run or tested
on top of our weSDN framework, where weSDN can provide a common platform to provide
enough resource with programmable capability.
Recent work that closely matches with the weSDN approach is vendor-neutral cloud-
based centralized framework called COAP [126]. COAP configure, coordinate and manage
individual home APs using an open API implemented by these commodity APs. The frame-
work, implemented using OpenFlow extensions, allows the APs to share various types of
information with a centralized controller - interference and traffic phenomenon and various
flow contexts, and in turn receive instructions configuration parameters (e.g. Channel) and
transmission parameters (through coarse-grained schedules and throttling parameters).
Very dense heterogeneous wireless networks have also been a target for SDN. These
DenseNets have limitations due to constraints such as radio access network bottlenecks,
control overhead, and high operational costs [4]. A dynamic two-tier SDN controller hi-
erarchy can be adapted to address some of these constraints [4]. Local controllers can be
used to take fast and fine-grained decisions, while regional (or Global) controllers can have
a broader, coarser-grained scope, i.e., that take slower but more global decisions. In such a
way, designing a single integrated architecture that encompasses LTE (macro/pico/Femto)
and WiFi cells, while challenging, seems feasible.
However, none of the above work brought the client software into the SDN framework
or tried direct coordination between the client agent and the network infrastructure (e.g.,
WLAN APs) to enable an integrated e2e solution. We believe that running special-purpose
client software is akin to extending opaque network middleboxes into end-devices and further
fragmenting and complicating the control and management planes. Instead, a better option
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would be to extend existing open and powerful SDN APIs and the associated control
framework to the client side to support enhanced security, QoS, and WLAN virtualization.
In weSDN, we bring the client device’s apps and their network usage into the SDN
framework by running an agent (i.e., Local controller) in the client device, which is con-
trolled from the network infrastructure. This concept of centrally managed agent software
monitoring and controlling client devices is starting to become mainstream due to the
Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD) phenomenon in enterprise networks. Enterprises have
been deploying management software on their employee devices including personal mobile
devices, to ensure device health, security and to protect corporate data stored in the de-
vices [59]. Virtual Private Network (VPN) client software often perform bandwidth and
access control on end devices. Mobile WAN optimization solutions use client-side software
that interacts with a network proxy to optimize end-to-end performance [162].
With the SDN APIs in clients, weSDN can enforce SDN policies directly on the client
uplink traffic, for example, Call Admission Control (CAC) for resource management and
Network Access Control (NAC) for security. CAC and NAC can be enforced at network
edges but cannot prevent the controller traffic from consuming wireless resources. weSDN
can avoid such wasted transmissions and can benefit all WLAN users. weSDN can also
better utilize multiple wireless interfaces on a multi-homed device as demonstrated by [190].
Mobile devices today are capable of fulfilling the role of extended SDN control as smart-
phones, tablets and laptops become more powerful in contrast to CPU-limited wireless APs
and Ethernet switches.
2.4.3 SDN IN END-DEVICE
In literature, very few works have proposed to bring or deploy SDN-like paradigm at
end-devices. Among them, works like [109, 151] propose to extend SDN-based control
capability all the way to end-device. However, instead of using OVS and OpenFlow proto-
col, all of these works have used a separate software and customized protocol to monitor
and control the end-devices. Such different and incoherent design of SDN for end-devices
hinder the innovation of bringing the end-devices under the control of SDN framework.
Furthermore, it fails to ensure the promise of SDN to make the network open, flexible and
programmable. We believe, SDN must work across all networks, both wired and wireless,
with true interoperability among network components via OpenFlow protocol and Open
vSwitch.
Unlike the above of bringing the end-devices under the control of SDN framework for
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wireless network management, there have been few works that have deployed Open vSwitch
in the mobile devices to create services such as leveraging multiple interfaces and pro-
grammable security policies. For example, in [190], authors have demonstrated, how to
use OVS in mobile devices to utilize multiple wireless interfaces. Besides that, in [73]
authors have presented a new security solution SDN-like framework at end-device that en-
ables fine-grained, application-aware network security policy enforcement on mobile apps
and devices. Similarly, in [85] author has developed an SDN-based End-to-end application
containment architecture, called SeaCat that provides isolated secure network resource
access for medical applications.
2.4.4 SDN IN IOT
The Internet of Things (IoT) is the result of many different enabling technologies such
as embedded systems, wireless sensor networks, cloud computing, big-data, etc., which are
used to gather, process, infer, and transmit data. Combining all these technologies imposes
complex requirements on both the underlying networks and communication mechanisms
between large scales of heterogeneous smart devices that communicate over the Internet.
However, current network architecture and protocols are not designed to the high level of
scalability, high amount of traffic and mobility for IoT. From our survey [65, 120, 133,
141, 167, 168], we find out following three network architectural challenges that could be
addressed using SDN-like framework for IoT.
• IoT are often derived from the integration of independently deployed IoT sub-
network, characterized by heterogeneous devices and connectivity capabilities. The
co-existence of different types of network technologies such as cellular, WiFi, ZigBee,
and Bluetooth, they all must effectively integrate to create a seamless communication
platform for IoT. In this case, SDN framework could be used to managing these open,
geographically distributed, and heterogeneous networking infrastructure, especially in
dynamic environments.
• The IoT multi-networks create opportunities for a wide range of applications with
varying service requirements to execute concurrently. In the case, multiple appli-
cations might share the network and sensor resources for efficiency. In the hetero-
geneous IoT setting, different user-defined tasks may run simultaneously given the
shared space they operate in, they often share the same sensing/networking resources,
with differentiated quality requirements in terms of reliability (packet loss), latency,
jitter, and bandwidth. Given the randomized nature of which IoT tasks are required,
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these applications are often developed, deployed, and triggered in an uncoordinated
manner. In this case, the SDN-based framework could be used to optimizing sharing
of sensing and communication resources and coordinating messaging.
• The current landscape of IoT uses diverse wireless and/or cellular communication
technologies, which makes eavesdropping and vulnerability of channels extremely
simple. Also, IoT devices have limited power and computation resources, making
complex security schemes infeasible. In particular, various properties, such as confi-
dentiality, integrity, and privacy, must be ensured. Security policies and mechanisms
should be specified to guarantee privacy. They should be configurable to suit individ-
ual ways to control which of their personal data is being collected, who is collecting
those data, and which operations will be performed on such a data. However, in
IoT, there is no such infrastructure or servers to manage authentication that achieves
the appropriate security policies. Thus, in order to address above issues, SDN-based
security solution can be proposed for IoT.
2.4.5 SDN IN EDGE COMPUTING
With the recent trend of IoT devices with diverse and new applications require us to
push the data, computation, storage, and application services close to the end users. This
concept of bringing cloud-like infrastructure resource and services close to the end-devices
is well known as fog computing or edge computing. Edge computing is characterized by
its proximity to end users, its dense geographical distribution, and its support for mobility,
which provides low latency, location awareness, improved QoS, and heterogeneity support.
However, configuring and maintaining these edge computing services for billions of het-
erogeneous devices is exacerbating the current network management problem. In order
to address this problem of edge computing, we need to have fully automated and flexible
software solution for network management.
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is arguably the most appropriate solution in
this regard of edge computing [169]. NFV is a technology that provides the ability of
dynamically deploying on-demand network services (e.g., a firewall, NAT, a router, a billing
service etc.) or user service (e.g., database) whenever and wherever needed. The key idea
of NFV is to virtualize the network functions (e.g., NAT, firewall, load balancer etc.) and
implement them in SDN-enable virtualization infrastructure. The focus of NFV technology
is mostly focused on infrastructure networks. Recently we have seen several works [83] that
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have used this technology to redesign the cellular Core Network. Thus, the combination of
NFV and SDN can bring new architecture design to mobile or wireless networks.
2.5 SUMMARY
Existing SDN work in wireless network domain, mostly targeted to solve a specific
network management problem from infrastructure point of view. There is no intension of
the previous work to provide flexible and programmable SDN-like capabilities at the end-
devices. Furthermore, there is no plan to bring the last-hop of wireless network under the
control of existing SDN framework. Very few of the work proposed to have SDN control
capabilities in wireless access points. However, instead of using standard software and
protocol, these work propose to have specific protocol and software to control the access
points. Such incoherent design between wireless and wire part of the network diminish
the acceptability of the proposed solutions. Therefore, in this thesis, we work towards the
novel idea of pushing SDN-like capabilities all the way to end-devices. Thus, we bring
the last-hop under the control of existing SDN framework. In order to do that, we design
and develop APIs that provide programmable abstraction of the wireless network edge.
This extension of the SDN framework is called wireless extension SDN (weSDN). In next
Chapter, we describe details about the weSDN framework and it’s architecture.
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CHAPTER 3
WESDN: WIRELESS EXTENSION OF SDN
3.1 WESDN OVERVIEW
There is a growing interest of bringing SDN based design concept targeted to different
types of wireless networks that includes home WLAN, enterprise WLAN, and cellular
network. Among these networks, some are in controlled environment, where we can have
SDN-based open and programmable control and monitoring capabilities on wireless network
infrastructures (e.g., enterprise WLAN, Home WLAN etc.). On the other hand, some
networks are in uncontrolled environment, where we do not have open access on network
infrastructures (e.g., Wi-Fi in coffee shop, WLAN services in any public places). In both
environments, we wanted to improve and ensure the QoE of end users. In order to have
that, we need better monitoring and controlling capabilities on end-devices. Therefore, we
propose to push SDN control capabilities all the way to end-devices.
Existing SDN framework uses Open vSwitch (OVS) [171] in network devices (e.g.,
switches/routers, APs etc.) to have monitoring and control capabilities. Similarly, in
order to bring end-devices under the control of SDN framework, we propose to have OVS
in end-devices. We believe this design choice of SDN framework will provide coherent and
simple control of both end-devices and network devices of wireless network. However, OVS
only support the Ethernet interfaces not the wireless interface. Therefore, we propose to
extend the OVS to support the wireless interface. Thus we wanted to bring end-devices,
as well as the last-hop of wireless network, under the control of SDN framework. In this
chapter, we discuss details about the proposed framework, called weSDN 1 (wireless exten-
sion of SDN), that extends SDN control capability all the way to end devices to support
client↔network interaction capabilities and new services.
Figure 5 shows the overall architecture of weSDN framework, wherein data plane, we
have end-devices in addition with wireless Access Points (APs) and switches/routers. In
weSDN, we extend the OVS, called “OVS wireless extension”, to support the wireless
interface of both the APs and the end devices. Thus we bring the wireless interface of
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FIG. 5: Overall architecture of Wireless extension of SDN (weSDN) Framework.
uses OpenFlow protocol to collect per-flow statistics and apply actions on OVS. In weSDN,
we extend OpenFlow protocol to collect a new set of per-flow statistics and apply actions
on end devices or wireless APs. This extension, called “OpenFlow wireless extension”,
provides new APIs to weSDN controller or to the “Agent” to monitor and control per-
device/per-application flows for better wireless network management.
This extension of OpenFlow protocol or Southbound API, between the controller and
the wireless APs, create new functionalities in the SDN control plane for controlling the
wireless network. Furthermore, weSDN controller can create Northbound API for making
the wireless network functionalities available to the network application developer. For ex-
ample, the network module (i.e., Quantum) of OpenStack/OpenStack++ can directly talk
with weSDN controller through Northbound APIs to get real-time status about the last hop
wireless connection between the end device and the AP. This information could help the
cloud application to adapt their services based on the wireless network condition of the end
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device. Note that, weSDN controller is a part of SDN control plane. In controlled environ-
ment, weSDN controller resides in network infrastructure, and in uncontrolled environment,
weSDN controller resides in cloud.
In weSDN framework, weSDN controller interacts with the “agent” that runs in end de-
vices to collect statistics and apply network policies. However, unlike wireless AP, “agent”
in end devices do not use standard OpenFlow protocol to communicate with the weSDN
controller. This is because, end device and weSDN controller use in-band control channel
for their interaction, which basically goes over a shared wireless medium. Therefore, in
order to reduce the overhead of control communication over wireless medium, openflow is
not used for end-device↔weSDN controller connection. Instead, “agent” is used as a proxy
for the OVS that is running in the end-device. “Agent” collect statistics from the OVS and
summarizes them before sending it to the SDN controller. Thus, the SDN control plane
associate with the end-device, can easily obtains the client application’s network demand
and uses it for applying proper network policies, such as traffic scheduling, End-to-End
QoS control, security settings etc. Finally, based on the given network policies, “agent”
applies corresponding actions or commands on the OVS or the scheduler.
3.2 WESDN ARCHITECTURE
weSDN framework allows the wireless network to be managed in the unison with their
wired counterparts. In addition, it provides the wireless network edges to have the pro-
grammable capability to address the complexity, dynamic nature, and the uncertainty of
the wireless network. The core component of the weSDN framework is in wireless APs
and end devices. In this chapter, we specially focus on describing the detail architecture of
weSDN framework for wireless APs and end devices.
As shown in Fig. 6, weSDN framework has three components both in end devices and
wireless APs: (1) Scheduler (Linux qdisc) (2) Flow manager (e.g., OVS kernel module,
XFRM framework), and (3) local controller (OVS client, application-flow mapping). How-
ever, in terms of functionalities and implementations, these components might very between
wireless APs and end devices. In weSDN framework, we have another component, called
weSDN controller that interact with the end devices and the wireless APs. This component
can reside either in cloud (uncontrolled environment) or in the network infrastructure (con-
trolled environment). In following subsections, we describe details about the components.
3.2.1 FLOW MANAGER
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The main objective of the Flow manager is to apply per-flow policies and to collect
per-flow statistics. This component consists of a software OpenFlow switch, (i.e. OVS
kernel module2), XFRM (i.e., IPsec) framework, and weSDN extension. In existing SDN,
OVS measures only per-flow statistics such as packet count, and byte count. In weSDN, we
extend the OVS to collect additional metrics, such as packet sizes, inter-arrival packet time,
burst duration, data rate and inter-burst time for the flow manager. The flow manager sends
these additional statistics and metrics to the SDN controller through the local controller
for airtime traffic management, load balancing, for example, in order to minimize the
scheduling latency experienced by real-time applications.
Flow manager leverages OVS to apply policies per-flow, such as correct QoS mark-
ings (IP DSCP/TOS)for end-to-end QoS provisioning and correct mapping to 802.11 QoS
queues, (e.g. ensure that no P2P traffic gets queued in the Voice queue), access control rules
to allow or block or modified the packets of a certain flow. Furthermore, in flow manager
we extend the OVS to provide application or flow-type aware policies. In addition, flow
manager leverages the XFRM framework to apply per-flow security policies (i.e., IPsec) to
secure end-to-end communication.
In flow manager, we propose to extend the OVS further to interact with WiFi driver to
configure, for example, its power-save settings, transmission (TX) rate, TX power and also
to collect ‘per-client’ or ’per-flow’ wireless statistics such as RSSI, data rate, retransmission
count, TX mode and drop count. This wireless extension called weSDN extension, also
open up new APIs that allow the SDN control plane or local controller to better manage
airtime resource. For example, VoIP flow in one end device suffering hidden-interference
will show high drop counts and we can schedule the client in a different time window to
avoid interference. The ‘per-flow’ stat is useful because we can prioritize a VoIP flow over
a p2p flow when both suffer high wireless drops.
3.2.2 SCHEDULER
The scheduler is Linux Qdisc [43] that applies prioritization and rate-limiting to incom-
ing/outgoing flows. Note that, the Qdisc is the major building block of Linux network stack
on which all of Linux network traffic control is built. OVS implementation today already
leverages Qdisc to implement OpenFlow QoS APIs – prioritization and rate-limiting. To
2OVS kernel module is called Datapath
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implement airtime scheduling, which is specific to wireless, weSDN can extend either Qdisc
or WiFi driver. (We like to compare the two options later.) This “weSDN extension” mod-
ule, either in Qdisc or WiFi driver, starts/stops dequeuing of the outgoing flow based on
the airtime schedule given by the control plane. Furthermore, “weSDN extension” module
in scheduler can also interact with the wireless driver to control the dequeuing event based
on the number of packets exists in the driver buffer. Thus, scheduler makes sure not much
get packet get piled up in the driver buffer. Scheduler can also be used to apply traffic
obfuscating technique on the network flows, such as by changing the inter-arrival time of
the packet. In order to do that, scheduler control the dequeue event of packet from the
Qdisc.
Ideally, the ability to schedule airtime usage of ‘each flow’ or ’each client’ is desirable
for finer-grained airtime/QoS control and we can further extend Traffic Control (tc) APIs
to signal per-flow schedules down to the “weSDN extension” module. But this would
complicate the controller and scheduler implementations. Though we are open to the
possibility of per-flow airtime scheduling, at this point, we assume airtime scheduling is
done per-device. The design and implementation of the scheduler will differ between end
device and AP. Where in AP, we are in the favor of maintaining per-end device vport in
the OVS, and maintaining one Linux Qdisc per-vports. Thus we can control the per-device
downlink traffic from the AP.
3.2.3 LOCAL CONTROLLER
Local Controller is a user space application that consists of OVS user-space client
(i.e., ovs-vswitchd,ovs-ofctl, ovs-vsctl) and traffic control (i.e., tc) to control the
Flow Manager and Scheduler. The Local Controller, in end devices, provides application-
awareness and generates flow-to-application mappings by monitoring active network sock-
ets (netstat or ss logs) and their pid/uid bindings that are available in Android and
other major Linux-based operating systems. The local controller in end devices applies
application-aware policies by inserting flow rules into flow manager corresponding to each
application. Note that in end devices, the local controller knows which socket/flow belongs
to which application, it can easily apply appropriate application-specific policy, assigned
by the SDN controller or set directly by the end user [195]. Local controller can also
interact with other user-space network management daemon (i.e. IKE daemon, wpa sup-
plicant) to configure the network settings, and apply policies. For example, local controller
can interact with IKE daemon, in addition with flow-to-application mappings, to apply
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FIG. 6: Detail architecture of weSDN framework for Wireless AP and end-device.
application-aware IPsec policies per-flow. Local controller use extended OpenFlow APIs to
read per-flow stats from the flow manager. In addition, local controller use Linux Traffic
Control (TC) or weSDN API to control the “weSDN extension” depending on its location
either in Qdisc or WiFi driver.
3.2.4 WESDN CONTROLLER
This component controls the Scheduler and the Flow Manager through Local Con-
troller. In weSDN, the interaction between the wireless AP and the weSDN controller
happens through OpenFlow protocol. In order to support the addition interaction for the
wireless network, OpenFlow protocol has “wireless extension” module. However, the Local
controller in end devices does not use OpenFlow to coordinates with the weSDN controller.
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Instead, weSDN controller communicates with the local controller of the end device, as
server-client, in following manners.
local controller → weSDN controller: Local controller “aggregate” currently run-
ning applications’ flow resource (e.g., airtime demand) and QoS requirements (e.g., latency
tolerance), and send the aggregated requirements to the weSDN controller. This client-side
aggregation reduces control overhead and improves scalability. This also protects user pri-
vacy because the local controller can provide network requirements to the global controller
without revealing which applications are running on the device. This is in contrast to
current network-based application detection solutions that employ Deep Packet Inspection
(DPI), looking into the user payload.
weSDN controller → local controller: weSDN controller provides per-application
policies (e.g. access control policy, security policy etc.,) and QoS profiles to the local
controllers. For example, an enterprise IT may allow a certain VoIP application for guest
users but not for employees. The IT admins may have pre-profiled a QoS spec for certain
video applications. In addition, weSDN controller applies proper actions back to the local
controllers. For example, based on the received per-client aggregate airtime demands, the
SDN controller provides the schedules to the local controller, which then program scheduling
mechanism in the scheduler.
weSDN controller may also directly manage the device components (OVS and qdisc)
using OpenFlow, and since OVS supports multiple controllers, it can be managed by both
local controller and weSDN controllers. Unlike wired SDNs that typically have an out-of-
band control channel between switches and the controller, we have to use the same wireless
interface for data and control; and reliable and scalable in-band control is hard in wireless
due to power-saving and interference. Thus, we argue that the weSDN controller is better to
communicate only with the local controller, which runs as a proxy for the device components,
in semi-real-time synchronously e.g., once every ‘N’ beacon cycles, and also asynchronously
as needed, e.g., to adapt to sudden changes in application demands. Besides that, there
can be use-case scenarios, where the local controller can act independently to interact with




Based on the weSDN framework, we envision to have new services to address the com-
plexity of the modern day wireless network. In following subsections, we describe some
example of such new services.
3.3.1 WLAN VIRTUALIZATION
Wireless LANs (WLANs) are becoming ubiquitous not only in homes and enterprises
but in public venues such as coffee shops, hospitals, and airports. Along with this trend,
the need to virtualize WLAN infrastructure is surging. This is in order to enable more
effective sharing of wireless resources by a diverse set of users with diverse requirements.
For example, mobile carriers want to obtain a guaranteed share of RF resources on public
WiFi infrastructure (e.g., in an airport) to offload their subscribers’ data traffic to WiFi.
Enterprises/Homes want to virtualize their WLAN infrastructure to create differentiated
service networks, e.g., an employee/parents network vs. a guest/kids network. This kind
of virtualization is already happening in cellular networks, e.g., Mobile Virtual Network
Operators [12], and there is a clear need to extend this capability to WLANs.
The killer application thus far for SDN has been network virtualization, applied pri-
marily to the wired Ethernet infrastructure. So, why not apply the same SDN mechanisms
to virtualize the WLAN infrastructure using SDN-enabled wireless access points (APs)?
There is a fundamental problem with applying the existing SDN framework to virtualiz-
ing WLANs and providing each virtual network with some specified network resources.
The fundamental problem stems from the fact that the last WLAN hop is a shared wire-
less medium and most WiFi clients today support only contention-based MAC, leaving no
means for AP to control client-to-AP uplink transmissions. Consider an example of an
enterprise wanting to guarantee 50% share of airtime for employee devices. If there are
nine guest devices and only one employee device, all with always backlogged traffic to send,
the employee will get only about 10% share of air-time.
Without an uplink control capability, SDN-enabled APs can only control wireless re-
source (channel and airtime) usages for AP-to-client downlink transmissions [71, 185] and
also apply SDN policies on the up-stream traffic already received from the clients, but this
is not enough to realize WLAN virtualization that requires guaranteed wireless resource
share, for both uplink and downlink, for each network slice. Without resource guaran-
tees, the performance experienced by end users will be highly unpredictable even with high
transmission rates of recent 802.11n/ac. Therefore, extending the SDN capability to the
end devices allow the weSDN to have such virtualization capability through controlling
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both uplink and downlink wireless resource.
3.3.2 APPLICATION-AWARENESS NETWORKING
The increasing in the number of mobile devices and corresponding various mobile appli-
cations and services, network traffic and is growing significantly in addition to introducing
new traffic types. Typically, mobile applications generate various types of flows for different
objectives. For example, Skype applications can do the voice, video, screen sharing, file
sharing, and Instant Messaging (IM) flows as well as the background traffic for signaling,
analytics, advertisement, etc. These applications diversity and various flow types have
different QoS requirements and security/resource implications. In addition, different users
may have different policies and requirements even for the same category of applications
and flow types. For example, giving the possibility of information leakage from the com-
mercial VOIP applications, enterprises tend to block these applications or some of their
flow types while enabling more robust and secure business VOIP applications and their
flow types. The network administrator might require controlling the same traffic flow with
different priority/policy based on the locality. For example, in a campus WLAN scenario,
streaming movies applications such as Netflix and Amazon are throttled down in specific
positions on campus such as the library or the study places while, on the other hand, get
fair bandwidth in other places such as dormitory. Thus, the ability to accurately recognize
individual applications and the various traffic flow types in real-time within each applica-
tion is very critical to have greater visibility and control over the traffic generated from the
end devices. In weSDN, the design of extending the OVS and OpenFlow to extract new
traffic flow feature can allow us to have fine-grained and real-time application-awareness at
the network edge.
3.3.3 SECURING WIRELESS NETWORK EDGES
In addition to many regular applications, the patient runs many sensitive mHealth
apps on their personal mobile devices. According to the report of March 2013 from Re-
search2Guidance [136], there were about 97,000 mHealth apps across 62 app stores that
targeted healthcare professionals, medical or nursing students, and patients. The mHealth
apps running in the mobile devices tend to use Wi-Fi, as a prominent network interface, to
send a large amount of sensitive to the internet. Unlike the regular apps, those mHealth
apps might require extra security for their traffic between the AP and the mobile device.
However, due to the broadcast nature of Wi-Fi links, wireless traffic are exposed to any
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eavesdropping adversary within the WLAN. Therefore, studies show, many physicians, as
well as patients, feel vulnerable and insecure to use sensitive mHealth apps in their per-
sonal smart device. Such concern could limit the willingness and potential benefit of using
mHealth apps. Therefore, it is important to address the security threat of using Wi-Fi.
The weSDN framework can provide a transparent and configurable technique of secur-
ing the wireless traffic between the mobile devices and the AP. The weSDN can address
the security concerns of the WLAN such as, securing the unencrypted sensitive data traf-
fic between the mobile device and the AP, apply traffic shaping technique to hide the
side-channel information about inferring user’s input to the sensitive apps (i.e., mHealth
apps), and analyzing per-client MAC layer traffic statistics to infer traffic jamming attack
from unusual network activities. Furthermore, the application-awareness capability of the
weSDN allows us to configure security option only on the sensitive app’s traffic without
impacting the regular app’s traffic. Such flexible way of just securing the targeted apps’
traffic make the user comfortable and confident.
3.3.4 SUPPORT MULTIPLE NETWORK INTERFACES
Nowadays smartphones are equipped with multiple wireless interfaces (Wi-Fi, LTE,
HSPA+, and Bluetooth). Unfortunately, the current design of Linux network stack imple-
mentation in off-the-shelf mobile devices are not capable of utilizing multiple interfaces.
Furthermore, not necessarily all network interfaces perform (i.e., bandwidth, delay, packet
loss) similarly all the time. Therefore, we require a dynamic and programmable system to
leverage all available network interfaces according to their merit. There is a large body of
work that seeks to exploit the diversity of connectivity options in mobile wireless networks.
Unlike many of the previous work, we wanted to provide the end device to have the flex-
ibility of choosing multiple wireless interfaces. Based on the weSDN framework, one can
create one internal virtual port (vport) and bind all the available wireless network interface
with the OVS wireless extension. The applications in end device only send the packets to
the vport, later based on the network demand and performance availability the packet is
forwarded to the right network interface. Before sending to the actual physical network
interface OVS make appropriate changes in the packet header.
When an application sends a packet, the fate of a packet, in terms of the interface
it is sent on and in what order, is determined the moment the IP addresses are added
and the packet is bound to a particular interface. Therefore, when the mobile devices









FIG. 7: Mobile-Network-Cloud interactions.
cannot be handed over to a new interface, without re-establishing state. Often wireless
driver maintains large packet buffer (i.e., 100 packets) both in APs and end devices. So
when the end device moves from one wireless AP to another, all the downlink packets in
the buffer gets dropped, which might create TCP timeout event. Based on the weSDN
framework, in wireless AP, one could reduce the number of packet in the wireless driver
buffer by controlling the dequeue event of the traffic scheduler qdisc. Later, in handoff
scenario, the qdisc packet can be forwarded to new wireless AP using OVS actions.
3.3.5 MOBILE(CLIENT)↔SDN(NETWORK)↔CLOUD/CLOUDLET
INTERACTIONS
Recent mobile cloud/cloudlet applications require guaranteed network performance
more than conventional client-server applications as such mobile applications incur tight
and real-time interactions with cloud and sometimes offload network-intensive workloads to
cloud [41] or cloudlets [145]. In a wired infrastructure, SDN APIs is used to guarantee per-
formance by dynamically coordinating network edges, mostly Ethernet switches. Recent
SDN controllers also interact directly with cloud-based application servers to communi-
cate application specific requirements. This SDN (network)↔cloud (server) interaction,
together with the existing mobile (client)↔cloud (server) interaction [34], aims to deliver
application-optimized network performance and eventually bottleneck-free computing ex-
perience to users.
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Mobile (client)↔SDN (network) interaction is very essential to complete the loop be-
tween mobile, SDN and cloud (Figure 7). Knowing the application requirement from the
cloud (server), it is important for the SDN (network) to provide performance guarantee to
the end device. Similarly, Mobile(client)↔SDN(network) interaction allow SDN to provide
network condition to the cloud application Unfortunately, the control of the existing SDN
frameworks stops at the network edge, either at enterprise edge switches [89], datacenter
hypervisor virtual switches [171] or home routers [126]. In wired environments, SDN policy
can be effectively enforced on the traffic to/from end devices without modifying the end
devices since the last hop is a point-to-point full-duplex link and transmissions from end
devices do not interfere with each other. However, unlike the wired access network, the
wireless client in its interaction with the network needs to have fine-grained control and be
able to selectively and dynamically apply traffic and wireless resource management tech-
niques to enhance user applications experience. The weSDN framework of extending the
SDN paradigm to mobile clients could provide optimal network performance between the
cloud/cloudlet and the wirelessly-connected clients.
3.3.6 MONITORING AND CONTROLLING THE BANDWIDTH OF MUL-
TIPLE VIDEO PLAYERS
Increase of video traffic is creating big challenges for video providers in guaranteeing a
satisfactory level of viewing experience to the end users. In addition to the huge increase
in the resources required to serve more streaming demands, the unstable nature of wireless
links and the frequent changes in network loads create another obstacle toward providing
a high quality video service. In order to overcome most of the above challenges, HTTP
adaptive video streaming technology was introduced, along with other great features for
streaming videos. Therefore, most of video providers nowadays such as YouTube, Netflix,
and Vimeo have already adapted this technology in streaming videos.
However, despite the aforementioned features, practical implementation, represented in
today’s commercial players, reveals that viewing quality can still suffer with this proto-
col under certain situations and conditions. For instance, our measurements show that
YouTube app can suffer from several serious issues that would directly impact the QoE of
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the end user including instability in the perceived quality, a long starting-up time, band-
width underutilization, and unfairness between the users. Mostly these issues are likely
experienced when multiple concurrent players compete over the same bottleneck due to
the intermittent traffic generated by streaming protocol as indicated by several studies
[3, 74, 82]. As confirmed by our experiments, most of these issues are mainly caused by the
aggressive competition between the players for the available network resources. Therefore,
any future effort that aims to enhance the performance of video players and the viewing
quality for all clients, should concentrate on mitigating this competition in such a way
that ensures the fairness among the player and, maximizes the utilization of the available
bandwidth.
Having multiple users concurrently streaming videos through the same WiFi access
point (at shopping center, coffee shop, etc.), or the same base station of cellular network
is a very common scenario. Therefore, looking beyond an individual case, and make the
optimization global (over multiple concurrent streams) is essential for an efficient streaming
solution. To this end, weSDN can apply possible technique, for instance, is to monitor and
control the bandwidth utilized by each stream at the end-device. Each time a new stream
joins the network, the system should instantly react and reallocate a fair portion of the
bandwidth to the new stream. This technique might require reallocating the bandwidth,
and distributing it again among all players. However, to avoid major degradation in the
quality of the existing (old) players, the system should be aware of the conditions and
status of all players and the characteristics of their flows before performing bandwidth
reallocation.
3.4 ADVANTAGES OF HAVING SDN CAPABILITY AT
END-DEVICES
In this section, we describe some of the benefits that the SDN on end devices can bring
to users and network illustrated with several practical examples.
Removing the dependency on network infrastructure: Existing network man-
agement techniques and policies are currently enforced from network infrastructure. Con-
sequently, the policies that are applied on a certain network might not be applicable in
other networks. For example, the WLAN in an enterprise environment usually has differ-
ent policies than the WLAN in public spaces. However, there are several scenarios where
users need to apply certain policies on the applications running on their mobile device
regardless of what network they connected to. For example, the parents can set a policy at
home gateway that allows the devices of their children to only access the internet (or social
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networks such as Facebook or Twitter) during the evening. However, when the children
leave home and join other public networks (e.g., schools network), they can have an access
to the internet (or social networks) at any time. Therefore, having the SDN capabilities on
the end device can persistently enforce the parent policies regardless of the network their
children might connect to. Moreover, having SDN capability with right set of APIs on an
end-device can provide the flexibility for users to customize the policies for each network.
For example, consider a scenario where a user uses an application that shares GPS location
with the server. Now, the user wants to block the access to this application when he/she is
at home. However, whenever the user is in office location, he/she allows the access of the
application.
Device context-aware network management: One of the major shortcomings of
infrastructure based wireless network management is lacking the awareness of the charac-
teristics and the context of the end devices. This sightless management, in fact, makes
the current systems unable to provide true end-to-end QoE for end users which can result
in wasting network and end-devices resources in addition to the inability to optimize the
QoE for end users. For example, consider a scenario where two users, one with smart-
phone playing a video in the background and the other watches a sports game on a tablet,
stream videos over the same AP. Now based on the context and characteristics of these two
devices, it will be more efficient, in terms of QoE for both users and resource utilization,
to allocate more bandwidth to the tablet to have better resolution than the smartphone.
This is obviously because the tablet has a bigger screen and thus needs more resolution in
addition to the smartphone user plays the video in the background (e.g., listens to music
while running other app). Therefore, extending SDN capability to the end-devices could
provide such context-awareness properties for smarter wireless network management.
Fine grained control and reliable monitoring capability: In end devices, SDN-
like paradigm allows to have application-aware flow control and monitoring capabilities.
As a network flow can be easily bound to its application using socket connection listener
tools (e.g., netstat, ss) on the end device, it is possible, with OVS and OpenFlow protocol,
to both control and monitor the network flows of different applications. Furthermore,
services like SmartEdge (chapter 5) could even provide flow-type awareness at the end-
device as many of mobile applications generate various types of flows (e.g., video chat,
voice chat, video stream, etc.). For example, Skype users can do voice calls, video calls,
screen sharing, file sharing, and Instant Messaging (IM) as well as background traffic for
signaling, analytics, and advertisement. These different flows intuitively have different
network loads, QoS requirements, and security/resource policies, thus it is very critical to
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the QoE to accurately and efficiently recognize the running applications and their various
traffic flows in real-time. Such capabilities are potentially valuable for properly applying
network policies and ensuring QoS, security, and resource efficiency in addition to allowing
for better next-generation Internet infrastructure design and efficient content distribution
systems.
Enabling user/app-network interaction: As managing the network today is getting
more complex with the explosion of smart devices and applications, ensuring a good level
of QoE for end users becomes a challenge. In fact, all the existing techniques for inferring
the end users’ level of satisfaction and preferences fail to provide an accurate measurement
under various conditions and scenarios. For example, consider a scenario when a student
needs to upload a large submission for an impending deadline. Since the uploading is
typically treated by the network as a background traffic, the student might experience a
large uploading delay and not be able to submit in time. However, the network could treat
the uploading as the most important task of any other network activity if we enable the
student to interact with the network and express his/her needs and preferences resulting in
significant improvement in the network performance and thus QoE. Moreover, extending
the SDN to the end devices can also open the door for application-network interaction which
can enhance the performance, in many cases, without user intervention. For instance, it
is not possible for the network to detect whether the user who plays a video is currently
experiencing a stall in the playback. The video application, On the other hand, is not
only aware of this situation, but also can prevent the stall before it happens through the
feedback sent to the network. Hence, enabling user/app-network interaction can derive
the network resource management to optimize the user QoE. Typically, the objective of
having SDN capability at end-devices is to collect and provide information on the current
network conditions to both users and application developers, gathering both users’ and
apps feedbacks, and then developing novel wireless protocols based on these feedbacks.
3.5 SUMMARY
In the next three chapters, we describe the three services, WLAN virtualization, and
application-awareness networking and securing wireless network edges that we have imple-
mented based on weSDN framework. In this chapter, we describe different components of
weSDN architecture in general. In following three chapters, we elaborate the design and





WLAN virtualization is becoming a key to enable a more effective sharing of wireless
resources by a diverse set of users with diverse requirements. For example, mobile carriers
want to obtain a guaranteed share of RF resources on public WiFi infrastructure (e.g.,
in an airport) to offload their subscribers’ data traffic to WiFi. Enterprises/Homes want
to virtualize their WLAN infrastructure to create differentiated service networks, e.g., an
employee/parents network vs. a guest/kids network. This kind of virtualization is already
happening in cellular networks, e.g., Mobile Virtual Network Operators [12], and there is
a clear need to extend this capability to WLANs.
The existing SDN mechanism for virtualizing the wired Ethernet infrastructure, for
example using OpenFlow-enabled wireless access points (APs), is not directly applicable
to virtualize the WLANs. Because, the last WLAN hop is a shared wireless medium and
most WiFi clients today support only contention-based MAC, leaving no means for APs to
control client-to-AP uplink transmissions. Consider an example of an enterprise wanting
to guarantee 50% share of airtime for employee devices. If there are nine guest devices
and only one employee device, all with heavy backlog traffic to send, the employee will
get only about 10% share of air-time. Previous approaches for APs to control clients’
uplink 802.11 or TCP transmissions were either intrusive (dropping uplink 802.11 frames
or downlink TCP ACKs), unfair by causing starvation (greedy use of Self-CTS) or hard
to be adopted (requiring changes of 802.11 protocol) [17, 156, 194]. Furthermore, most
of these techniques do not provide a good resource guarantee, since they only indirectly
control uplink transmission probabilities and can not prevent aggressive UDP streaming
from monopolizing a link.
As a proof-of-concept, we use weSDN framework to design, implement and evaluate a
WLAN virtualization service that slices end devices using a Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) like airtime scheduling, named pseudo TDMA (pTDMA), that runs on top of
802.11 MAC. By using Linux Qdisc on end devices, pTDMA virtualizes (separates) airtime
resource between network slices while minimizing contention between clients within a slice.
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pTDMA also allows client WiFi interfaces to more efficiently utilize their active time and to
sleep longer outside of the given transmission windows. We will present weSDN’s network
virtualization capability and its improved power-efficiency from our prototyping on Android
phones.
4.2 PTDMA
pTDMA, using TDMA-like ‘coarse-grained’ airtime scheduling on top of 802.11
CSMA/CA MAC, virtualizes airtime resource between network slices. Note that we do
not (and cannot) guarantee absolute interference-free airtime, which is impossible in unli-
censed bands. pTDMA guarantees a share of airtime duration for each slice to ’attempt’
medium access while avoiding contention between different slices and minimizing contention
between clients within a slice; but it cannot completely avoid interference.
We assume the wireless “channel” resource is under control by the centralized Radio
Resource Management (RRM) solutions in enterprise WLANs [9, 36, 37]. We define the
role of pTDMA to manage airtime share between virtual network instances (their clients)
that collocate in space and channel. RRM can compute airtime available for each channel
and AP based on the measured contention and interference and feed the airtime availability
to our global pTDMA scheduler.
The key concept of pTDMA is to separate airtime slices used by different network
instances so that traffic for different networks do not overlap and wireless contention is
confined to traffic internal to one network instance. Fig. 8 illustrates a simplified example
of the airtime resource shared by two network instances: employee network and guest
network with 50:50 time share. As a simple baseline, the entire time slice (max 50%) can
be open to all clients of each network instance. The clients and APs of each network instance
will contend for the medium access based on the 802.11 MAC. If the operator also wants
to manage contention and airtime usage within each instance, the instance’s airtime slice
can be further divided into multiple time windows and scheduled based on each individual
clients’ QoS requirements and traffic pattern provided by the local controllers.
4.2.1 SCHEDULING PRINCIPLES
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FIG. 8: pTDMA scheduling example.
factors like work-conservation, fairness, and interference [17, 19, 87, 137, 152]. For exam-
ple, efficiently reassigning unused airtime resource to those in need (work-conservation) is
critical. When two clients are known to have hidden interference, we can avoid scheduling
the two in the same window. We rely on the previous work and future work for the de-
tailed design of the scheduling algorithm and this paper discusses high-level principles and
constraints specific to running pTDMA in WLANs. Ultimately, the scheduling mechanism
is up to each network operator who can program the algorithm in the SDN controller.
Because the pTDMA qdisc operates above the WiFi driver, we can not tightly control
per-packet transmission timing to a microsecond level as conventional TDMA does. Also,
the tight TDMA scheduling can perform worse in the presence of unexpected interference or
burst traffic, which 802.11 CSMA MAC is supposed to deal with. Thus, pTDMA scheduling
unit is not per-packet basis but is a larger time window during which a client can transmit
and receive multiple packets. (As 802.11 MAC aggregation typically use 4ms time limit,
this could be a good minimum limit. We use 10ms in our prototype.) Because perfectly
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estimating future traffic pattern and demand is difficult, we also schedule multiple clients
in a common window to help maximize channel utilization while controlling the number
of contending clients. Finding a good balance between multiplexing gain and contention
overhead has been studied in ref. [138] and the pTDMA scheduler can leverage the previous
study.
pTDMA should carefully determine the interval between two consecutive time windows
of a client to meet currently active application’s delay and jitter requirement. Consider an
example when video streaming and VoIP applications, running on the same client, have
similar inter-burst intervals but their bursts are interleaved. pTDMA can delay one flow
to match its burst pattern to the others’ and schedule the client’s ontime windows to fit
the matched pattern; delaying the streaming flow is more desirable because a streaming
buffer can absorb additional delay while VoIP has a more stringent delay requirement.
Keeping the interval time constant is desirable to control jitter and to provide consistent
TCP performance. In addition to the interval, the window size (scheduling unit) must be
set carefully to meet various application requirements, while balancing channel utilization
and contention overhead.
Optimally deciding the interval & window size and scheduling clients over time windows
are challenging problems, especially when there are many network slices and client devices.
In this case, scheduling all clients of each network instance in a window (the baseline
approach) can simplify the problem and increase the chance to meet the basic requirement
– guarantee airtime share between network instances.
4.2.2 DOWNLINK CONTROL AND POWER-SAVING
For AP-to-client downlink control, we may implement a similar pTDMA scheduler on
APs but its implementation may be complicated because the AP has to control timings for
every client. As an alternative, we found WMM-Power Save (WMM-PS) mechanism that
triggers AP’s downlink transmission of buffered data to a client by the client’s uplink trans-
mission [6]. (This is different from legacy power saving, in which a client typically waits
till the next beacon to transmit or receive.) WMM-PS is a part of Wi-Fi Certification pro-
gram and implemented in most client devices. We leverage WMM-PS to indirectly confine
downlink transmissions to the time window controlled by the client’s pTDMA scheduler.
Typically WMM-PS is used for VoIP or video traffic that has a regular burst pattern.
Best effort applications (email, web and file transfer) are handled by legacy power saving.
When backlogged packets are present for TX or RX, e.g., from bulk file transfer, most WiFi
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drivers stay in the Constant Awake Mode (CAM), as opposed to power saving mode, even
when they do not obtain constant channel access due to contentions. Because pTDMA
controls contention in each window, it allows the WiFi interface to more efficiently utilize
its active time and to sleep longer outside of the ontime window. Thus, pTDMA makes
WMM-PS also attractive for best effort traffic. In addition, weSDN OVS can detect two
flows with their burst patterns interleaved and combine their patterns appropriately in the
pTDMA qdisc such that the inter-burst time of the combined flow is maximized, increasing
the sleeping time. In addition, we will show pTDMA and WMM-PS can improve power-
efficiency without losing throughput performance.
4.3 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we describe a scaled-down version of weSDN framework to prototype
the pTDMA service on top.
4.3.1 ARCHITECTURE
We implemented a pTDMA scheduler using Linux multiq [1] qdisc as a basis. pTDMA
qdisc represents the wireless extension of the weSDN architecture (Fig. 6). Implementing
it in the driver could give tighter control over airtime usage, but due to practical issues of
less accessibility we prototyped in the qdisc.
In Flow Manager, we use OVS to measure the per flow statistics and also take QoS
actions on per-flow per-app. We also prototyped the OpenFlow-Wireless extension by
conveying WiFi stats (such as RSSI) in Linux packet buffer (skbuff) forwarded from the
driver to the OpenFlow datapath but did not use the stats for pTDMA scheduling in this
implementation. Finally, the SDN Controller communicates with the local controller to set
the schedule for pTDMA qdisc.
4.3.2 CHALLENGES
Millisecond level synchronization, instead of microsecond required by conventional
per-packet TDMAs, is needed to enforce pTDMA schedules across clients. Mobile phone
GPS or NTP can provide such accuracy as we observed from our Android phones.
Driver buffering delay is known to be large enough to cause application performance
to drop under certain conditions (Bufferbloat [60]) because WiFi (and also Ethernet) drivers
typically have a fairly large (100-300 or more) ring packet buffer. The time to drain the
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FIG. 11: Testing with 2 employees and 6 guest devices with 50:50 airtime share for evalu-
ating TCP throughput.
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sized packets and the wireless throughput is slow. This can hurt pTDMA because the
driver may consume more airtime than scheduled to drain all the buffered packets even after
pTDMA qdisc stops. As a solution to bufferbloat, Ethernet drivers started to implement
Byte Queue Limits (BQL), where the limit is dynamically set based on number of bytes
the NIC dequeued recently [39]. In our prototype, we took a similar BQL approach into
the WiFi driver while providing reasonable buffer space for 802.11 MAC aggregation.
802.11 beacons: we believe pTDMA scheduling cycle does not have to be tied to
the beacon interval, which can differ across APs. We do not control or coordinate beacon
timing, but rather inform the beacon TX schedule to the pTDMA scheduler, which then
leaves some time after each beacon, for multicast traffic and unicast traffic for legacy power
saving devices.
4.3.3 EVALUATION
We prototyped weSDN client-side components on eight Google Nexus 4 Android phones.
We formed two network slices – an “employee” network with 2 devices and a “guest”
network with 6 devices – and applied the same pTDMA schedule of Fig. 8 providing 50:50
airtime share to the two virtual slices, but with all 8 devices connected to one physical AP.
In Fig. 9, all devices are sending uplink iperf UDP at 12 Mbps, and the pTDMA
scheduling is initiated at 50 sec. The graph plots the average throughput over the devices
in each network slice with the high and low water-mark bars presenting the standard
deviations. The first 20 seconds are impacted by low wireless speeds from fresh starts and
were excluded in the following analysis. We clearly see the employee average is almost
3X larger than the guest average, indicating pTDMA provides the intended airtime share.
pTDMA also improves fairness with lower temporal variations compared to non-pTDMA,
as pTDMA reduces the number of simultaneously contending nodes in a window (from 8
to 2 in the employee network slice and from 8 to 6 in the guest slice). As we have only
two employee devices, the “employee” slice shows higher statistical variation. Guests (6
devices) have much smaller variation than non-pTDMA (8 devices) thanks to the reduced
contention of pTDMA. The reduced contention also increased net throughput, by 3 to 10%
for different schedules.
To assess power-saving improvement, we plot inter-packet transmission intervals of one
guest device in Fig. 10. pTDMA gives longer interval time during which the WiFi interface
can sleep. While at this time, we did not directly measure device power consumption, we
compute the total time the interface would sleep assuming a 5 ms timer for WMM-PS to
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detect inactivity and go to the sleep state: it can sleep 80% of entire run time with pTDMA
while only 28% without pTDMA. Fig. 11 shows that the increased transmission intervals
in the pTDMA schedule do not adversely impact TCP performance.
We tested different schedules, e.g., only one employee in a window or three guests in a
window, and observed very similar results. Some schedules increased aggregate throughput
(by 10%) while deviating from the intended employee:guest throughput ratio, suggesting a
need for future study.
Finally, we evaluate pTDMA for end-to-end application performance. We have selected
two popular applications, skype and youtube, to evaluate end-to-end performance.
Typically, HTTP video players like youtube have two main states: buffering state, in
which the players tries to fill its buffer with video frames at the beginning of the streaming
session, and steady state, in which the player starts periodically requesting video chunks
after the buffer is filled up. The adaptive player typically maintains two thresholds, an
upper and lower thresholds. The player pauses downloading video chunks as soon as the
buffer filled and reached the upper threshold, and it resumes downloading once the buffer
drops to the lower threshold. Figure 12 illustrates these two states in which the player
starts buffering video chunks at the beginning of the streaming session, and when the
buffer reaches its max threshold at time 70, the player goes off and enters the steady state.
At time 78, the player goes on again and send a chunk request to the server when the buffer
goes below the minimum threshold. This behavior recurs repeatedly until the video chunks
are fully downloaded. These intermittent traffic pattern can be addressed as ON/OFF
periods.
We found that, during steady state, pTDMA have no impact on the QoE of video
streaming. As long as the, available bandwidth is enough to support the video encoding bit
rate, we have not experience any degradation of video quality and video stalling. However,
during buffering state, pTDMA might elongated the starting delay. But delay will be
negligible if the available bandwidth is enough to support the requested video streaming.
Unlike the video streaming application, skype is real-time app that is time sensitive.
In order to evaluate the impact of pTDMA on the performance of skype app, we create a
controlled experiment setup. In the setup, we use one smartphone to generate iperf [164]
UDP traffic to create the background traffic. Using the iperf, we create 4Mbit/s UDP data
traffic as background. We run the skype in Android Nexus 4 smartphone, and we also
enable the skype video technical report option to measure skype’s throughput, frame rate,
packet loss rate, and jitter. We run one skype app over cellular connection and another
the one on our targeted WLAN.
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FIG. 14: Comparison of jitter between non-pTDMA and pTDMA for skype app.
Figure 13 shows the throughput changes when our targeted WLAN move from non-
pTDMA scheme to pTDMA scheme. We initiate the pTDMA scheme after 200 sec. The
figure 13 shows skype have higher throughput during pTDMA scheme compare to non-
PTDMA due to collision of background traffic. We also have seen that, in both cases, the
frame rate was changing between 10 to 15. However, during pTDMA, the video resolution
was 320x240, and in non-pTDMA case video resolution was switching between 320x240
and 160x240. In addition, figure 14 shows that, pTDMA shows significantly less jitter then
the non-pTDMA.
4.4 RELATED WORK & DISCUSSION
WLAN infra virtualization: Current APs can host multiple SSID networks or ‘vir-
tual APs’ (e.g., employee vs. guest) on an AP radio [189] as a basis to control authenti-
cation, security and Ethernet-side bandwidth but they do not guarantee wireless resource
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share to each SSID network. Throttling Ethernet bandwidth may indirectly control wire-
less airtime usage of uplink TCP traffic, but with limited granularity; uplink UDP can
not be controlled at all [23]. Recent work of OpenRadio [71], OpenRAN [185], Cloud-
MAC [170] and Odin [160] extends SDN control to wireless APs. The Wireless & Mobile
Working Group in Open Networking Foundation (ONF) is investigating various use cases
for SDN-enabled APs and planning to standardize SDN control of wireless APs by extend-
ing OpenFlow [55]. SDN-enabled APs can control wireless resource for downlink traffic.
However none of these work are considering SDN on end devices or addressing uplink
control issue, and therefore they cannot control uplink traffic. Uncontrolled uplink trans-
missions can interfere with other uplink traffic and downlink traffic, so SDN-enabled APs
can not guarantee uplink airtime or even downlink airtime. By carefully tuning 802.11e
QoS parameters on the AP, we can probabilistically control downlink airtime shares and be
more immune to uplink traffic, but this breaks 802.11 QoS mechanism or limits the number
of virtual networks to four (802.11 QoS classes) [113].
Client-side solutions: Implementing per-packet TDMA MAC in WiFi driver has been
demonstrated to virtualize airtime [156] but its throughput and scalability is challenged by
the lack of sub-millisecond level 1) hardware control from the driver software and 2) clock
synchronization across devices. SplitAP [17] loosely controls uplink airtime by shaping
client’s outbound traffic using Click router but it causes under-utilization of airtime. In
contrast, pTDMA achieves tighter airtime control and also improves aggregate throughput
and power-efficiency. The work in [190] deployed OVS on Android to efficiently utilize
multiple network interfaces on a multi-homed device. They also introduced a local controller
to manage OVS but the coordination with other devises or the rest of the SDN framework
was not discussed.
Application-awareness: MultiNets [118] and Delphi [44] have proposed mechanisms
to use multiple network interface of the smartphones based on the policies (i.e. energy
saving, throughput performance, data usage cost, delay sensitivity), manually given by the
user [118] or specified by each application [44]. Rather than relaying on users or apps to
specify their objectives, weSDN monitors and analyzes network flows to learn the app’s
network demands real-time. pTDMA changes the transmission patterns of applications
and thus may affect Quality of Experience (QoE) of application users. Recent work [2]
shows the possibility of monitoring network flows to estimate the QoE, which weSDN can
leverage to improve pTDMA scheduling.
Interference is another hurdle in achieving RF resource guarantees in unlicensed
bands. pTDMA can control interference within and also between weSDN network slices.
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External interferences can be handled by existing work on interference monitoring and
mitigation [134, 140, 154]. Enterprise Radio Resource Management solutions today aim
to realize such centralized schemes by tightly monitoring and reacting to interference at
down to 4 min adaptation cycle [9]; recent small business and home APs are also controlled
by ‘cloud’ for better radio resource management [37]. Even when external interference is
unmanaged, pTDMA can still control the airtime ’share’ among network slices, while each
share will experience the external interference and deal with it based on 802.11 MAC.
Client WiFi driver modification: We believe that the WiFi protocol and the client
WiFi stack are better to be kept intact to develop and deliver the new weSDN frame-
work reliably across a multitude of end devices. We believe a pTDMA scheduler can be
implemented in the WiFi driver without breaking the protocol standard and stack.
However, though there have been many innovative solutions that require “only” driver
changes [35, 152, 156], none of them have been widely adopted. We found that end-
device manufacturers tend to avoid making any custom changes on the drivers shipped
by the chipset vendors because it is hard to maintain the custom changes throughout
the future chipset/driver releases and restricts flexibility of end-device manufacturers into
which radio chipsets they can use in future designs. Thus, our current prototype leveraged
Linux standard components – Qdisc and OVS – as building blocks. Both components exist
in recent Android kernel source. Due to the different nature of wireless and 802.11 QoS,
additional control knobs and statistics from the driver will surely benefit weSDN, and we
look forward to seeing such new knobs.
Incremental deployment: We had to root the Android devices to install OVS and
pTDMA qdisc kernel modules, though they’re available in the Android source tree. (On the
other hand, changing the WiFi driver required re-imaging the entire kernel.) To ensure that
heterogeneous end devices can participate in and benefit from weSDN, the kernel modules
need to be natively integrated into the stack OS by the device manufacturers and similar
support from other operating systems are needed.
To support hybrid deployments and phased migrations, weSDN and non-weSDN end
devices will need to co-exist in the same WLAN environment especially in non-enterprise
settings where synchronized deployment over all client devices is difficult. To continue to
provide air time guarantees to the weSDN clients, non-weSDN clients can be controlled via
mechanisms proposed earlier, such as dropping 802.11 data frames to lead them to backoff.
4.5 SUMMARY
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In this chapter, we used the weSDN framework to implement a WLAN virtualization
service that effectively guarantees airtime shares to network slices using a Time Division
Multiple Access like airtime scheduling, named pseudo TDMA (pTDMA).
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CHAPTER 5
SMARTEDGE: TOWARD MAKING WIRELESS NETWORK
EDGES TRAFFIC-AWARE
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The growth of network-connected smart devices, such as smartphones, tablets, smart
TVs, Health monitoring devices, home security system etc., has been accelerating and they
are becoming an integral part of our daily life. The increase in the number of smart devices
and corresponding various applications and services results in a significant growing of net-
work traffic as well as the introduction of new traffic types. In addition, different mobile
applications generate various types of flows for different objectives. For example, Skype
application can have the voice, video, screen sharing, file sharing, and Instant Messaging
(IM) flows as well as the background traffic for signaling, analytics, advertisement, etc.
These applications diversity and various flow types might have different QoS requirements
and security/resource policies.
In addition, with the new trend of pushing computation and storage resources closer to
client devices for low latency, high bandwidth, and privacy [191, 192, 193], it is essential to
have flexible and efficient network management at wireless network edges (i.e., end-devices
and access devices) to support complex network management and configuration tasks such
as end-to-end QoS for various network traffic, different traffic engineering schemes with fine-
grained policies, and efficient load balancing [44, 89, 95, 165, 190]. In order to support such
services, wireless network edges urge to have light-weight, on-fly fine-grained application
and flow type awareness.
Recently, in both cellular [95] and WLAN enterprise [83], we have seen the effort of
pushing the SDN capabilities at the wireless-edges (e.g.,WiFi Access Points (APs), Base
Station) to enables fine-grained policy enforcement and performance optimization [44, 89,
95, 165, 190]. In applying fine-grained policies at wireless network edges, it is essential
for the network operator to have greater visibility and control over the traffic generated
from the client devices to provide optimal performance and high quality of experience.
Therefore, with the recent advent of pushing SDN at the edge, we need to build tools that
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have the ability to accurately and efficiently recognize individual mobile applications (e.g.,
facebook, skype, tango, fringe etc.) and it is various traffic flows (e.g., video chat, voice
chat, video stream, etc.) in real-time.
Existing SDN solutions, for application and flow-type awareness, depends on the central-
ize deep packet inspection (DPI) engine [5, 40, 54] for traffic classification. Unfortunately,
unlike the edge data center machines, many devices of the wireless network edges are not
computationally powerful enough for supporting DPI based solution [5, 125]. In addi-
tion, DPI-based methods have the limitation of providing fine-grained traffic classification
due to payload encryption, privacy issues, and tunneling transfer [125, 197]. Therefore,
SDN-based centralized solutions of traffic awareness are inefficient and impose significant
overhead (e.g., delay) in order to control the traffic of the wireless network edges [54]. Fur-
thermore, there could be scenarios, such as in coffee shops, metro stations, shopping mall,
etc., where WLAN infrastructure is unable to provide application and flow-type aware net-
work management services for the end-devices. In these cases, it is implausible to support
truly end-to-end management and control, in which end users could reap the full benefit of
SDN and experience high Quality of Experience (QoE).
In this chapter, we present our design, development, and evaluation of a lightweight, flex-
ible and real-time application and flow types awareness service, called SmartEdge, based on
the weSDN framework for wireless network edges, and specifically for end-devices. Smart-
Edge is the first of its kind that provides on-fly fine-grained visibility and control over the
network traffic generated by different applications and corresponding various flow types
running on wireless network edges. In SmartEdge, we push the SDN-like paradigm all the
way to end-devices, by extending and deploying the SDN data layer (i.e., Open vSwitch
(OVS)), and the OpenFlow protocol [104]) on both end devices and access device, to ex-
tract new flow statistics such as packet sizes, directions, sequences, and timestamps, where
a ‘flow’ is identified by 5-tuple fields. Note that existing OVS and OpenFlow protocol is
incapable of collecting such statistics from the network flows. Therefore, in SmartEdge we
extend both OVS and OpenFlow protocol to collect such statistics per network flow.
In addition, we develop and integrate a hierarchical Machine Learning (ML) based
solution in OVS for traffic classification. State-of-the-art ML-based approaches are only
classifying applications to coarse-grained classes such as P2P, email, news, web browsing,
VOIP and game application [24, 50, 81, 117, 139, 175]. Unlike identifying coarse-grained
mobile application classes or protocols, SmartEdge focus on fine-grained detection of actual
mobile applications name (e.g., Facebook, Skype, Tango, Fringe etc.) and it is different flow
types (e.g., video chat, voice chat, video stream, etc.). In SmartEdge, we introduce new
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features (i.e., DWT) to extracts high-order frequency and temporal information from packet
sizes and arrival timestamps, which improve the ML-based traffic classification detection
accuracies from 75-89% (using the state-of-the-art [24, 117, 175]) to 85-98%.
We also implemented SmartEdge in real test-bed in order to evaluate the efficiency
and the overhead of the framework. In implementing SmartEdge, we extend and deploy
both the kernel module (i.e., ”datapath”) and the user space (i.e., ”vswitchd”) of the OVS
to provide application and flow awareness at wireless network edges. We describe more
details about the SmartEdge in section 5.3. We also evaluate SmartEdge in real test-bed in
regards to energy efficiency, throughput reduction, and computation overhead. Finally, we
develop two proof-of-concept prototype of application and flow-type aware policies based
on SmartEdge at wireless network edges.
5.2 RELATED WORK
5.2.1 APPLICATION-AWARE SDN
Ensuring E2E QoS (Quality of Service) and providing intelligent capabilities in net-
work edges, is one of the key reason for conducting research in the direction of app-aware
SDN network. There is two type of approaches that has been taken to make the SDN
controller more application aware. In one approach, require the user to input directly or
to make custom integration between SDN controller and each application through API call
to let the SDN controller know about the start/end of application flows and about their
QoS requirement [2, 89, 165]. In another approach, Deep-Packet Inspection were applied
to leverage unique per-app signatures to distinguish network flows from different applica-
tions/application protocol [132]; but they are unable to differentiate the various type of
network flows generated from one application. Moreover, real-time detection of QoS de-
manding flows would require constant monitoring and analysis of network flows, which is
costly to implement using DPI on CPU-limited AP and switches.
SDN data layer (i.e. OpenFlow switches) and control layer only analyze Layers 2-4
packet header fields, SDN cannot recognize packet’s application or flow type information.
Note that traditional schemes that use the port number and IP address for application/flow
classification are not reliable in many cases since nowadays applications start to use non
pre-defined or dynamic port numbers [42, 200]. Therefore, existing applications/flow iden-
tification schemes require direct user/application inputs [44, 52, 89] or custom integration
with application servers [165]
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On the other hand, techniques based on Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) can be more
accurate, but incur high computation cost and require manual signature maintenance [20].
Moreover, many applications today are delivered via end-to-end encrypted channels, such
as HTTPS and SRTP, thus limiting the reliability of DPI-based approaches and making the
signature maintenance more difficult. Despite such difficulties, DPI is a popular solution
with the SDN framework. In many commercial solutions, DPI is deployed with the SDN
control layer, called DPI engine. However, in order to support time-critical application and
minimizing latency for applying policy directly, industry have proposed to implement DPI
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FIG. 15: Distribution of CPU usage overhead of the the DPI-enable OVS for the new
“upcall” operation in the mobile device.
We found, there is not much attention in analyzing the performance of DPI with SDN
framework. More specially, we are interested to find out the performance of running DPI
software in Open vSwitch. DPI uses the initial set of packets of a flow to identify the
application or application protocol. Therefore, according to one implementation [54], DPI-
enable Open vSwitch (OVS) use a new “upcall” action in datapath that sends the initial
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set of packets of a flow to the user-space for analyzing in DPI software. In order to mimic
the scenario, we create a similar action in OVS for sending first 8 packets of a flow to
user-space, which is the maximum amount of initial packets require to identify an app or
app’s protocol in DPI. Figure 15 shows the CPU usage of just having such “upcall” action
in mobile devices, which is quite significant in terms of mobile phone usage. Note that this
CPU usage does not include the additional processing of the DPI engine. However, several
earlier studies [20, 81, 125, 197] have already claimed that DPI engines are computationally
expensive, which make such DPI based solution inapplicable in wireless edges.
5.2.2 ML-BASED TRAFFIC CLASSIFIER
A major advantage of ML-based approaches [22, 49, 88, 117, 131, 179] is that the
classifier does not require examining packet payload content, instead, it only requires flow
level features such as the packet sizes and timestamps. This results in a much lower
computational cost than DPI-based solutions [179] and can correctly identify encrypted
traffic. There are a wide range of work on ML based traffic classification in the past, for
example [86, 92, 93]. In SmartEdge we only focus on lightweight, real-time, fine-grained ML-
based classifier based on flow level features. Previously, researchers have used Netflow [77]
for collecting flow level features for real-time traffic classification[25, 81, 139]. In SmartEdge,
for the first time, we propose to extend and use OpenFlow [104] protocol with Open vSwitch
(OVS) [171] to collecting flow level features for traffic classification. Note that, OpenFlow
provides flexible network control, and fine-grained network monitoring capability.
ML approaches have so far been restricted to traditional internet applications with
coarse-grained classifications such as web, P2P, and VoIP [88]. Unlike traditional applica-
tions, mobile applications (e.g., facebook, skype, tango, fringe etc.) often generate various
types of flows (e.g., video chat, voice chat, video stream, etc.). Several studies show how
different users generate different flow types of the same application [16, 76, 99]. Note that,
different flow types of different applications have different network loads, QoS requirements,
security/resource policies, etc. Thus, it is very critical to be able to accurately and effi-
ciently recognize individual mobile applications and its various traffic flows in real-time.
There are several recent works [124] which focus on a more detailed classification goal such
as identifying the exact application name. However, due to fast-changing and dynamic
nature of the mobile application, traffic classification with good accuracy is a challenging
task. Despite that, in SmartEdge, we propose multiple levels of ML based classification
model with the new set of flow feature to provide more practically applicable application
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and flow-type classification technique for wireless network edges.
The limitation of supervised classification – falsely classifying a new app flow into one
of the known apps – seems to not have been studied in the context of network traffic
classification, it has been studied in the machine learning literature [29] in the context of
outlier detection.
Existing outlier detection algorithms [29] relied on traditional clustering techniques such
as k-means that requires knowledge on the number of clusters, which a network operator
would have no idea to start off with because an application can have any number of clusters
and some clusters are shared by multiple apps. Moreover, there is no way to control the
size (tightness) of the formed clusters that directly affects the new app detection accuracy.
Existing work for classifying various flow types from each application was either relying
on DPI [? ], limited to a specific application [18], or unable to bound packet collection
window time suitable for real-time classification [116]. Ref. [116] is the closest to our
approach in terms of training and classifying on sub-flows, but they require a certain number
of packets to form a sub-flow, being unable to guarantee real-time detection. Moreover,
they used only low-order statistics as ML features, unlike DWT of our choice, resulting in
only 80% accuracy (for 15 tested apps) in spite of using much larger datasets for training.
5.2.3 CHALLENGES OF EXISTING TRAFFIC IDENTIFICATION TECH-
NIQUE
The traditional approach of traffic identification is challenging to apply directly on mo-
bile traffic identification. One of the reason is that mobile applications predominantly uses
HTTP/HTTPS to communicate with their host services. In addition, mobile applications
do not use specific protocols or IP ports with the distinctive feature. These strategies at
the application-level have essentially made port based traffic classification inaccurate and
hence ineffective [108]. Also, a widespread use of cloud and Content Delivery Network
(CDN) services invalidates mobile application identification approaches based on hostname
and IP addresses. In many scenarios, mobile applications can tunnel traffic inside other
applications for ease of implementation. For example, Zynga offers several games that run
on facebook platform, uses HTTP for its network traffic. In that case, network operator
needs to know not just that there is HTTP traffic on the network but also that there is
Zynga poker within facebook traffic being carried over HTTP. This fine-grained information
about the application in the network traffic enables better QoS, billing, and security.
An alternatives solution to the hostname and port-based method is the DPI techniques,
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which consist of looking for characteristic signatures (or patterns) in the packet payloads.
Although DPI approach provides high accuracy for supported applications, they cannot
cover diverse mobile applications in a scalable and timely manner due to their high devel-
opment & maintenance costs [80]. Therefore, with the rapid growth of mobile devices and
mobile applications, DPI approach faces the challenge of scalability. Moreover, DPI schemes
fail to classify encrypted packets. As more mobile applications are using encrypted content
and data, more concerns about the future of Deep Packet Inspection [40, 54]. To overcome
this issue, current DPI schemes uses heuristic classification techniques for encrypted traffic,
which is mostly unreliable and slow.
5.3 SMARTEDGE DESIGN
Figure 16 shows the full software stack of SmartEdge, where at the bottom, every
network flows pass through the feature engine component. This component collects flow-
level statistics as well as flow information (i.e., port, IP address, QoS priority, protocol etc.)
for individual flows, and sends it to the feature extraction component. Flow-level statistics
are series of packet sizes and packet arrival timestamps collected during a certain time
window (i.e., 200ms, 2000ms) at the starting of the flow. The feature extraction component
extracts set of features from the collected flow statistics, and feeds them to the classifier
component. Finally, the classifier component uses the classification model database to
classify each flow into the corresponding application (e.g., Vimeo, Skype, Facebook etc.)
and the flow-type (video chat, voice chat, video stream etc.). After flow classification,
the agent applies corresponding policies on the flow, provided by the policy controller.
The agent basically works as an intermediate interface for applying application and flow
-aware policies. In following subsections, we describe the three components; feature engine,
feature extraction, and classifier in details. These three are the primary design components
of SmartEdge .
5.3.1 FEATURE ENGINE
Feature engine component is basically an extended version of a programmable software
switch, which in this case is Open vSwitch (OVS) [171]. Note that OVS support number of
protocols like NetFlow, sFlow, and OpenFlow to collect flow-level information. Typically
all the previous traffic-classification work based on DPI or ML, has the drawback of high
cost and complexity of collecting flow-level information and statistics. Therefore, in feature


















FIG. 16: The design overview of the application and flow-aware SmartEdge.
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process of collecting flow-level statistics and flow information.
In feature engine, we extend OVS data structure to collect metadata information of
individual packets such as packet size, packet arrival timestamp, port address, IP address,
protocol, TCP flag, TOS bits, etc. Furthermore, we extend OVS to aggregate the individual
packets metadata information into flow-level statistics such as series of packet-size, packet
inter-arrival times, etc. Note that, we collect flow-level statistics for a short duration of at
the beginning of the flow life-time.
In SmartEdge, we also extend the OpenFlow protocol to collect flow-level statistics
and flow-information (IP address, port, protocol, TOS) from OVS for each unclassified
flow. In extending both OVS and OpenFlow protocol, we ensure no network performance
degradation and minimal computation overhead. Furthermore, in extending OVS and
OpenFlow protocol, we reuse and leverage the existing source code of the original OVS to
reduce the overall source code and memory usage.
5.3.2 FEATURE EXTRACTION
The Feature extraction component extracts features from the collected flow-level statis-
tics and flow-information. A network flow has two directions of packet flows, incoming and
outgoing, with respect to a client device. We combine the packets from the both directions
while keeping the order of packet measurement time and extract two sets of flow features
from each combined flow.
The first set of features corresponds to the signaling portion of the flow, consisting of
the first ‘N’ packet sizes as well as server port, server IP, protocol. These packets typically
correspond to session initialization and signaling and are unique to each application. For
example, the sizes of the first 11 packets of four Twitter flows are all unique. There
could be several such unique signatures corresponding to a given application. Hence, we
use these features to determine the application name of the flow. However, existing in-
network measurement APIs (e.g., OpenFlow protocol, sFlow) do not provide packet size &
time information ‘per-flow’; typical network switches have no ‘flow state’. Thus, previous
ML-based solutions use software or hardware packet capture tools (e.g., pcap) but this
incurs unnecessary overhead for traffic mirroring, capturing and flow processing; and also
inadequate for real-time in-switch/AP processing. In this work, we extend Open vSwitch
and OpenFlow statistic APIs to provide per-flow packet size (and arrival timestamp, for
the second set) with only marginal memory overhead to the SmartEdge system.
The second set of features corresponds to the non-signaling (data) portion of the flow,
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FIG. 17: Data requirement for traffic detection.
consisting of packet sizes and inter-packet time (IPT) observed after the first N packets.
(Flow-type detection is applied to long flows, with more than N packets, mostly of media or
file/screen sharing sessions.) Most existing approaches extract flow statistics over the entire
flow or require a certain number of packets over the unlimited amount of time. We collect
flow stats over a fixed time window, as short as 200 msec, and determine the flow-type
corresponding to each window of the flow. This real-time, per-window detection of flow-
type is useful for conferencing apps such as Skype that can switch the flow-type between
voice and video(+voice) over time.
In addition to the lower order flow-level statistics (i.e., number of packets, number of
bytes, protocol, and mean, median, minimum, maximum, and variance of the packet sizes
and IPTs), researcher have also uses higher order statistics such as the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT), to further improve the detection accuracy. However DFT has two main
limitations: 1) It assumes that the signals are stationary, i.e, the periodic patterns do not
change over time, but most real world time series signals including the packet size and IPT
signals are not stationary. 2) DFT only captures global features thereby losing information
on local properties of the signal. Considering these limitations, in this work, we introduce
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [14] that is more robust in capturing both the global
and the local variations of the time-series data. DWT (O(N)) is also faster than DFT
(O(N logN)), where N = # of data points in the sequence.
In [117], authors have summarized the list of flow features for traffic classification.
We use these features to create two features sets; f represents all the features from [117]
except DFT/FFT coefficients of packet sizes and IPT sequences, and fDFT, consists of f
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time window low-order features f fDFT fDWT
200ms 75.5 ± 2.6 81.5 ± 3.1 89 ± 3.8
2000ms 83.1 ± 2.3 88.0 ± 2.7 94.8 ± 2.7
TABLE 1: Flow-type detection accuracy (% F-measure) of 3 feature sets. [mean ± stdev]
over 15 apps with 8 flow types.
combined with the DFT coefficients of packet sizes and IPT sequences. Besides these two
feature sets, we create another feature set, fDWT that consists of f and the corresponding
DWT coefficients of packet sizes and IPT sequences. Note that, none of the previous
traffic classification technique has used DWT coefficients as features. Table 1 compares
the flow-type detection accuracy using these three feature sets. Clearly, inclusion of DWT
coefficients as features improves the overall accuracy of traffic classification compare to
previously used features [117].
5.3.3 GROUND-TRUTH DATA COLLECTION
Fined-grained, accurate classification is only possible with fine-grained and reliable
ground truth data. Existing ML-based solution mostly relies on DPI and/or manual inspec-
tions [88, 131, 179] for collecting ground-truth data. However, recent reports [? ] shows 50%
detection accuracy using OpenDPI and other opensource tools. Furthermore, Commercial
DPI engines still misclassified significant portion of encrypted and HTTPS traffic. DPI
requires a manual effort of building the application signature, which makes it not scalable
with the large growth of mobile applications. Therefore, in this work, we took the approach
of running an ”agent” software on user’s mobile devices that directly communicate with the
SDN controller (e.g. Floodlight) to provide fine-grained application name information. We
leverage the agent software to collect standard netstat logs, which provides the mapping
of every active network socket (TCP, UDP, SSL-encrypted) to the application owning that
socket, and we use the mapping to label each flow statistics collected from the wireless
edges with the source application name. In many enterprises, employees require deploying
device management agent software on their mobile devices. This motivated us to run a
software ”agent” on selected employee devices, volunteers or dedicated testing device to
collect ground-truth data with flow features to train and build ML classifier at the network
controller. Such method allows us to build the classifier automatically and efficiently.
Obtaining flow-type ground truth is more challenging as there is no standard API, sim-
ilar to netstat for the app name, that provides clear information of flow type. Therefore,
we optionally instrument the software agent to automatically monitor activities of media
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devices such as the microphone, speaker, and camera. Besides such automation, the user
can also voluntarily provide information about the current activity (i.e. playing a video
in youtube, skype video chat etc.) using the agent software to the SDN controller. Such
activity information, correlated with network flow start/stop information from netstat,
are used to infer the ground truth flow types of the media applications.
5.3.4 CLASSIFIER
With the help of a set of classification models (database) that we develop, the classifier
component utilizes the extracted features to identify the application and the flow-type of a
flow. The classification model database maintains two models: 1) application classification
model, and 2) flow-type classification model. The classifier component first applies the
application classification model to identify the application, and then it applies the flow-
type classification model to identify the flow-types.
Application Detection
Given a large number of mobile applications, it is impractical to have an application
classification model to identify all type of applications. This classification model should
be developed based on the network activity/environment (e.g., campus, enterprise, home,
etc.). For example, based on data collection from our campus, we found that only small
set of applications is responsible for the major portion of our campus network traffic. In
our implementation, we picked the top 40 popular applications to build the application
classification model corresponding to our campus network. In real-world, network adminis-
trator often applies policies on the popular applications. Therefore selecting such popular
application is a practical approach for building the application classification model.
We use a supervised learning approach for application detection, where a classification
rule is learned using the labeled training data. Specifically, we use a C5.0 decision tree
classifier [135] due to its overall performance (accuracy and speed) [88]. Each internal
(non-leaf) node in the tree denotes a test on a flow feature, each branch represents the
outcome of a test, and each leaf node holds a class label (i.e., application name). The
training phase is performed by using the device-crowd-sourcing approach to collect the
ground truth in a scalable and accurate manner. The training can be done periodically to
automatically update or improvise the classifier. This trained classifier is used to identify
the application names of network flows in real-time.
However, ability to detect a new/unseen application is a lacking feature of supervised
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FIG. 18: Limitation of an ML classifier to detect new application.
machine learning (ML) approach like C5.0 decision tree classifier. This is because, in
supervised learning, when a flow corresponding to a new/unseen application arrives, it gets
classified by the partition it falls into, even if the flow has a very distinct signature compared
to the flows in that partition. Identifying such a flow with a significantly different signature
is key to solve this problem. Thus, the application classification model in SmartEdge will
be able to recognize any unknown application that is not one of the selected 40 applications
for our campus network.
We take a cluster-based approach illustrated in Figure 5.3.4. In the offline training
stage, we cluster the training data (without the ground truth) into ‘tight’ clusters, each
represented with the cluster centroid and the cluster radius. In real-time, we determine if
an incoming flow corresponds to a new application or an existing application by checking
if the flow lies within the boundary (radius) of any existing clusters. However, building
tight clusters from the training data is challenging with most existing clustering techniques
such as k-means [29]. These approaches require the user to specify the number of clusters,
which is often not known a priori. They also force fit the data into the chosen number of
clusters, resulting in bad clusters especially when k is incorrectly estimated.
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FIG. 19: Proposed cluster based solution for new application detection.
Therefore, we propose a simple, iterative wrapper around k-means that selects one
tight cluster at a time. The inputs to the wrapper are the training data and a user-
defined parameter “r” which corresponds to the maximum permissible radius for the desired
clusters. This parameter lets the user to control the cluster tightness by setting the flow
distance up to which a flow can be treated as an existing flow. Application or network
specific information, such as protocol padding size, can be used to derive this parameter.
Though each application may use a different cluster radius, we use a system-wide radius
“r” for simplicity. The proposed scheme is detailed as follows.
• Data Partition: The training data is partitioned using the traditional k-means clus-
tering with an arbitrarily chosen number of clusters (k). If “k” is less than the actual
number of clusters in the dataset, clusters could potentially be merged. However,
such merged clusters will be separated in the subsequent steps/iterations. If “k” is
greater than the actual number of clusters in the dataset, the k-means clustering
would return empty clusters.
• Cluster Cleaning : The flows residing outside the radius “r” from the cluster centroid
are removed.
• Cluster Selection: The cluster with the largest number of flows within its radius is
selected and saved in the return set. Flows corresponding to the selected cluster are
removed from the original data to create a residual dataset.
• Iteration: Steps 1− 3 are repeated on the residual dataset until termination criteria
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is met, e.g., when all flows are clustered or no other cluster that satisfies the tightness
requirement is identified.
This approach ensures that the clusters in the return set are tight within the radius
“r”. We determine an incoming flow as ‘new-application’ flow if the flow lies outside the
radius of every cluster in the return set.
Flow-type Detection
We use the k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) supervised learning algorithm for flow-type de-
tection. The flow-type classification consists of two different scenarios and consequently,
we construct two different flow-type classifiers; 1) aGgregated Flow-Type (GFT) classifica-
tion model, and 2) Per-Application Flow-Type (PAFT) classification model. While these
classifiers use the same k-NN algorithm on the same feature set, different combinations of
ground truth and training sets are used for each classifier.
In our implementation, we classified any flow type to one of the eight classes: Au-
dio Stream, Audio/Video Stream, Real-time voice chat, Real-time video/voice chat, File
Sharing in cloud, P2P file sharing, Screen sharing, and Background. while we build the
GFT classification model using all the flows in our training data set, we build a separate
PFT classification model for each individual application using the only the flows in our
training data that are corresponding the application. When the application classification
model classifies a flow as “novel application” or un-identified application, then the flow-
type classification model uses GFT model to identify the flow-type. Otherwise, based on
the identified application, the flow-type classification model uses PAFT model to identify
the flow-type of the application.
As we will show in evaluation (section 5.6), PAFT model has a higher accuracy than
GFT model. Therefore, for all known applications, it is favorable to use the PAFT model
instead of the GFT model. Thus maintaining two-level of classification model (application
and flow-type), makes SmartEdge highly accurate and very practical applicable for a fine-
grained identification of the running flows and, consequently, be able to run and enforce
and any flow-aware network management policy.
5.3.5 DEPLOYMENT MODE
We have two deployment settings for SmartEdge ; 1) Active Client Mode (ACM),
where the core components of SmartEdge runs on end devices, and 2) Passive Client Mode
(PCM), where the core components of SmartEdge runs on access devices. We refer the
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core components of SmartEdge to include agent, classifier, feature extraction, and feature
engine as shown in Figure 16. PCM setting is more suitable for network configurations
where access devices could be controlled and configured to cooperate with end devices such
in enterprise WLAN, campus WLAN, home WLAN, etc. For other network configuration
such as Wi-Fi hotspot On the contrary, ACM setting is suitable for ad hoc WiFi hotspots
as in the coffee shop, hospital, airport, train station, etc., in which access devices (i.e.,
APs) are not guaranteed to be configured to cooperate with end devices. Furthermore,
ACM setting would be favored by users for privacy issues especially when using sensitive
applications. While the policy controller (shown in) can run either on access devices (e.g.,
WiFi access points) or network controller in PCM setting, it could run on cloud as a cloud
service for ACM setting.
When SmartEdge is running on end devices as in ACM setting, the application classi-
fication step of the classifier could be skipped since the actual application package name
corresponding to an active flow could be extracted. Therefore, SmartEdge could jump di-
rectly to use PAFT classification model on the flow features to identify only the flow-type
if the extracted application name is one of the applications used in the training data set.
Otherwise, SmartEdge uses GFT classification model. On the other hand, since Smart-
Edge cannot infer the actual application name when it is deployed on access devices in
PCM setting, SmartEdge needs to apply the application classification model on the flow
first to identify its corresponding application. If the flow is classified as one of the known
applications or as “novel application” (i.e., unknown application), then PAFT classifica-
tion model or GFT classification model will be applied to the flow features respectively to
classify the type of the flow.
5.4 SMARTEDGE IMPLEMENTATION
Figure 20 illustrates the implementation architecture of SmartEdge (dark gray) in ad-
dition to the regular OVS modules (light gray). In the implementation, SmartEdge have
three modules i) Flow features engine, ii) Flow classifier, and iii) SmartEdge agent. Among
them, the “flow features engine” and the “flow classifier” are two integrated modules in
OVS. The “flow features engine” module is in kernel space, and the “flow classifier” mod-
ule is in user-space. These two modules, in addition to “SmartEdge agent” module, reside
either on end-devices or access devices. The “policy controller” is a third-party application
that resides either in cloud or access devices. The “policy controller”, which is not part of



























































FIG. 20: Implementation architecture of SmartEdge .
wireless network edges.
5.4.1 FLOW FEATURES ENGINE
This is an extension in OVS datapath (i.e., OVS kernel module), which maintains a
hash-table of flow entries. The hash table is called “flow-stats”1 that only uses 5-tuple
fields of the packet header to calculate the hash value. The main purpose of “flow-stats”
table is to store flow information (i.e., port, IP address, QoS priority, protocol etc.) and
keep record of flow-level statistics for each flow entry. Note that, “flow-stats” only store
flow entries that just have started, and not yet classified.
In OVS, there is a “flow-table” in both user-space and kernel space, following the origi-
nal OVS implementation [130]. Note that, “flow-table” is a data structure that defines how
packets of a flow should be processed. The “flow-table” in kernel space is the cache of the
1The “flow feature engine” uses separate lock system for the ”flow-stats” hash table. Therefore, thread
operation on the “flow-stats” table do not block any operation of the OVS “flow-table” cache. Furthermore,
we use separate spin lock for each bucket of the “flow-stats” hash table, therefore even writing operation
in one bucket will not block the whole hash table. With enough number of buckets and per-bucket locking
mechanism, we can reduce the chance of blocking for multiple thread operation on the “flow-stats” hash-
table. Thus we can reduce the overhead of “flow feature module” on the main thread operation of processing
a packet in the datapath.
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Algorithm 1 algorithm for processing packet inside “flow features engine”.
1: procedure flow feature process(flow, skb)
skb, incoming packet for processing.
flow, the matching flow entry from OVS flow-table.
2: Calculate Hash value from skb
3: if flow is null then . upcall scenario
4: Call flow feature update to insert new entry
5: else
6: if flow has application and flow-type information then
7: Search entry in the “flow-stats” using hash value
8: if Entry found then









user space flow-table. In SmartEdge we extend “flow-table” to add two new fields, applica-
tion (i.e., app code) and flow-type (i.e., fow code) information. This extension later allows
us to apply application and flow-type aware policies on the traffic flows. Before classifying
a flow, these two fields of the flow remains unidentified. Once the flow is classified, we set
these two fields with identified application and flow-type information. Therefore, once a
flow entry in “flow-stats” is classified, then we require to find the corresponding entry in
the “flow-table” to update the application and the flow-type field information. In order to
do that, for each flow entry “flow-stats” maintain a field (i.e., match mask ) that links to
the corresponding entry in the “flow-table”.
Figure 20 shows the high-level overview of packet processing pipeline in OVS datapath,
where “flow-table lookup” process take place before the “flow feature engine”. Note that,
in SmartEdge, “flow feature engine” is an addition step in the packet processing pipeline of
OVS datapath. The responsibility of the “flow-table lookup” process, is to search matching
entry from the “flow-table” cache for processing the packet. There can be two outcomes of
the searching; In one outcome, no entry is found in the “flow-table” cache that results in an
“upcall” (i.e., a system call from kernel space to user-space) action to initiate a user-space
thread for searching suitable entry from the user-space “flow-table”. Once the thread find
the matching entry in the user-space “flow-table”, it sends it to the OVS datapath to cache
the entry in the “flow-table” cache for processing later packets from the same flow. In
the other outcome, a matching entry is found in the “flow-table” cache for processing the
packet and consequently there will be no “upcall” action. Regardless of the outcome from
‘flow-table lookup” process, flow feature process process is called (i.e., Algorithm 1) in
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Algorithm 2 algorithm for updating the “flow-stats” hash table in Datapath
1: procedure flow feature update(flow, skb)
2: hash ← calculate the hash value from skb
3: entry ← find entry from flow-stats table using hash




8: update the entry->match mask field to flow
9: else




14: update the entry->match mask field to flow
15: entry->index++
16: insert entry(flow-stats,entry)
17: atomic inc(flow-stats->n entry)
18: end if
19: if flow!=null && flow-stats->n entry>=1 && !poll thread enable then
20: atomic inc(poll thread enable)
21: upcall(OVS FLOW FEATURE)
22: end if
23: end procedure
“flow feature engine” for further processing of the packet. Note that, in the “upcall” action
scenario, process flow feature process does not wait for the user-space thread to find out
the entry from the user-space, rather they operate independently. Thus, the “flow feature
engine” module has no blocking overhead on processing the packet in the OVS datapath.
The flow feature process process has two input parameters; flow parameter that
represents the entry of “flow-table” cache from the “flow-table lookup” process, and skb
parameter that represents the packet that is in the packet processing pipeline at OVS dat-
apath. Initially, flow feature process creates the hash value from skb. Then based on
flow parameter, null value indicates that an “upcall” action had taken place in “flow-
table lookup” process, then it calls flow feature update process (i.e., Algorithm 2)
to update the entry in “flow-stats” hash table with the packet information (i.e., skb).
In the nother case, if flow is not null, then we check the application (app code) and
flow-type (flow code) information of flow parameter that represents the corresponding
matching entry from the “flow-table” cache. If the application and flow-type informa-
tion is available in flow parameter, then the flow entry is already classified. In this case,
flow feature process removes the flow entry from “flow-stats” hash-table (step 6-12).
Otherwise, if the flow entry is not classified, we continue updating the entry in “flow-stats”
with skb and flow parameters by calling flow feature update (step 13-14).
Algorithm 2 describes the procedure of creating or updating an entry in “flow-stats”
hash-table. Initially, the procedure calculates the hash value from skb parameter to search
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the right entry from “flow-stats” table (step 2-3). If the entry is found, then it keeps record
of packet sizes, timestamps, and update match mask field with flow parameter (steps 4-8).
In this case, if an entry is not found in the “flow-stats”, then we create a new entry, and
increase the entry counter of the “flow-stats” (flow-stats->n entry). In algorithm 2, the
steps 19-22, describe the action of initiating a “upcall” for starting the “poll thread” in
the “flow classifier” module. In later subsection, we will describe details about the “poll
thread”. The “upcall’ action for “poll thread” take place when there is at least one entry in
the “flow-stats” table that has a corresponding entry in the “flow-table” cache, and is not
yet classified. In addition, we also check whether any “poll thread” is running in the user-
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FIG. 21: The cdf plot of the time interval time between two consecutive flows in same app.
It shows the characteristics of new flow creation in batch.
5.4.2 FLOW CLASSIFIER























FIG. 22: Polling thread for collecting statistics from the Datapath.
packet sizes and arrival timestamp) and flow information (i.e., source port, destination
port, IPs, protocol, TOS bit, MPLS) of the flow entries from “flow-stats”, and ii) Extract
features and apply classification on the collected flow entries from “flow-stats”. In this
section, we describe both of these tasks in details.
Collection process
In collecting flow-level statistics and flow information, we took the polling approach
from the user-space to reduce the overhead on the packet processing pipeline of the OVS
datapath. In OVS user-space, the “flow classifier” module runs a thread, “poll thread”,
which is responsible for the repetitive action of polling flow-level statistics and flow infor-
mation of flow entries from “flow-stats”. Figure 22, shows the life cycle of “poll thread”
that initiate a function flow stats get() in the datapath, which is responsible for replying
back with the available flow-level statistics and flow information. In addition, this function
also returns wait time, which is used for scheduling the next polling action of the “poll
thread”. The “poll thread” terminates when function flow stats get() returns wait of
0 value, which means there is no entry in “flow-stats”.
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FIG. 23: The sequence diagram between different modules of SmartEdge for extracting
features, classifying, and applying policies per flow entry.
“flow-stats” to select flow entries that have sufficient amount of flow-level statistics with
non-null matching maskWe mean by sufficient that the flow entries have flow-level statis-
tics collected during time window period at the beginning of flow life-time. In addition,
the search process also checks the value of matching mask field. If an entry with null
matching mask field, it indicates that the “flow-stats” entry has no link to the correspond-
ing entry in “flow-table” cache. In that case, the application and flow-type information of
that entry are not known. Consequently, we will not be sure whether the flow entry needs
to be polled for classification. Hence, we wait until matching mask field get updated to be
considered in the next polling action.
In designing poll-based flow-statistics collection process, we focus on two important
performance criteria. The first is to maximize the number of entries collected per polling
operation. The second is to minimize the delay of polling an entry that has already meet
the criteria. Considering these two performance criteria, we focus on finding an optimal
schedule of the polling operation during the life cycle of the “poll thread”. In order to
do that, first, we have conducted an experimental study, where we have collected large
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm for collecting flow statistics from flow-stats table
1: procedure flow stats get
2: time window=2000 . This can be configurable
3: if flow stats->n entry==0 then
4: wait=0




9: for each entry from flow stats do
10: t = first packet’s timestamp of entry
11: w=current time-t
12: if w>time window && entry->match mask!=null then
13: Collect all timestamp and packet size statistics of entry






20: Send the wait value to user-space
21: end procedure
scale of flow-level information for different categories of mobile applications2. From the
study, Figure 21 shows the cdf plot of the time interval between the starting time of two
consecutive flows from the same application. The cdf plot shows 75% of the time interval
between the starting time of the two consecutive flows are less than 400ms. Therefore, in the
context of mobile applications, it seems flows are often started in batch. This observation
is used in function flow stats get() to figure out the polling time schedule.
In flow stats get(), for calculating the next time schedule for polling action(i.e.
wait), first we search the entries which have not yet meet the time window criteria yet.
Then we take the measurement of how far those entries are from meeting the time window
requirement. Among those measurements, first, we select the min value. Then we set the
next polling schedule, wait=min+t , where t={100,200,400} (step 28 in algorithm 3). We
select the maximum value of t to 400 based on the previous study at figure 21. Figure
5.4.2 shows the statistics (i.e., mean and variance) of flow entries per polling action from
“flow-stats” for different values of t. Figure 5.4.2 clearly shows the trend that the number
of flow entries per poll action increases with the increase of polling schedule time. Figure
5.4.2 shows the time delay statistics of polling the flow entries that have already meet the
time window criteria. Here, we calculate the delay by taking the time difference between
the polling time and the time when it meet the time window requirement. Figure 5.4.2
240+ different mobile applications of following categories; social network App, Real-time video/voice
chat app, Real-time screen sharing app, browsing app, email, video streaming app, voice streaming app,































































FIG. 25: The statistics of the delay of polling the flow entries after meeting the time window
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FIG. 26: The interaction between different different modules of SmartEdge for setting
policies in policy table
shows the time delay increases with the increase of polling schedule time. These two fig-
ures ( Fig 5.4.2 and 5.4.2) show the time delay and the number of flow entries per poll
action for different values of t. In the optimal schedule, our objective is to minimize the
time delay and increase the number of flow entries per poll operation. Considering this
tradeoff we select t=200 for time window=2000, which we found to provide near optimal
performance for scheduling the polling action. In addition, instead of polling continuously,
we initiate the polling action when there is a flow entry in “flow-stats”. We terminate the
polling when there are no flow entries in “flow-stats”. Thus, we reduce the overhead of
unnecessary polling action.
Classification process
Once the “poll thread” receives the flow-level statistics and flow information of flow
entries from “flow-stats”, it initiates “flow classification thread”. The “flow classification
thread” is responsible for extracting the features from each collected flow entries, and ini-
tiate the interaction with the local “SmartEdge agent” for classifying the flow. In the
sequence diagram of Figure 23, “flow classification thread” sends the calculated features to
the “SmartEdge Agent” to apply classification model (i.e. call classifier). In return,
after applying the appropriate classifiers models “SmartEdge agent” returns with appli-
cation (i.e., app code) and flow-type (i.e., flow code) information. Finally, based on the
identified application and it is flow-type, “flow classification thread” apply policies on the
corresponding flow entry of the OVS “flow-table” according to the “policy-table”.
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In OVS user-space, “flow classifier module” maintains a “policy-table” where each en-
try consists of application code (i.e., app code), flow code (i.e., flow code), and policies.
In “policy-table”, policies of each entry is basically the supported action commands of
OpenFlow protocol. “Policy-table” allow SmartEdge to apply application and flow-type
aware policies on the classified network flows. In “policy table”, we represent the applica-
tion as 16 bit application code, called app code. Similarly, we represent the flow type as
16bit flow code, called flow code. The “flow classification thread”, matches the returning
app code and flow code from “SmartEdge agent” with “policy-table” to identify the right
policies to apply on the classified flow. In addition, “flow classification thread” makes ap-
propriate changes in “flow-table” to update application and flow-type information of the
classified flow entry. Furthermore, it removes the classified flow entries from “flow-stats”
(in algorithm 1, step 6-12).
5.4.3 SMARTEDGE AGENT
“SmartEdge agent” is an agent in the client devices or in the access device that act
as an interface for the “policy controller” to apply application and flow-aware policies on
the wireless network edges. This module maintains a database of “classification models”
for mobile applications and it is flow-types. It also provide APIs to apply application and
flow-aware policies on the traffic. We extend the standard add-flow OpenFlow command
that allows “SmartEdge agent” to setup policies in the “policy-table” at OVS (figure 26).
5.5 APPLICATION AND FLOW-TYPE AWARE POLICY
EXAMPLES
5.5.1 SCENARIO 1
In this example, we develop another application that would take advantage of deploy-
ing SmartEdge at a home network. Suppose that John, the householder, and his family
members have several smartphones and a tablet. They usually use their devices to watch
movies and other videos from Netflix, YouTube, and other popular video providers. As
the tablet has a bigger screen, he would like to have a better video quality streamed to
the tablet whenever there are other devices streamed videos at the same time. Having this
requirement, we develop a control application to allocate more bandwidth to the video flow
streamed by the tablet to enhance the quality. This application allocates more bandwidth
to the tablet by limiting the traffic rates of other devices (smartphones). Consequently,
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FIG. 28: Throughputs and video rates for one smartphone and one tablet with SmartEdge
is being activated.
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the video player on the tablet would experience a high throughput and thus can request a
higher quality profile. Intuitively, this policy of device-based rate limiting is only applied
when there is a video stream initiated by the tablet and automatically disabled as soon as
the player finished downloading all chunks.
We use a prototype similar to the one used in the first example but with one smartphone
and one tablet. To evaluate our prototype, we use the YouTube app on both devices to
stream and watch the same video. The selected video is encoded with five bit rates ranges
from 245kbps to 730kbps corresponding to the resolutions 144p to 480p. We start streaming
the video on the smartphone first and after a couple of seconds we start playing the other
video. We measure the throughput and the playback rates on both devices while SmartEdge
is not being activated, and then when SmartEdge is activated. We can see from Figure
27 that without SmartEdge the player on the tablet not only suffers from poor viewing
quality, but also has large instability in the quality. Figure 28 on the other hand shows
the performance when we activate SmartEdge. It is apparent from the figure that the
video player on the tablet achieves better viewing quality (730kbps/480p) in addition to
better stability due to the bandwidth reallocation performed by SmartEdge. These great
results reveals the necessity of deploying SmartEdge at the network edge to such important
applications.
5.5.2 SCENARIO 2
As a proof of concept, we develop a simple application aware traffic management policy
that leverages SmartEdge framework. We consider a scenario, where in enterprise WLAN
setting, company has a policy to use their proprietary video chat application other then
Skype, therefore they want to offload the skype video chat traffic to cellular during office
hour. Considering this scenario, we develop a “control application” that force the user’s
device to run the Skype Video chat over cellular interface. Where in the evening, the control
application allows the Skype Video chat to run over the company’s enterprise WLAN.
However such policy of offloading is not applied on the Skype voice chat traffic at any time
of the day. In this enterprise scenario, we assume that the client devices are running an
agent software of the company that switches the interface after receiving the command
directly/indirectly from our traffic management policy application that are running at
access device.
In the prototype setup, we used 8 android phones and one laptop. The ethernet in-
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FIG. 29: Traffic Management of offloading skype video chat traffic.
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for the smartphones. In addition, we run our traffic management policy application and
SmartEdge in the laptop. In the client devices, we run an “agent” software that received
direct command from the “policy application” about switching the interface. In the eval-
uation of our prototype, we run skype video chat in one android smartphone and skype
voice chat in another smartphone. The rest of the smartphone generate background traffic
using iperf. In laptop the “policy application” set a policy to offload the skype video chat
flow to cellular after certain time. In Figure 29 shows how skype video chat traffic flow has
offloaded to cellular interface after about 5 minutes, where in another smartphone skype
voice chat traffic remain over the Wi-Fi interface. We see in the plot 29 that the data rate
drop when skype video chat flow offloaded to cellular, which is HSPA+. This prototype
application shows the potentiality of the real-time, and more fine-grained policy making
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FIG. 30: In ACM, energy consumption overhead (in percentage) of running the SmartEdge















FIG. 31: Relative throughput changes, while using SmartEdge for both ACM and PCM.
In this section, we evaluate SmartEdge for both “Active Client Mode” (ACM) and
“Passive Client Mode” (PCM) in respect to energy efficiency, classification accuracy, sys-
tem performance, and network performance. We have tested SmartEdge on the following
dataset,
Dataset 1 was collected from a production enterprise WLAN and used for applica-
tion detection and new-app detection experiments. The agent has been deployed on eight
volunteer Android phones, as well as two dedicated testing phones for manual collection.
The manual collection was needed to collect a reasonable sample size for the applications
of interest. Over 100K flow samples of 89 different applications were collected, along with
their application name during the period of 4 weeks. Among them, 36 are the most pop-
ular applications according to Google play, and the remaining 53 applications are labeled
as “Other 53 apps” class.
Dataset 2 was collected from a University campus network and used for the flow-type
detection module. In term of user choice [56], we choose 40 applications that are the most
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FIG. 32: Selected popular apps and the corresponding flow types in the dataset .
popular application among different mobile app category (e.g. a video stream, video/audio
chat, audio stream, social networking etc.). The flows from these applications were cate-
gorized into seven major flow types as shown in Figure 32. We categorized all other flows
that do not fit into any of the seven flow types as Background. Each application consisted
of flows corresponding to at least two different flow types including Background. In total,
up to 3 million samples (windows of minimum 200 msec) corresponding to 1200 flows with
a net flow duration of over 10, 000 minutes was collected during these experiments.
5.6.1 ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The energy efficiency evaluation is more relevant in ACM, where SmartEdge runs on
the mobile device. Because in mobile devices energy is an issue of scarcity. In order to
evaluate the energy efficiency, we measure the increase in energy usage (in percentage) while
running SmartEdge in the mobile device for different categories of applications. Figure 30
shows the cdf plot of energy usage increment (in percentage) for running SmartEdge in the
mobile device. The plot shows that there is 1.8% increase of energy usage on average or
different categories of applications. Note that, among the applications, the social app has
the highest energy consumption, where video streaming has the lowest. Furthermore, in an
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idle scenario with no application running, SmartEdge shows 0.2% energy usage increase in
the mobile device. Despite the increase of energy usage, ACM has the privilege of knowing
ground-truth application package name of a flow. Thus in SmartEdge, ACM provide higher
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FIG. 33: Comparison of user-space CPU usage distribution of running SmartEdge OVS
modules between ACM and PCM.
5.6.2 SYSTEM EVALUATION
In this subsection, we evaluate SmartEdge for both ACM and PCM context in respect
to CPU usage overhead, system response, and effect on the throughput. Note that, we use
Open vSwitch version 2.3 in our implementation. In ACM, we use Nexus 4 smartphone
(2 core) to run the SmartEdge. In PCM, we use a Linksys E3000 (450MHz) as our Wi-Fi
AP, where we run SmartEdge. We also associate one mobile device with the Wi-Fi AP for
PCM. In order to evaluate the system for both PCM and ACM, we try our best to have
same/similar traffic from the same applications and it is flow type. Furthermore, we repeat
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FIG. 34: Comparison of kernel-space CPU usage distribution of running SmartEdge OVS
modules between ACM and PCM.
flows.
We observe that the user-space component of the SmartEdge has 2% CPU usage on
average in mobile device (i.e. Nexus 4 smartphone). However, the user-space CPU usage
increases with the frequency of “upcall” operation. In SmartEdge we have extended the
OVS user-space to handle new class of “upcall” operation, and to run an additional thread
of polling entries from the kernel space. This extension increase the CPU usage of the
user-space. Figure 33 shows the user-space CPU usage of running SmartEdge in both
mobile device and AP. Note that the AP has very slow processing speed (450MHz) compare
to the smartphone (1.5GHz quad-core Snapdragon S4). In addition, in PCM Wi-Fi AP
has the additional task of application classification. Therefore we see that the mobile
devices has much less CPU overhead compare to the AP. Note that in PCM the CPU
usage measurement is for just one mobile client. In that case, running multiple mobile
devices might have significantly large CPU usage overhead. Thus, we recommend to use
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computationally powerful AP for running the SmartEdge system.
The standard kernel-space component of the OVS, Datapath has 1.2% CPU usage on
average in the mobile device. In SmartEdge we have extended the Datapath to have an extra
step of processing a packet in “flow feature engine”. However, this extra step is equivalent to
a single hash-table access operation (i.e. O(1)). Therefore, we observe negligible overhead
of the extended Datapath both in the mobile device and in the AP. The figure 34 shows the
statistics of the CPU usage for running the extended Datapath both in the mobile device
and in the AP. Almost 80% of the cases extended Datapath shows 1.5% CPU usage or less
in the mobile device. Similarly, in the AP extended Datapath shows 1.9% CPU usage or
less for 80% of the cases.
Figure 31, shows the relative throughput changes of running SmartEdge both in the
mobile device and in the Wi-Fi AP. Note that, in both cases SmartEdge has no noticeable
relative changes on throughput. Typically, OVS is designed to operate on very high line-
speed such as 10Gbps, which is much higher than what we see at the wireless network edges.
Moreover, In SmartEdge the collection process runs as a separate “poll thread” from the
main thread of handling an incoming packet in the kernel space. Furthermore, we use a
separate lock for each bucket of the “flow-stats” hash table. Therefore, the task of “poll
thread” has a negligible effect on the main packet processing thread in kernel-space. Thus,
we see no relative changes of throughput regardless of running in the AP or in the mobile
device. Similar to throughput, we also do not see any significant changes in the RTT value
compare to normal case.
The figure 35 shows the distribution of total time require for a flow to get classified using
SmartEdge for both in mobile device (ACM) and in Wi-Fi AP (PCM). Note that Wi-Fi AP
and mobile device has different clock frequency speed. Therefore absolute time measure-
ment can not provide accurate comparison between them. Hence, we use equation from
[57] to convert the actual time measurement in Wi-Fi AP to the equivalent measurement
of mobile device. Figure 35 shows comparison between the converted time measurement of
Wi-Fi AP, and the actual measurement of mobile device. Note that, in figure 35 Wi-Fi AP
shows more time on average compare to mobile device. Because, unlike in mobile device,
Wi-Fi AP has the additional task of application classification on the flow.
5.6.3 APPLICATION DETECTION
Figure 36 shows the application detection accuracy for the 37 application classes in our
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FIG. 35: The distribution of total time spend on collecting the flow statistics from kernel-
space, extracting features, applying classification, and finally updating application and flow
type information in the “flow-table” for a flow entry from “flow-stats” hash-table.
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where the applications are ordered in a decreasing order of their size. We achieved an
accuracy greater than 90% for most applications, with an overall accuracy of 95.5%. In
addition, eight popular applications (including Microsoft Exchange service, Facebook, and
Google+) achieved an accuracy of 100%. These eight applications constituted around 40%
of the flow dataset. Moreover, 60% of the flows in our dataset were over HTTPS, which
demonstrates the ability of the ML based approach compare to DPI-based classifiers. Note
that the average application detection accuracy does not vary significantly beyond the top
7 packets.
5.6.4 NEW APPLICATION DETECTION
We tested the new application detection algorithm on Dataset 1, where we used sizes
of the first 7 packets as flow features. We clustered the training data using the proposed
iterative clustering technique, where the cluster radius r corresponds to a value of 10
bytes, as we observed the deviations in the signaling packet sizes to be within 10 bytes
for most apps3. The clustering algorithm terminated after identifying 121 clusters, which
constituted around 80% of the training data. The remaining 20% flows were quite diverse
with no coherent pattern, and hence, could not be clustered.
We performed real-time new application detection on this data subset X, constituting
80% of the training data. In order to simulate a realistic detection scenario, we conducted
two experiments with each flow in the dataset. In the first experiment, we compare flow
i ∈ X with the residual dataset that consists of all flows except for i (i.e., X \ {i}). In the
second experiment, we compare flow i ∈ X with the residual dataset that consists of all
flows except for the flows belonging to the same cluster as i (i.e., X \ {j : yj = yi}, where
yi corresponds to the cluster label for flow i). The first set of experiments corresponds
to a scenario where similar flows are still part of the residual data while none of the
similar flows are part of the residual data in the second set of experiments. Together these
experiments determine the effectiveness of the proposed approach to distinguish a new
application flow versus an existing flow. We quantified the accuracy of our new application
detection algorithm using F-measure. We achieved an overall accuracy greater than 99%.
Finally, we demonstrate in Figure 37 the effectiveness of the proposed clustering tech-
nique over traditional k-means in finding tight clusters. This figure compares the coverage
(i.e., fraction of flows that lie within a radius r of the resulting clusters) using these two ap-
proaches. Note from this figure that the proposed technique achieves a significantly better
3Using a radius optimal for each app could further improve the accuracy, which is our future work.
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FIG. 36: Application Detection Accuracy Using the top 7 packet sizes in the flow features
(the applications are ordered in a decreasing order of their dataset size)
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FIG. 37: Demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed iterative clustering technique in
generating tight clusters over traditional k-means using much fewer clusters.
coverage over traditional k-means.
5.6.5 FLOW-TYPE DETECTION
We test the 2 classifiers of the flow-type detection module on Dataset 2 using feature
sets fDFT and fDWT. We used the weka [66] machine learning tool to build the GFT, and
PAFT supervised K-NN classifiers, with k = 3, which we found to be optimal.
GFT detection
The aGgregated Flow-type (GFT) classifier is used to identify the flow-type correspond-
ing to a flow from a new application, as identified by the new application detection module.
To evaluate GFT, over the 15 tested applications, we built a classifier using the training
data that contains all flows except for that application. The GFT classifier has eight classes
corresponding to the tested flow types. Due to space restriction, we present the confusion
matrix only for a subset of the applications in Table 2, using the fDWT feature set and a
window size of 200 msec. The accuracy of the GFT classifier is high (more than 90%) for










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 2: GFT and PAFT classifier accuracy using the fDWT feature set for a 200 msec
time window.
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Skype and Tango), which are misclassified with ‘audio-video stream’ type flows. We relate
this low accuracy to the very similar continuous TCP transfer patterns of these three flow
types, which is hard to differentiate in 200 msec window; the accuracy increases to 98%
when using a window size of 2000 msec (not shown in the table).
PAFT detection
The Per-Application Flow-Type (PAFT) classifier is used when the application name
is already identified using app-detection of Section 5.6.3. In this case, we build and use a
per-application classifier to identify the flow-type. We built a PAFT classifier for each of
the 15 applications using only the flows corresponding to that application. We present the
confusion matrix of PAFT for the subset of applications (same with the GFT evaluation)
in Table 2. It clearly shows that the PAFT classifier outperforms the two other classifiers.
PAFT yields more than 90% accuracy for most media flow types, except for the file sharing
and screen sharing types that exhibit similar TCP patterns; the accuracy increases to 98%
using a window size of 2000 msec (not shown).
5.7 SUMMARY
SmartEdge is based on extended SDN framework to support fine-grained, lightweight,
and real-time traffic awareness at the wireless network edges. We believe, SmartEdge is
the first system of its category that is designed, developed, and tested for the wireless edge
devices. Specially in the context of edge computing, we require to have greater control
and visibility over the traffic to enable smart network management and policies at wireless
network edges. Therefore, it essential to have framework such as SmartEdge to provide fine-
grained application and flow-type awareness. In SmartEdge we use the ML-based approach
for classifying both mobile applications and its flow types in real-time. In this chapter, we
evaluate SmartEdge for number of popular applications and its flow-types. We found that
SmartEdge perform relative poorly in applications that generate lot of mice flows. For
example, we have seen cases where facebook mobile app generate almost 270 flows in just 5
second. Among them many of them are mice flows that slow down the SmartEdge system.
On the other hand video streaming, video/voice chat app generate few mice flow, which
make SmartEdge perform efficiently.
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CHAPTER 6
SAFEEND: AN APPLICATION-AWARE PROGRAMMABLE
NETWORK SECURITY SOLUTION FOR MOBILE DEVICES
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there is a significant growth of running sensitive apps (i.e., applications
that communicate sensitive data, relative to the user, over internet) on mobile devices. This
trend is prominent in different domains such as, physicians remotely/locally consult with
colleagues and nurses in real-time to diagnose a patient more accurately and efficiently,
retailers use tablets for processing electronic payments directly on the sales floor, and law
enforcement officers use commercial phones to interact with their peer officers in ad-hoc
manner during mission-critical operation. The motivations for using mobile devices for
sensitive applications are diverse, including: cost reduction, minimizing carried equipment,
and maintaining device/user interface familiarity. In addition, recent studies shows that
over half of the connections made by mobile apps are insecure, except the established
developer (i.e. Google, Facebook) [53].
Mobile devices mostly use wireless LANs (WLANs) (i.e., WiFi networks) as the promi-
nent network interface to connect with the Internet. A recent research found that 64%
of the smartphone users hit WiFi hot spots at least once a day outside their home or
office (e.g., at cafe, hotel, school campus, train/bus stations, etc.) [163] and that 74%
of smartphones data goes through WiFi link [64], which is broadcast in nature. Given
that sensitive applications are running on mobile device, their traffics are exposed to any
eavesdropping adversary and hence several potential attacks such as man-in-the middle,
Denial of Service (DoS), etc. Although existing wireless security standards (e.g., 802.11i)
provide certain level of security such as user authenticity, data confidentiality, and data
integrity, not all wireless networks enforce such security level. For example, imagine that a
person is consulting with his/her doctor about certain condition/advice through a specific
mobile application while s/he is at a coffee shop . If the coffee shop uses an open Wi-Fi
network, then the person has no control on the security level of the wireless network and,
consequently, his sensitive data (e.g., type of decease, medication) could be compromised
and utilized by any nearby attacker.
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Several previous works show that, even with WiFi encryption (data and control frames),
statistical analyzes of WLANs traffic such as frame size, data rate, ratio of incoming to
outgoing frames, inter-arrival time of the frame, etc. could infer several user-related infor-
mation such as user identity [123] and user’s online activities [198]. For example, Zhang et
al. use sophisticated Machine Learning (ML) algorithms to analyze WLAN traffic to recog-
nize, with high accuracy (8̃0%), user’s online activities such as browsing, chatting, gaming,
downloading/uploading, video streaming and P2P file sharing. In this chapter, we present
a new type of WLAN attack, App-spoof that allows the adversary to identify the applica-
tions currently running on user’s smart device thru only eavesdropping and analyzing WiFi
traffics.
In addressing the above security concern of sensitive applications on mobile devices, we
propose a fine-grained programmable security solution, called SafeEnd, for mobile devices
based weSDN framework. This solution is inspired by our vision of pushing the Software
Define Network (SDN)-like paradigm all the way to wireless network edge, by deploying a
software switch (i.e. Open vSwitch [171]) on mobile devices to have greater visibility and
fine-grained control over the traffic generated from these devices. In SafeEnd, we extend and
leverage Open vSwitch (OVS), a programmable software switch used in SDN framework,
to virtualize the network between both sensitive and non-sensitive applications running on
mobile device. With this virtualization, SafeEnd provides programmable and flexible APIs
for applying fine-grained network security policies on the sensitive/non-sensitive applica-
tion’s flows.
Previously proposed mobile devices management (MDM) schemes [8, 31, 47, 61, 100,
114, 121, 143, 144, 177, 182] focus on protecting devices and applications’ data but not user’s
sensitive information. Moreover, existing network security solutions for mobile devices
are mostly enterprise solutions that requires infrastructure support in applying security
policies [174]. Clearly, these solutions are not well-suited for mobile devices that keep
moving between different infrastructure domains. Moreover, infrastructure based security
solutions are typically use static and coarse-grained policies. Unlike these previous network
security solutions, SafeEnd is independent of infrastructure and supports users’ mobility.
In order to guarantee end-to-end enforcement of network security policies, SafeEnd needs
to be deployed at both ends of the application. In other words, while SafeEnd should be
deployed at both mobile devices (e.g., smartphone, tablet, smart TV, Amazon Echo) for
peer-to-peer mobile applications, SafeEnd should be deployed at both the mobile device
and the cloud server for client-to-server/cloud applications.
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In this chapter, we develop two types of network security policies for SafeEnd that pro-
tects the sensitive applications network flows. In the first policy, SafeEnd applies traffic
shaping policy on flow traffic to obfuscate the eavesdropping attack (i.e., App-spoof attack).
Previously, researchers have proposed mainly three types of traffic obfuscation approaches:
randomization, mimicry, and tunneling to avoid censorship over any application or appli-
cation protocol. These approaches often use a fixed strategy, and incapable of changing
their traffic obfuscation approach without system re-engineering or redeployment of code.
Furthermore, unlike the previous obfuscating approach of making an application to avoid
censorship, our objective is to make all sensitive application’s traffic unidentifiable to the
attacker. Therefore, SafeEnd requires more flexible traffic obfuscation approach. In order
to do that, SafeEnd extends and leverages the OVS to apply programmable and flexible
traffic shaping policies on the sensitive application flows.
In the second policy, SafeEnd applies end-to-end secure communication policy on sensi-
tive application flows. As part of the end-to-end secure communication, SafeEnd uses IPSec
tunneling protocol to accomplish end-to-end secure network communication that provides
packet-level source authentication, data integrity, and confidentiality. Other security so-
lutions in transport and application layers such as SSL/TLS and PGP have the following
disadvantages suffers when compared to IPSec tunneling scheme: (1) Unlike IPSec, other
security protocols require to have well-known and static service port numbers; (2) Unlike
IPSec in which we can specify the security requirements, other security protocols don’t
support this flexibility; and finally (3) the security and performance of IPSec outperform
significantly any other security mechanism [196].
Although IPSec combined with Internet Key Exchange (IKE) [69] protocols have been
the standard part of the Linux-based OS for years, their usage has been limited to only
Virtual Private Networks (VPN) [196]. We believe that the lack of a user-friendly APIs
of IPSec and IKE protocols is one of the reasons. Therefore, SafeEnd leverages exist-
ing IPSec framework and IKE protocol and provides user-friendly APIs to enable ensure
programmable and application transparent end-to-end IPSec tunneling for the sensitive
application’s network flows.
In addition, SafeEnd leverages the MOBIKE [91] addendum of IKE protocol to enable
a seamless vertically handover of IPSec tunneling over different wireless interfaces, without
breaking any active connection session.Since Wi-Fi channel is more prone to DoS attack
scenarios compared to cellular, SafeEnd could seamlessly switch from the Wi-FI interface
to the cellular interface in case of a DoS attack to guarantee end-to-end secured flows.
We implement a prototype of the proposed SafeEnd solution on android mobile devices,
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where we deploy and extend the OVS at both the user-space and the kernel-space. We
implement both the traffic shaping policy and the end-to-end secure communication policy
in the prototype solution. Although in our prototype we implemented randomize padding
as traffic shaping policy [11, 46] to address App-Spoof attack, SafeEnd is flexible and could
adapt any other traffic shaping policy. In addition, we integrate the SafeEnd with the
IKEv2 daemon (i.e., charon) to provide programmable network policy of IPsec tunneling
and MOBIKE protocol for vertical handover. We analyze the performance of SafeEnd on
actual mobile devices to evaluate its energy consumption, throughput overhead, and CPU
usage. Results show that SafeEnd has negligible performance overhead and minor impact
to battery life while achieving desired flexibility of applying fine-grained network secu-
rity policy on sensitive apps. Finally, we evaluate the performance of applying MOBIKE
protocol for seamless vertical handover between Wi-Fi interface and cellular interface.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follow; section 6.2 describes the problem context
and security threat model. In section 6.3, we describe the App-spoof attack and the privacy
issues related to that attack. Section 6.4 describe the design objective of SafeEnd, and in
section 6.5, we describe the architecture details of SafeEnd. While section 6.6, we describe
the implementation details, and finally, we evaluate the performance of SafeEnd in section
6.7.
6.2 SECURITY THREAT MODEL
In this paper, primarily, we consider the following three security threat models for WiFi
channels. First, the DoS attack by exhausting the wireless MAC or the wireless PHY layer
resources. For example, attacker with the right tools can easily jam the 2.4 GHz frequency in
a way to corrupt any ongoing traffic or to make the channel looks busy and not available for
any traffic for any authorized user. Second, the man-in-the-middle attack, where any device
on the communication path can modify, intercept or drop the traffic packets. For example,
in ad-hoc wireless communication scenarios, any device with right software and on the route
of an ongoing end-to-end communication between two smart devices could easily conduct
a man-in-the-middle attack. Third, the App-spoof attack based on eavesdropping, where
the adversary can track the user’ application activities. In App-spoof attack, the intruder
typically uses a Wi-Fi sniffing tool like wireshark [122] to passively capture and analyze
encrypted wireless traffic from different smart devices to identify the running applications
and when the user uses these applications. In the following section, we explain App-spoof
attack in more details.
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6.3 APP-SPOOF ATTACK
In this section, we describe the process of how an adversary could identify the running
applications and their launching events from analyzing the encrypted/unencrypted Wi-Fi
traffic.
6.3.1 FLOW DNA SEQUENCE AND APPLICATION GENOME
Different applications are rapidly introduced and deployed on smart devices in which
each generates various flows. For example, once the Facebook android application starts,
20-30 flows are created within the first 10 seconds. We define a flow as an ordered sequence
of IP packets with identical values of source and destination IP addresses, source and
destination ports, protocol type. From experiments, we found that sequences of traffic
features (e.g., sequence of frame sizes) of the beginning packet sequences of few of these
flows are unique per application regardless of the user or the application contexts such as
user’s login information, physical location, device configuration, etc. We refer to a feature’s
sequence of an individual flow as the application DNA sequence while the total set of the
features’ sequences as the application genome. Although WiFi data encryption does not
allow any adversary to observe the TCP/IP header information and hence can not identify
the different flows that belong to an application, these unique packet sequences (application
genome) are enough to be utilized as an application fingerprint and be used to detect and
identify the application once it is launched. Moreover, these unique packet sequences would
be able to identify the application even if they are mixed with background flows of other
applications.
Knowing the application genome, an adversary with a very little computational effort
can detect and track when and what different applications are launched and used by the
user’s smart device. For a successful detection of applications, the adversary needs to
maintain a ground truth database with genomes of different applications. Note that, this
database could be built offline by extracting the features of unencrypted packet sequences
of different applications at their launching times. WiFi encryption (i.e., 802.11i WPA2) is
based on CCMP [94] that encrypts only the data part of the WiFi frame and not WiFi
header and adds extra field of 16 bytes to the unencrypted original WiFi data frame (8
bytes is appended to the data and 8 bytes of CCMP header is added to the WiFi frame
header). Giving that these additional constant number of bytes is the main difference in
sizes between encrypted and non-encrypted frames, it is easy for an adversary to still detect
the application DNA sequences regardless of the WiFi encryption. With the application
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genome database, the adversary can match the database records with the passively ex-
tracted features from the WiFi encrypted frames. We found, as we will discuss later, that
by applying local sequence matching technique [127] using only frame sizes, the adversary
will be able to detect with very high accuracy the application once it is launched.
6.3.2 APPLICATION LAUNCHING DETECTION PROTOTYPE
In this section, we demonstrate the process of building the application genome database
and then using it in detecting the application launching events for the most common ap-
plications of our campus network as shown in Table 3 and Table 4. In building the ground
truth data for extracting application features, we capture unencrypted WiFi frames of each
of the applications by running each of these applications on Android smartphones on an
unencrypted WiFi network. After we filter out the WiFi management frames, TCP re-
transmissions, and TCP ACK frames from the unencrypted captured frames, we generated
the sequences of traffic features for each application. To generate the testing data, we
sniffed encrypted WiFi frames from seven different users using both Android and iPhone
smartphones, which are instrumented to log all application activities. In collecting the
encrypted testing data, users had the freedom to launch any number of the interesting set
of applications at any time. In addition, users were allowed to run any number of other
applications in the background while they are launching any new application.
We use Smith-Waterman Algorithm [127] to calculate the Maximum Local Sequences
(MLS) between the frame size sequence of the ground truth data and the encrypted frame
sizes from the testing data. Smith-Waterman Algorithm is a dynamic algorithm that takes
two strings of different lengths and calculates the MLS between them. In our scheme, we use
the sequence of the captured frame sizes as an input string to the algorithm. Thus, we have
two strings; one corresponding to the ground truth data and the other one corresponding
to the testing/encrypted data. Table 3 and Table 4 show the mean and the standard
deviation (std) of the MLS between the ground truth data and the testing data (std values
are shown between brackets). We calculate MLS values as percentages of the sequence
length of the ground truth data. Assuming the sequence length of the ground truth data
is X and the sequence length of the testing data is Y , we calculate the MLS percentage
value as (SW (X, Y )/length(X)) × 100, where SW (X, Y ) is the MLS outcome of Smith-
Waterman Algorithm when applied over strings X and Y . In MLS calculations, we limit
the maximum sequence length of the ground truth data to the first 100 frames.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3: Mean (std) MLS value between the ground truth data(left most column) and





























FB Messenger 38.2(2.5) 32.4(2.3) 37.2(3.9) 34.3(4.6)
Youtube 32.5(2) 29.6(1.7) 34(2.1) 28.8(2.8)
Vimeo 35(3) 32(3.5) 36.8(3.3) 32.8(3.7)
Skype 35.5(2.3) 31.6(1.8) 39.3(2.5) 31.5(2.9)
twitter 34.3(2.8) 30(3.4) 36.6(2.4) 32.7(3.8))
Google plus 28.7(2.07) 26.6(1.6) 27.8(2.3) 24.8(2.5)
Google maps 26.7(6.1) 23.2(4.5) 26.8(6.7) 24(4.6)
Hangout 32.5(3.06) 29.5(3.1) 31.6(4.9) 28(4.9)
Facebook 35.6(2.7) 30.7(2.8) 37.2(3.9) 34.4(3.4)
Gmail 35.4(1.4) 31.3(2.1) 37.5(4.3) 30(3.6)
Fring 38.1(1.4) 31.5(2.3) 36.7(2.8) 32.3(3.5)
Dropbox 46.6(1.8) 32.1(2.5) 40.4(2.2) 33.4(3.6)
Tango 33.1(2.1) 39(1.2) 32.7(3.3) 29.7(3.1)
Instagram 41.2(2.2) 32.9(2.3) 56.3(6.0) 34.7(4.6)
Pandora 34.4(2.6) 30.1(2.7) 33.6(4.1) 45.6(6.5)
TABLE 4: Mean (std) MLS value between the ground truth data(left most column) and
the testing data (top most row).
in the left most column) and the testing data (shown as the top row) for the interested set
of applications. Note that, diagonal elements in Tables 3 and 4 happen to have the highest
mean MLS values (shown in red) in comparison to the other elements of the corresponding
columns. In another word, Smith-Waterman algorithm, on average, gives the highest MLS
when the testing data of a specific application are tested agains the ground truth data of the
same application. These results show that an adversary, with very high accuracy, can detect
the application once it is launched by selecting the application from it genome application
database that is corresponding to the highest MLS value. Tables 3 and 4 also show that the
second highest MLS value (shown in blue) of each column is corresponding to applications
from the same vendor. For example, YouTube application has second highest MLS value for
GMail application testing data, where both of YouTube and GMail are products of the same
vendor (i.e., Google). We see similar behaviors for Hangout, Google Plus, and Google Map
applications. Similarly, Facebook Messenger application and Facebook application show
the second highest MLS value when compared to others.
6.3.3 APP-SPOOF THREAT MODEL
The leaked information from app-spoof attack would lead to inferring many other infor-
mation about the user identity. For example, studies show that by analyzing application
usage information, we could infer demographic information of the user like gender and
age [148]. In addition, an adversary with a cheap hardware and free software tools such as
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WireShark could capture passively the WiFi traffic of house members over a long period
such as a week. By analyzing the traffic and the corresponding application usage activities
such as what application start when (as we will discuss later), and giving that different
individuals have different application interests [183], the adversary will be able to correlate
the detected application activities to different members of the house (e.g., husband, wife,
kid). In addition, the adversary could infer the occupancy periods of each member over
the week and when the house is empty. This example demonstrates that tracking online
activities and application usages of individuals are not just a privacy issue, but also could
be a serious threat to the individual safety. Moreover, nowadays, individuals use more per-
sonalized applications such as health applications on their smart devices. Consequently, by
knowing the usage of specific apps, we can infer many personal health related information,
which is a very serious privacy threat to individuals.
6.4 SAFEEND DESIGN OBJECTIVES
In this section, we discuss several design objectives of SafeEnd. In SafeEnd, one of the
key design objectives is to providing fine-grained, application-aware, and programmable
network security policies on the application’s network flow.
Supporting fine-grained application-aware network security policies. Studies
show that data sensitivity of an application varies from a user to another [53]. Therefore,
it is implausible to tag an application as sensitive (or not sensitive) for all users. Therefore,
in designing SafeEnd, we focus on enabling individual users to be in charge of setting
the application’s network security policy. Although users could tag all their applications
as sensitive ones, users are encouraged to select only the real sensitive applications since
applying security policies on application’s network flows imposes an additional overhead as
well as degradation in overall network performance [166]. SafeEnd leverages the OVS in the
network stack of mobile devices to virtualize the WiFi networks to support both sensitive
applications and non-sensitive applications. This virtualization permits the application of
fine-grained network security policies on the sensitive application’s network flows only in
order to minimize overhead and enhance network efficiency.
Choosing the right type of traffic obfuscating technique to address the App-
Spoof attack. In SafeEnd, we apply a randomize traffic shaping policy to obfuscate the
network flows of the sensitive apps to prevent the eavesdropping attack (e.g., App-spoof
attack). The basic idea of the randomize traffic shaping techniques or policy is to ran-
domize the packet sizes or the packet inter-arrival timestamps [178, 180]. The randomize
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traffic shaping techniques have less overhead and are faster that make it more suitable for
mobile devices when compared to other traffic obfuscation or shaping techniques including
mimicry [107, 176] and tunneling [21, 75, 97, 102, 172, 201]. However, unlike the main ob-
jective of previous traffic obfuscating approaches in bypassing any application/protocol cen-
sorship policy, SafeEnd objective is to prevent any eavesdropping attacker from recognizing
and tracking user’s sensitive applications. In doing so, we leverage the randomize traffic
shaping approach in SafeEnd to jeopardize the active flow/application genome pattern.
Thus, we confuse the eavesdropping attackers from detecting the active flows/applications.
Applying traffic obfuscating techniques in a seamless and transparent way to
applications. Many of the previous traffic obfuscation techniques are application-based
end-to-end solutions that require redesigning both the client side and the server side of
each application in order to be able to reshape packet flows. However, such application-
based end-to-end solution requires great effort for redesigning each application at both
client side and server side. In SafeEnd, we address this challenge by leveraging the OVS in
the network stack to apply randomize traffic shaping policy on the sensitive application’s
network flows. Thus, SafeEnd ensures end-to-end traffic shaping solution that is transparent
to applications, and consequently, doesn’t require any application modification.
Providing programmable and user-friendly end-to-end secure communica-
tion policy. Besides traffic shaping policy, SafeEnd also leverages the existing IPsec
framework (i.e. XFRM framework) [90] and IKE protocol [69, 103] to guarantee an end-to-
end secure communication policy for the sensitive application’s network flows. Unfortu-
nately, in Linux OS, the existing implementation of the IPsec framework and IKE protocol
don’t have any user-friendly APIs that would enable developers to utilize and adapt these
protocols. SafeEnd, on the contrary, supports user-friendly APIs that facilitate the use of
an IPsec tunneling based end-to-end secure communication policy. SafeEnd, at the back,
is responsible for handling the underlying interactions with the IPSec framework and IKE
daemon (e.g., racoon [101], StrongSwan [158]) to set up the policy.
Converting application-aware security policies to flow-level policies. In order
to apply application specific network security policies both in OVS and IPSec framework,
SafeEnd should be able to transform application-level policies to flow-level policies. There-
fore, SafeEnd needs an efficient mechanism to map active network flows to their corre-
sponding applications. Furthermore, SafeEnd has to be able to apply flow-level policies
even before capturing any of the flow packets. In order to do that, SafeEnd needs an effi-
cient socket connection listener to be able to extract the details about the socket connection
(i.e. port number, protocol, IP address) once an application initiates a socket connection.
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Instead, if using the existing Linux-based tool netstat that is not efficient enough to pro-
vide the network socket information, SafeEnd deploys and leverages another Linux based
tool ss on Android OS in order to have an efficient socket connection listener to extract
information about any newly created socket connection.
Applying the traffic shaping policy before the IPsec tunneling policy on a
network flow. In order to apply randomize traffic shaping techniques, SafeEnd extends
and leverages the OVS to manipulate IP packets of sensitive application’s flows by either
pad packets with additional bytes, split packets into multiple sub-packets, or to modify
packet transmission times. Since the receiving side of flow needs reversed the traffic shap-
ing at the destination to retrieve original packets, we utilize the unused IP option header of
IP packets to carry out the needed information about the randomize traffic shaping tech-
nique that enables to reserve the traffic shaping process. Unfortunately, many intermediate
network switches/routers are configured to drop any IP packet with unknown IP option
header [51]. In order to address this end-to-end unreliability issue, SafeEnd needs to apply
IPSec tunneling after the randomize traffic shaping to be able to hide the IP option header.
Typically, OVS operates below the IP/IPsec layer in which IPsec tunneling is applied be-
fore the traffic shaping process. In SafeEnd, we configure both the routing table and the
OVS in the kernel space to create an additional loop in the packet traversing path in the
kernel network stack between OVS and IP network layer. Thus, SafeEnd ensures that IP
packets traverse through OVS for traffic shaping before the application of IPsec tunneling.
Making SafeEnd extendable. SafeEnd is self-sufficient to allow users to apply net-
work security policies for mobile applications. However, SafeEnd can be extended to pro-
vide APIs that allows third-party control programs to apply any additional network security
policies on mobile devices. This third-party control program could reside either locally on
wireless APs or remotely in the cloud. Providing such APIs should be a straightforward
client-server interaction between the third-party control application and SafeEnd service.
6.5 SAFEEND ARCHITECTURE
Figure 38 shows the overall architecture of SafeEnd solution, which is a combination of
both kernel and user space components. In SafeEnd, we extend both OVS kernel module
(i.e., datapath) and OVS user space component (i.e., OVS client vswitchd). OVS kernel
module (i.e., datapath) is responsible for applying QoS and access control policies on net-
work flows based on Layers 2-4 packet header fields. On the other hand, OVS client is

















































FIG. 38: Architecture of SafeEnd solution.
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datapath [130].
In SafeEnd, we have three main components. The first component is the SafeEnd con-
troller, which is responsible for setting up application-aware traffic shaping network security
policies in OVS client. In addition, it interacts with the IKE daemon (i.e., charon [158], an
open source IKE daemon) to provide application-aware IPsec policies. Note that,SafeEnd
controller converts the application-aware network security policies to the flow-level poli-
cies and then appliess IPSec tunneling policy on those flows using IKE daemon. Finally,
SafeEnd controller is responsible for configuring the routing-table and the OVS datapath
to orchestrate the traversing path of a packet within kernel network stack. The second
component of SafeEnd is the OVS client, which is responsible for applying traffic shipping
policies on the network flows. This component also supports flexible configuration scheme
to apply different traffic shipping policies for different network flows. The final component
of SafeEnd is within the kernel space that extends the OVS datapath to introduce new
actions for applying randomize traffic technique on sensitive application packets. In addi-
tion, it introduces new actions to be able to reverse the randomize traffic shaping technique
to retrieve the original packets at the receiver side. This components also changes the IP
header, to steer the packet, to ensure that traffic shaping get applied before the IPsec tun-
neling. In the following subsections, we describe different components of SafeEnd in more
details.
6.5.1 SAFEEND CONTROLLER
SafeEnd controller consists of two modules: SafeEnd agent and policy control. The
SafeEnd agent module provides a GUI that allows users to select, from the list of installed
application packages on their mobile devices, a subset of these applications as sensitive
applications in order to secure all their network communication. The SafeEnd agent com-
ponent also generates “flow-to-application mappings” by monitoring active network sockets
and their pid/uid bindings that are available on Android OS and major Linux-based oper-
ating systems. Since this component runs on the end device, it can map active sockets/flows
to their corresponding applications and, consequently, transfers the corresponding flow in-
formation (i.e., source IP address, source port, destination IP address, destination port,
and protocol) of all flows generated by sensitive applications to the policy control compo-
nent. Note that, in the remaining of this chapter we use the term “secure channel” flow to
refer to any flow generated by a sensitive application.
The policy control module is responsible for setting up the flow-level policies for the
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network flows that pass through OVS. More specifically, policy control uses OpenFlow
protocol [104] to add the corresponding policy rules to OVS. In order to support randomize
traffic shaping policy rules, we introduce new actions to OVS. Furthermore, we extend both
OpenFlow protocol and OVS kernel module (i.e, datapath) to randomize traffic shaping
policy rules for “secure channel” flows. In the following subsection (Subsection 6.5.2), we
discuss more details about the new actions for randomize traffic shaping policy.
In addition, policy control communicates with traffic shaping module that resides in
OVS user-space (i.e., vswitchd) to specifically define the randomize traffic shaping tech-
nique to use and the corresponding configuration parameters for the “secure channel” flow.
In Subsection 6.5.2, we describe more details about the traffic shaping module. In existing
SafeEnd solution, we support two types of randomize traffic shaping techniques; padding
and splitting. The padding technique adds a random number of bytes to the end of IP
packets. The splitting technique, on the other hand, fragments an IP packet at a random
position to create two IP Packets. Note that, in addition to these two techniques, SafeEnd
is extensible, and could support any other traffic shaping technique.
The policy control module also interacts with the IKEv2 daemon (like racoon or charon
in StrongSwan etc.) to initiate the negotiation process for the “secure channel” flows to
set up their IPsec configuration parameters, which includes symmetric key (or more then
one key), authentication (i.e., MD5, SHA etc.), encryption (i.e., 3DES, AES, ect.), data
integrity and key exchange algorithm (i.e. Diffie-Hellman). After the negotiation process,
the IKEv2 daemon ultimately interacts with the XFRM framework [68] to setup the IPSec
parameters of the “secure channel” flow in the Security Policy Database (SPD) and the
Security Association Database (SAD). Note that, SafeEnd uses the same IPSec policy
parameters for all the flows that belong to the same application.
Given mobile devices are typically equipped with both Wi-Fi and cellular data connec-
tivity, each device has two different IP addresses. Also, given Wi-Fi networks are more
prone to DoS attack than the cellular networks, mobile devices should be able to vertically
handover the network traffic from Wi-Fi to cellular whenever a DoS attack is detected. In
doing this, SafeEnd leverages the MOBIKE protocol [91] in the IKEv2 daemon to be able
to change the IP address associated with the IKE and IPSec SAs (Security Association)
of the “secure channel” flows from the Wi-Fi interface to the cellular interface without
the need for disconnecting the existing SAs and establishing new ones. Thus, MOBIKE
provides a seamless vertical handover for the “secure channel” flows (figure 39).



























FIG. 39: Vertical handover of the “secure channel” flow from Wi-Fi to cellular interface in
SafeEnd.
In this component, we build a new module traffic shaping in OVS user-space or OVS
client (i.e., vswitchd). The responsibility of the traffic shaping module is to keep records of
the randomize traffic shaping policy to apply for each “secure channel” flows. Furthermore,
it provides the flexibility to configure the randomize traffic shaping policy for each “secure
channel” flows. In order to keep the record, traffic shaping maintains a table in which
each entry consists of the “secure channel” flow information (i.e., 5-tuple flow identifier
information), the applied traffic shaping technique (e.g., padding and splitting), and the
corresponding parameters (e.g., min-max range, probability distribution). Traffic shaping
module provides a set of APIs that is utilized by policy control to create an entry for each
“secure channel” flow. In order to use a randomize traffic shaping technique, it is required to
pick up a random number for each table entry. For generating random numbers, we define
two parameters for each entry; the minimum/maximum range of integer number, and the
discrete probability distribution function to be used on this range. Note that, typically
traffic shaping module use default values for the randomize traffic shaping parameters.
However, the user has the flexibility to modify these parameters based on his previous
experience and evaluations.
Traffic shaping module also runs a user-space thread that process the “upcall” action,
corresponding to the “adaptive sampling” action which we will describe in details in Section
6.5.3. Once receiving the “upcal” action for a packet, the thread extracts the 5-tuple flow
information from the packet header, and search in the table to find a matching entry.
After finding the entry, the thread picks up a random number according to the defined
configuration parameters (e.g., min-max range, probability distribution) of the entry. The
random number could be used as the amount of padding bytes or as the byte position index
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to split the packet at, based on whatever randomize traffic shaping technique is used in the
matching entry.
Note that, in each entry, policy control uses the IP address of the vport-internal port
to define the “secure channel” flow in the traffic shaping module. Thus, it makes sure that
the traffic shaping technique gets applied on the packets of the “secure channel” flow. An
example of an entry in the table of traffic shaping module is as follows:
srcIP=’A’,srcPort=’a’,dstIP=’B’,dstPort=’b’,
type=padding, min=packet size,max=MTU,P(x)=Poisson(λ)
where the traffic shaping technique is padding and the range is between the current
packet size and the MTU. Finally, the discrete probability distribution function, P (x) is
poisson with parameter λ. Based on these parameters, traffic shaping module uses the
algorithm 4 to generate a random integer number. In order to do that, traffic shaping
module examines at the egress packet header to match an entry from the table. If an entry
is found, it calls 4 algorithm with the parameters from the matching entry. In case, if no
matching entry is found, then no traffic shaping technique is applied.
Algorithm 4 Pseudocode for generating a random integer number for padding.
procedure Discrete random(min,max,P(x))
generate the CDF function F(x) from P(x)
min a ← F(min)
max b ← F(Max)
k ← min a + rand(max b-min a) . generate uniform random number between
min a,max b
return F−1(k) . return the inverse value of the cdf function, F (x) = k
end procedure
6.5.3 SAFEEND IN KERNEL-SPACE
In SafeEnd, every packet passes through OVS datapath, where the randomize traffic
shaping takes place only on the packets that belong to the “secure channel” flows and have
a corresponding entry in the traffic shaing module. In order to apply the randomize traffic
shaping, we create three actions “adaptive sampling”, “shaping” and “reverse shaping” in
OVS datapath. Among them, OVS uses both “adaptive sampling” and “shaping” action to
apply traffic shaping to the egress packet of the “secure channel” flows. Initially, “adaptive
sampling” action samples a packet of a “secure channel” flow with the certain probability,
and then sends it to traffic shaping module in OVS user-space through upcall operation.
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Once traffic shaping module decides on the random number and the type randomize traf-
fic shaping to apply, it sends this information to the “shaping” action in the datapath.
The responsibility of the “shaping” action is to act according to on the input from traffic
shaping module. If the randomize traffic shaping technique is padding, then it pads the
selected random number of bytes at the end of the IP packet and add IP option header
to convey the information of padding with the packet. Otherwise, if the randomize traffic
shaping technique is splitting, then it splits the IP packet at selected position and create
two consecutive IP packet with IP option header to convey the information of splitting.
The “adaptive sampling” action also allows changing the probability of sampling over
time in a flow. For example, in ‘App-spoof” attack, the sizes of the early beginning packets
of an application’s flow shows more noticeable signature pattern than the later ones. There-
fore, in “adaptive sampling” action, picking the beginning packets of a flow with higher
probability optimize the overhead of randomizing traffic shaping approach to obfuscating
the “app-spoof” attack.
Note that, In randomize traffic shaping approach, not necessarily every packet of the
“secure channel” flow gets picked up. Therefore, we use the unused reserve bit 6-7 of the
ToS field of the IPv4 header to tag the picked up packets for the randomize traffic shaping
technique. In order to decide on the type of randomize traffic shaping technique to apply on
the picked up packet, we use the variable option field in the IP header. We use the option
class 1, which is currently reserved for future use. We also define different option numbers
for representing different traffic shaping techniques. In addition to option number, option
length and option value in the IP header contain the parameters of the traffic shaping
technique (i.e., padding, splitting). On the receiving end, datapath checks every ingress
packet header, especially IP option header, to identify whether this packet was picked up
for traffic shaping. In case a packet was picketed up for traffic shaping, datapath applies
“reverse shaping” action that uses the IP option header information to recover the original
IP packet.
Figure 38 shows that the OVS datapath has two vports, one is the internal vport (i.e.,
vport-internal) and the other one is IPsec vport (i.e., sport-ipsec). The existing OVS
source code provides several tunneling ports, like vport-gre, vport-vxlan, which are used for
IPsec tunneling protocol. However, such tunneling ports have the extra overhead of GRE
protocol or VLAN protocol header in addition to the IPsec protocol header. Therefore,
in order to avoid these additional overhead, we introduce a new class of vport in the
OVS source code, called vport-ipsec that provides IPSec tunneling protocol without the
overhead of GRE and VLAN tunneling. Note that, in SafeEnd, we apply traffic shaping
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before applying IPSec tunneling protocol. In that way, IP option header remains inside the
IPSec tunneling header and, hence, avoid any disturbance to legacy network routers (many
routers may drop packets having the IP header option field for security purposes).
SafeEnd binds both the internal and the IPsec vport with IP addresses. Among them,
vport-ipsec is bind to the IP address of a physical interface (i.e., Wi-Fi, LTE). For
example, If the device is using WiFi for the internet connection, then vport-ipsec is bind
to the WiFi IP address. Once the device starts using the cellular interface for internet
connectivity, it is the responsibility of the SafeEnd controller to bind the vport-ipsec to
the cellular IP address. On the other hand, vport-internal is bound to an IP address,
which is setup by the SafeEnd to use it as the default source IP address for all the running
applications in the mobile device. Thus, SafeEnd makes sure that all application’s network
flows pass through the OVS datapath using vport-internal port. Note that SafeEnd uses
the IP address of the vport-internal port as the source address to setup the flow table
rules in OVS.
Every egress packet that passes through the OVS datapath gets forwarded to the
vport-ipsec. Before, sending it to the vport-ipsec port, OVS datapath changes the
source IP address of every egress packet to the IP address of the vport-ipsec port. The
egress packet that passes through the port, vport-ipsec, get forwarded to XFRM framework,
which basically responsible for handling IPsec protocol. The XFRM framework have the
IPsec configuration parameters, in SAD and SPD for the “secure channel” flows. The
IPsec protocol only applies to the egress packet that belongs to the “secure channel” flows.
Note that, SafeEnd policy controller uses the IP address of the vport-ipsec as the source
IP address for defining all the “secure channel” flow in the IKEv2 daemon, and eventually
in XFRM framework. Thus, we make sure that XFRM framework applies IPsec protocol on
the egress packet of the “secure channel” flow after it leaves the OVS vport-ipsec port.
Figure 40 shows the pipeline of processing egress packets in the kernel space by SafeEnd.
Note that, SafeEnd kernel components change the IP header two times when handling egress
packets. Initially, before entering OVS datapath, every egress packet have the IP header
with source IP address A (i.e., IPA), which is the IP address of the vport-internal port.
When an egress packet is selected for traffic shaping inside the OVS datapath, the traffic
shaping action adds the IP header option field in the packet header (i.e., IP ′A). Then, before
every egress packet get forwarded to the vport-ipsec port, OVS changes the source IP
address to B (i.e., IP ′B), which is the IP address of the vport-ipsec port. Finally, XFRM































FIG. 40: Pipeline of processing egress packet in kernel space by SafeEnd solution.
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6.6 IMPLEMENTATION
We implement SafeEnd agent on Android OS. In SafeEnd agent, we use the standard
Android UI APIs and application package APIs(android.app) to show the list of installed
applications on the mobile device. The UI in SafeEnd agent allows the users to setup
per-application security policies. In addition, SafeEnd agent uses the ss tool to collect the
App-flow mapping information. Based on the App-flow mapping information, policy control
coverts application-specific policies to flow-level policies, and add corresponding flow rules
to OVS using OpenFlow protocol [104] for applying the security policies. In addition, policy
control interacts with IKEv2 daemon to setup up IPsec policies using App-flow mapping
information. In SafeEnd, we extend IKEv2 daemon, charon to provide a set of APIs to
interact with XFRM framework in the kernel to update the SPD and the SAD. In SafeEnd,
we leverage the standard implementation of the IPsec in the kernel space.
We use charon tool to run IKE protocol, MOBIKE protocol, and negotiate symmetric
keys between two peers. Note that, during the negotiation, the device that initiates the
IKE/MOBIKE protocol is called the initiator, and the other end is called the responder.
In MOBIKE protocol, charon negotiates with the peer device, which can be either a server
or a mobile device with SafeEnd. During the negotiation, charon reports two IP addresses
of both the Wi-Fi interface and the cellular interface. Thus, charon makes sure that the
other end device is aware of the possible different IP address of ingress packets during
handover scenario. The following are the steps between the initiator and the responder
during handover scenario;
• The initiator bind the vport-ipsec port to the IP address of cellular interface.
• The initiator update the IKE SA with the IP address of cellular interface using
internal APIs that provide access to the SAD and SPD in XFRM framework.
• The initiator start the MOBIKE protocol to notify the responder.
• The responder update IKE SA with the new IP address from the initiator.
• The responder acknowledge the update of the new IP address to the initiator.
• Both the initiator and responder update the IPSec SAs stored in SADs with new IP
address.
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In traffic shaping module at OVS user-space, we create a hash-table that keeps the
record of the randomize traffic shaping information per-flow. The hash-table uses the 5-
tuple flow information as a hash value of the record. In our prototype implementation, we
only use the randomize padding as the traffic shaping technique to apply on the “secure
channel” flow. In the prototype, we extend OVS kernel module and datapath to support
three actions “adaptive sample”, “shaping”, and “reverse shaping”. In order to add flow
rules with corresponding new actions in OVS, we also have extended OpenFlow protocol. In
“shaping” and “reverse shaping” action, we only have implemented the randomize padding
technique, which adds a random number of bytes at the end of the packets. We set the 6th
bits of TOS field in the IP header struct iphdr to indicate the polluted packets.
In addition, we extend the IP header to add an option field to include the corresponding
of the traffic shaping parameters. In order to define different traffic shaping technique, we
use two fields in the IP option field; option class and option type. Typically this two
fields of the IP option field are used together to represent different protocols. The value of
option class represent different class of protocols. Among those class, we have different
values for option type to represent different protocols. Note that, option class is a
2 bit field. The value of 0 and 2 is already occupied to represent a different class of
protocols, and value 3 is illegal to use. In that case, we use the unused value of 1 for the
option class field to represent traffic shaping class. However, we might have multiple
traffic shaping technique like padding, splitting etc. In order to represent different traffic
shaping technique, we use the option type, which is a 5-bit field. For instance, in our
implementation, we use the value 4 for the option type filed, in addition with value 1 for
option class field to represent the padding technique. In addition, we set option length
field to “2” as the length of our option data field. We use skb put and skb trim functions
on skb buff in order to add or remove the padding bytes respectively.
6.7 EVALUATION
6.7.1 APP-SPOOF ATTACK PREVENTION
In this section, we evaluate the impact of randomizing traffic shaping technique of
padding on preventing App-spoof attack for different mobile apps. In addition, we also
evaluate the impact of network overhead for using the padding technique. The padding
technique we used for our evaluation is the following; First, we set the “adaptive sampling”



































FIG. 41: The relation between network overhead and the probability (p) of selecting packets
for padding technique for different mobile apps. We use normal distribution for picking up
the random number for padding.
0 to 1 uniformly, if the value is below a certain threshold p then we select the packet for
padding. We called the p as the probability in the plots. We use different value of p in
the plots (i.e. 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0). Finally, for selecting the number of bytes to pad, we pick
a discrete random number between 20 to 100. Between this range, we try two different
probability distribution function, normal distribution and uniform distribution, for picking
up the random number to pad at the end of the packet.
Figure 41 shows the network overhead of additional bytes added in percentage compare
to the original bytes transferred for different mobile apps. Both figures show how the
network overhead increases with the increase of probability (p) for different mobile apps.
Note that, in Figure 41, we use a normal distribution for picking up the random of bytes
to pad at the end of the packet. Besides the network overhead, Figure 42 shows the
degradation of accuracy for app-spoof attack for the increase of p.
Note that the google map app shows no changes of network overhead as well as no
degradation of accuracy with the increase of p, which means most of the unique sequence
of frame sizes for the google map are close to MTU. This shows a good example that not
all app can be hidden using the padding scheme. On the other hand, instagram shows flat
network overhead but the accuracy degrades with the increase of p. It means, there are a lot






























FIG. 42: The relation between the accuracy of app-spoof attack for identifying different
mobile apps, and the probability (p) of selecting packets for padding technique. We use
normal distribution for picking up the random number for padding.
the app are below 1500 bytes. Among the apps, youtube shows a large increment of network
overhead, that means most of the packets in youtube launching are less in size. We found
that applying padding on a small number of packets (small p value) in skype degrade its
detection accuracy instantly to 80%. After that; accuracy remains almost constant even if
we increase the value of p until we select to pad to every packet.
6.7.2 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The energy efficiency evaluation is more relevant in the context of the mobile device.
Because in mobile devices energy is an issue of scarcity. In order to evaluate the energy effi-
ciency, we measure the increase in energy usage (in percentage) while running the SafeEnd
in the mobile device. Figure 43 show the cdf plot of energy usage for SafeEnd. The plot
shows that there is 1.8% increase of energy usage on average. Among the applications, the
social app has the highest energy consumption, where video streaming has the lowest. Be-
cause social app produces large number flows, where video streaming app produces a small
number of flows. Furthermore, in the idle scenario, SafeEnd components in the mobile
device shows 0.2% energy usage overhead on average. Despite the increase of energy usage,
SafeEnd provides us for applying network security policy on sensitive application’s flow.
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FIG. 43: Energy consumption overhead (in percentage) of running the SafeEnd modules
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FIG. 45: Kernel-space CPU usage distribution of running SafeEnd kernel modules in Nexus
4.
device. Note that, SafeEnd has no noticeable relative changes on throughput.
The standard kernel-space components of the SafeEnd has 1.2% CPU usage on average
in the mobile device. In SafeEnd, we have extended the Datapath to have a new action
of padding random bytes at the end of IPsec packet. Despite that new action, we observe
negligible overhead of the extended Datapath in a mobile device. The figure 45 shows the
cdf plot of the CPU usage for running the extended Datapath and IPsec protocol in the
mobile device. Almost 80% cases the SafeEnd kernel components show 1.5% CPU usage or
less on the mobile device. We observe that the user-space component of the SafeEnd has
2% CPU usage on average in the mobile device (i.e. Nexus 4 smartphone). However, the
user-space CPU usage increases with the frequency of flows per-app. Figure 46 shows the
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FIG. 47: Statistical distribution of the delay for vertical handover in SafeEnd.
In order to analyze the MOBIKE handover in SafeEnd, we evaluate the delay and the
packet loss of vertical handover from Wi-Fi to cellular (i.e., HSPA+) for “secure channel”
flows. In handover, the delay represents the time it takes for the initiator to start the
MOBIKE protocol with the responder, update the IPSec SAs stored in SADs with new
IP address, bind the vport-ipsec port to the IP address of cellular interface, and finally
getting the acknowledgement from the responder about the update of new IP address.
Figure 47 shows the statistical distribution of delay for doing the vertical handover in
SafeEnd for “secure channel” flows. Typically real-time interactive application such as
VOIP has a strict requirement on delay. For instance, voice and interactive video require
delay is not exceeding 150ms. However, Figure 47 shows over 65% cases delay is below
150ms. This result indicates that the delay is not small enough for real-time application in
many scenarios. On the other hand, video streaming applications are not delay sensitive due
to the buffering. In that case, vertical handover mechanism in SafeEnd has a unnoticeable
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FIG. 48: Statistical distribution of the packet loss in percentage during vertical handover
procedure in SafeEnd.
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Regarding packet loss, the greater the throughput of the flow, the higher the amount
of packet losses. During the delay of vertical handover in SafeEnd, the “secure channel”
flow continues to send the packets. Since there is no method to hold these data packets
during the handover procedure, so these sent out packets may not reach the destination.
Hence, the packet loss increases if the throughput rate is high, assuming handover delay
is constant. Note that, different percentage of packet losses is acceptable for the different
type of applications. For instance, packet losses above 5%-10% have a significant effect on
the quality of the video streaming application. Figure 48 shows the distribution of packet
losses in percentage for the different type of mobile applications (video streaming, VOIP
app, web browsing, social networking etc.). From the figure, we observe, SafeEnd suffers
from 2% packet loss on average.
6.8 RELATED WORK
In the case of Bring Your Own Device (BYOD), several solution allows to separate cor-
porate data from personal data on mobile devices [8, 31, 47, 61, 100, 114, 121, 143, 144, 177,
182]. Most of these solutions have coarse-grained and static policies on the applications.
Furthermore, theses solutions mainly focus on protecting the devices or application data,
and nothing to do with the network security. In order to protect the application’s network
data, there have been many proposed solution of managing network-wide mobile devices
from network infrastructure [174]. However, such remote network management solutions
are not well-suited for dynamic network devices like mobile devices. Therefore, recently re-
searchers are focusing client-side network security solutions [73, 85]. Among them, very few
of them have fine-grained and programmable network security policies on the applications.
For instance solution such as [73], provide application specific and device-context-aware
network access policies. In another work [85], the author has used network vitalization
technique similar as SafeEnd to isolate the network traffic between sensitive (i.e., medical
apps) and non-sensitive apps. However, unlike SafeEnd, none of the work have focused on
the network security concern of running sensitive apps over the unlicensed wireless channel.
In SafeEnd, we have used traffic shaping or traffic obfuscating technique, which are
heavily used in the area of application censorship. However, very few work have actu-
ally proposed and validate to use the traffic shaping technique to address eavesdropping
attack [11, 32, 199]. Unlike SafeEnd, none of them have addressed mobile application traf-
fic before. Besides traffic shaping, similar to [196], SafeEnd provides APIs for applying
application-aware IPsec security policy. However, the work in [196], was mostly focusing
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on developing a programmable IPSec framework for the user.
6.9 SUMMARY
With the use of more and more sensitive applications running on mobile devices, we
believe there is a great need for in-device network security solutions. Towards that effort, in
this chapter, we have proposed an application-aware network security solution, SafeEnd. In
the chapter, we have addressed few of the security attacks of a wireless network in SafeEnd.
We also implemented and evaluated a prototype of the security solution in Android device.
We believe, there is the lack of user-friendly and flexible security tools for mobile devices.
Therefore, In addition to the performance and the energy efficiency, we need an in-device
security solution that is easy to use. In future work, we like to explore the usability issues




In this chapter, we discuss the future work direction of weSDN framework. More specif-
ically, we focus on two important future work directions of our framework. In first part,
we lay out a design plan to integrate and bring the Wi-Fi MAC layer under the control of
weSDN framework. Thus, we can have full programmable network network stack for end-
devices and wireless access devices. In second part, we discuss the potentiality of migrating
weSDN framework in cellular network, and the possibility of new services in that context.
Following is the outline of this chapter. In section 7.1, we propose the design overview
of integrating Wi-Fi MAC layer with weSDN framework, and the technique of making the
MAC layer programmable. Finally, in section 7.3, we discuss the idea of utilizing weSDN
framework in cellular network context.
7.1 PROGRAMMABLE MAC LAYER - INTEGRATING WI-FI
MAC LAYER WITH WESDN FRAMEWORK
In this thesis work, so far we have discussed several enhancing techniques of the OVS
and the scheduler in the network stack of end-devices and wireless APs. However, in this
thesis work, we have not discussed how to make the layer 2 open and programmable. More
specially, how to make 802.11 MAC layer programmable, and bring it under the control
of SDN framework. Therefore, in this chapter we have discussed the outline of making
the MAC layer integrated with the SDN framework. This extension in the network stack
will provide flexible and programable APIs to control full network stack of the end-device.
Furthermore, through such APIs, users or mobile applications or network infrastructure
can make context-aware network management to increase energy efficiency, throughput,
truly end-to-end QoS and QoE. We believe, enhancing and leveraging the OVS with 802.11
MAC layer in mobile devices could have use-case scenarios, such as network diagnosis,
application-aware security settings, and many-more. In this section, we propose the design
overview of integrating OVS with the WiFi MAC layer, and the technique of making the
MAC layer programmable. Finally, we also discuss the potential prospect of integrating
OVS with the WiFi MAC layer.
Figure 7.1 shows the programmable full network stack (L1-L4) of a wireless Node (i.e.,
end-device, wireless APs etc.). The figure shows, we use the OpenFlow switch, Open
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vSwitch (OVS) kernel module in the network stack below the TCP/IP layer. The OVS
kernel module and it’s user space client provide us the programmability for the Network
layer L2-L4. However, OVS is specially designed for ethernet layer, which can handle many
of the functionalities of ethernet layer 2, for example mac learning, LLDP etc. Similar
to ethernet layer 2;, WiFi (802.11) layer 2 or MAC layer has many of the functionalities
(i.e., rate control, power saving control, RTS-CTS, frame aggregation etc.), which are not
supported by the existing OVS. Therefore, we propose to extend the OVS and build a
programmable MAC layer below the OVS.
Figure 7.1 shows different components of the programmable MAC layer. Similar to
OVS datapath “flow-table” cache the MAC layer contains an “MAC table”. The “MAC
table contains number of “mac-rules” that allows the network operator to define different
802.11 MAC layer functionalities per-device/per-flow/per-frame. In addition, we extend
the OpenFlow protocol and OVS to append “mac-rules” with the standard flow-rules. The
“Wireless ext.” in the OVS datapath is responsible for interacting with the “MAC table”
for inserting/updating the “mac-rules”.
We have categorized the MAC layer functionalities in three groups, i) Management
Functionality, ii) Atomic Functionality, and iii) Compound Functionality. The Management
functionality correspond to Association, Authentication, Active/Passive channel scanning,
and Power Saving Management (PSM). These functionalities are not directly related to
handling the TX and RX of 802.11 frames. Often management functionality is set by the
cfg80211 through client applications like wpa supplicant, hostap.
The Atomic functionality consists of Backoff configuration, RTS/CTS, ACK/no-ACK,
HT-mode, Band, WMM setting etc. This functionality often considered as one-time setting
of the Wi-Fi driver. However, in this framework, we make the setting of these functionalities
programmable based on the matching rules in the MAC table. The Compound function-
alities consist of rate control, aggregation, and fragmentation. These functionalities often
require having some sort of algorithmic computation. Also, such functionalities can also
depend on each other, for example, aggregation can depend the on the output of the rate
control algorithm.
The Tx Handler handles the egress frame based on the matching “mac-rules” in the
“MAC table”. According to the matching “mac-rules” Tx handler interact with MAC
layer functionalities to update the mac layer configuration and frame transmission config-
uration. On the other hand, Rx Handler, handles the ingress frame to update any statistic
in the “MAC table” matching “mac-rules”. In addition, it also update the MAC layer
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FIG. 49: Architecture of the programmable network stack for the Wi-Fi Devices.
different numbers of queues, and their queuing and dequeuing event according to the define
“mac-rules” in the “MAC table”.
We can build the programmable MAC layer on top of the Software Defined Radio (SDR).
The SDR allow us to have programmable PHY layer and the lower 802.11 MAC layer
functionalities such as Retransmission, DCF, RTS/CTS transmission, ACK transmission,
Contention window counting, carrier sense, and packet recognition. Furthermore, we also
rely on the SDR to collect PHY layer statistics such as frequency band, receive signal
strength indicator (RSSI), Tx power, Tx rate etc.
In following subsections, we describe the design consideration and implementation chal-
lenges for different components of the programmable framework for 802.11 MAC layer.
More specially, the following four main tasks: i) Design and implementation of the MAC
table, ii) Tx/Rx Handling, iiI) Design and Implementation of the Queue Management, iv)
Integration with the SDR.
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7.1.1 TASK 1: DEFINING THE “MAC-RULES” AND DESIGNING THE
MAC-TABLE
We define the “mac-rule” as part of the “flow-rule” in the OVS datapath. The “mac-
rules” allow the network operator to define different configuration and MAC functionalities
of handling a frame transmission. However, defining “mac-rules” for covering diverse type
of MAC layer functionalities is one of the key design challenge of this task. Specially
designing the “mac-rule” for the compound functionalities is challenging. Often the com-
putation of one compound functionality depends on the computation of another compound
functionality. Such dependency make “mac-rule” defining more challenging.
Following is an example of a simple “mac-rule” as part of the “flow-rule” in the aadd-
flow command. Note that the existence of starting keyword “-wlan0:mac” represent a
“mac-.rule” portion in the “flow-rule”.
“add-flow br0 in port=1 udp action=output:2 -wlan0:mac
mac action=RTS CTS(0),ACK(0)”
The above rule disable the RTS/CTS and apply no-ACK policy for the frame that is
UDP flow. There can be three kinds of rule in the framework, i) rule without mac-rule, ii)
rule with both mac-rule and flow-rule, and iii) rule with only mac-rule. The MAC-table is
responsible for storing only the portion of “mac-rule” in the hash-table. The Wireless ext.
in OVS is responsible for splitting the rule, if require to get the “mac-rule” portion, and
send it to the MAC table, and the rest is stored in the flow-table.
Now splitting the rule in two part can create a scenario where single flow-rule can link
with multiple mac-rule, and vice-versa. In such circumstance linking between flow-rule and
mac-rule can be challenging. In order to address this challenge, we require careful designing
and implementation of the MAC-table.
7.1.2 TASK 2: TX/RX HANDLING
Tx handling applies matching “mac-rules” on the egress frame. In order to find the
matching “mac-rules” from MAC-table, the Tx handler needs to link the matching “flow-
rule” with the corresponding “mac-rule” . Note that there can be multiple matching “mac-
rules” that will define several MAC layer functionalities, which eventually will be applied
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on the frame transmission. In MAC-table, there can be “mac-rules” which works on every
egress frame. However, operating the matching“mac-rules” at certain order is crucial for
successful frame Tx handling. For example, rate control “mac-rule” should operate before
frame fragmentation rule. Tx handling also receive statistics about transmitting the frame,
such as the rate that is used for transmitting the frame, retry count, Tx power, antenna,
band etc. Such statistic is feed to the MAC layer functionality to update according to the
“mac-rules”.
Rx handling is responsible for updating the statistics for the MAC layer functionalities
according to the “mac-rules”. For example, the RSSI of the received frame can be send to
the rate control or aggregation functionalities which can update or adapt according to “mac-
rules”. In summary, In receiving a single frame in the Rx handler, initiate the process of
adapting multiple MAC layer functionalities based on given multiple “mac-rules”. However
the order of executing “mac-rules” can be important for MAC layer functionalities, specially
compound functionalities. In this task, we like to address this challenge. Furthermore, we
like to explore efficient way of executing MAC layer functionalities.
7.1.3 TASK 3: DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE QUEUE MAN-
AGEMENT (QM)
We found wireless driver queue management implementation often varies from vendor
to vendor. There is no fixed standard defined scheme for the wireless driver queue manage-
ment. Therefore, both in academic and industry we have seen a plethora of work on Wi-Fi
driver queue management. Furthermore, according to the literature the queue management
in the ethernet NIC card is not applicable for Wi-Fi NIC card.
Also, the number of queues maintained in the wireless driver also varies among differ-
ent implementation. Typical practice is that wireless driver maintains four queues for four
Access category (AC). Some wireless driver maintains additional queues for frame aggre-
gation. Providing flexible number of queues make wireless driver implementation complex.
Therefore, we propose to stick with fixed size of queues in QM. Defining a suitable number
of queues for QM is a challenging task. Therefore, we like to explore the performance of
the QM for different number queue with different queue size.
In the enqueue event, first an egress frame is mapped to certain queue based on either
priority or Access Category or skb marking. Then the enqueue action take place on the
selected queue. The successful enqueue event also update the statistics in the QM. Note
that the enqueue event is not defined by the “mac-rules”. Unlike that, dequeue event is
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defined by the “mac-rules”. Following is an example of dequeue scheme in the QM,
“-wlan0:mac --dequeue=(p1, p2, p3...pn)”
where pi, represents the probability of picking up a frame from queue index i, and
n is the total number of queues in the Queue Management. The dequeue event pick
up the queue that has the maximum (i.e. max) probability value. In case of equality
the max function pick up the smallest queue index. The network operator can defined
this probability dynamically or fixed. In the dynamic scenario, the network operator can
leverage statistics of ri number of frames in the queue i, and T represents the total number
of frames in all queues. Note that, the MAC table only contains one such rule that defines
the QM. In the “mac-rule” syntax, the network operator can use the symbol ri and T
for having a mathematical expression for calculating the pi. For example following is an
example of “mac-rule” for weighted queue management,
“-wlan0:mac --dequeue=(r1/T, r2/T, r3/T, ..., rn/T )”
Such “mac-rule” get an update after every enqueue and dequeue event in QM. Thus,
it maintains the updated probability or weigh of picking up the queues for dequeue event.
However, designing such programmable and flexible rule based QM has many open ques-
tions, for example, What will happen if the QM “mac-rule” get updated in the middle?
7.1.4 TASK 4: INTEGRATION WITH THE SDR
Existing implementation of 802.11 MAC layer on top of SDR often focus on the basic
functionality like DCF, ACK Tx, Frequency etc. Such MAC layer implementation is con-
sidered as thin MAC layer. Because the objective of those project is to leverage PHY layer
programmable functionality of the SDR to implement different wireless technology, like
802.11. In this task, we focus on integrating the programmable 802.11 MAC layer with the
PHY layer or thin MAC layer running on SDR. One of the key challenge of such integration
is the communication between the programmable MAC layer and the SDR. For example,
the MAC layer rate control functionalities defined the rates of transmitting a frame. Now
the question is, how the SDR will know the rates of actually transmitting the frame? One
of the typical way is to add the rate information in the Control Block (CB) of the linux
packet buffer (i.e. skb buff).
There are other MAC layer functionalities, like RTS/CTS, no-ACK, Backoff which are
often configure statically in the Wi-Fi driver. However in our framework, we allow these
functionalities to configure programmatically for handling the transmission of a frame.
Therefore, similar to rate control setting, we also need to convey the configuration of
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these functionalities to the PHY layer in SDR. One logical approach can be to extend the
struct ieee80211 tx info, to add new fields for these functionalities. Note that, struct
ieee80211 tx info is also part of the Control Block (CB) in skb buff. However such
approach require further investigation and evaluation.
On the other hand, the PHY layer or the thin MAC layer in SDR also needs to forward
the frame Rx/Tx statistics to the programmable MAC layer for updating the MAC layer
functionalities according to the “mac-rules”. However defining the statistics from SDR,
and the process of forwarding and updating the MAC layer functionalities, is one of the
open design question we like to address in this task. In overall, we like to explore different
possible design consideration of interacting the programmable MAC layer with the PHY
layer in SDR.
7.1.5 PROSPECT OF INTEGRATING OVS WITH WIFI INTERFACE
Recently we have seen several effort of implementing cross-layer network scheme to
improve the performance of application and services for smart devices. The programmable
full-network stack provide complete flexibility of implementing different cross-layer scheme.
Thus we can provide innovation in developing more adaptive network stack for the smart
devices based on the network stack. Furthermore, we can develop end-to-end system that
adjust the MAC layer functionalities based on the network measurement.
In addition, integrating OVS with the WiFi interface will allow us to monitor the wireless
traffic for different diagnosis purpose. There are number of reasons, when a user can face
network communication problem which can be due to the weak signal, traffic congestion,
interference, bottleneck, and handover. Different network communication problem require
different remedy or troubleshooting technique. We believe OVS with WiFi interface at
end-device could provide unique capability to diagnosis the network communication.
7.2 DESIGNING OPEN NETWORK APIS FOR WESDN
FRAMEWORK
Our objective is to utilize weSDN framework in collecting and providing information on
the current network conditions to both users and application developers, gathering users
feedback, developing novel wireless protocols based on users feedback. weSDN framework
is capable of collecting various fine-grained real-time network properties on wireless links
(interference level, bit-rate, congestion level, etc.) via weSDN OpenWireless API (as above)
as well as applications/flows (packet size, jitter time, end-2-end delay, flow type, etc.) from
weSDN Flow Manager.
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In order to have such API development, we need to address several issues such as how to
translate these network properties to users level information? For example, user will relate
more to time duration, amount of battery consumption, and the cost to upload/download
a file using Wi-Fi interface in comparison to Cellular interface rather than knowing the
available bandwidth. Another issue is how and when this information should be presented
to user? Should it be presented on periodical notifications, with a start of new application,
when a significant change in network condition, or as a continuous widget? In addition to
smart device users, we like to explore how to translate this information into APIs (part
of Southbound API in weSDN framework that could be integrated with Android SDK
in future) that could be utilized by application developers to query users feedback and/or
adapt the behavior of their application. This can enable future innovation where application
providers can optimize the network for their specific needs in order to better serve the users.
Once network information is communicated to users, it is important to capture user
feedback and intent. One way to express user’s feedback is the user high-level preferences
that are translated to low-level semantics and used to control the network. Another way of
user feedback is the change in user behavior (“wireless behavior”) that could be encouraged
by introducing incentives, e.g., differentiated pricing. Our design address questions such as:
what is the best place to capture user feedback/intents (e.g. application, device, or network-
wide)? What types of intents (change his location for better link quality, reschedule the
starting time of his session for a better battery consumption, switching between different
AP for better transmission time, etc.) are appropriate for users and what types of incentives
(and eventually penalties) to be used? Should we collect user feedback implicitly that could
be inferred from device sensors and the user activities on the device, or explicitly in form
of suggestions with incentives on the graphical user interface, e.g., a map and directions
towards a better location?
One main operation of weSDN control plane, once the user intents are collected, is to
do a network-wide coordination, resolve conflicts and mediate feedback and intents from
different users or even from the same user through the collaboration between local and
global user in-the-loop modules residing local controller and weSDN Controller respectively.
This is necessary to ensure the request is valid and the network is not overloaded to maintain
a functional network at all times. In addition, the role should include providing feedback
on whatever the intent is admitted or denied, and possibly suggest alternatives to a denied
intent. Moreover, one of the key future work will be to develop sets of Northbound APIs
and Southbound APIs for exploring different management services for both Home and
enterprise Wi-Fi networks.
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7.3 WESDN FRAMEWORK IN CELLULAR NETWORK CONTEXT
In this thesis work, so far we have focused on Wi-Fi network. Besides Wi-Fi, one im-
portant direction of our research will be to explore extending the weSDN framework to end
devices in the context of the cellular network (smartphones, tablets, home gateways, Wi-Fi
hotspots over cellular backhaul, etc). In particular, in cellular network, some questions of
interest include adding new control and management features, scalability and overhead,
control granularity refinement to per-device level, opening APIs to content providers and
end users, multi-interface management, etc. Similar to our current implementation, we con-
sider to apply OpenFlow, vSwitch and similar technologies on the end devices to improve
cellular network performance and enhancing cellular user experience.
In this thesis work, we have developed three services based on our framework. In chapter
3, we have discussed about other possible services based on weSDN framework. In each of
these services, we require to provide new set of APIs from end-devices or wireless access
device. One of the key challenge is to design and develop these APIs for different services
based on weSDN framework.
There are many new services that could benefit from our weSDN framework in cellular
network context. For example, video streaming application is expected to grow significantly
and most of the bandwidth consumed by end devices will be from multi-media. Studies
shows, more than half of YouTube watch time happens on mobile devices, with a large and
rapidly increasing fraction of this time spent on cellular networks. Therefore, we believe,
video streaming applications such as video on demand and live streaming apps is one type
of applications that would take a great advantage of our framework. One of the well-
known shortcomings of the current wireless network systems is that they can not treat
end devices based on their conditions or capabilities. Consequently, users, for instance,
streaming videos while they are distant from the access point and having weak wireless
signals are likely to suffer from poor viewing experience particularly when they compete
over bandwidth with other devices with good links. Therefore, to guarantee a satisfactory
level of viewing experience for all users in the network, it is necessary to have a mechanism
to treat users based on their current situations and conditions.
In order to develop such mechanism, first we have to conduct extensive analysis of the
video traffic from one of the most popular HTTP adaptive video player to answer the
following two questions: is there still a way to assist and optimize the performance of the
commercial video players even with an encrypted traffic? And, how this can we effectively
assist the video players? In our studies, we highlighted some performance issues with
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commercial players regarding concurrent video stream over the shared wireless network.
As confirmed by our experiments, most of these issues are mainly caused by the aggressive
competition between the players for the available network resources. Therefore, any future
effort that aims to enhance the performance of video players and the viewing quality for
all clients, should concentrate on mitigating this competition in such away that ensures
the fairness among the player and, maximizes the utilization of the available bandwidth.
In addition, we beleive that through a deep understanding and careful analysis of the
HTTPs video traffic, valuable information about the competing streams can be obtained
and utilized in developing a network based solution that can significantly improve the video




Existing SDN framework is incapable of addressing the current complexity of the wire-
less network edges. Therefore, in this thesis work, our effort is to make wireless network
edge (i.e., access devices and end devices) more open and flexible with respect to networking
in order to facilitate better monitoring and controlling capabilities. More specifically, we
believe that an SDN-like paradigm needs to be pushed to mobile clients to provide optimal
network performance for the wirelessly-connected clients. Therefore, in this thesis work,
we have designed and developed a framework, called weSDN that pushes the SDN capa-
bility all the way to end-devices to bring the last-hop under the control of SDN framework
by creating new components and APIs. Thus, end-devices with an SDN-like paradigm,
can efficiently interact with the SDN-based wireless network infrastructure to optimize and
enhance the overall performance of wireless network management. Furthermore, SDN at
end-device allows the end-users to have programmable control and monitoring capabili-
ties over the network stacks of the end-devices. Thus, the end-users can apply their own
network policies, diagnose network connectivity, and select appropriate interfaces for their
network flows.
In this thesis work, we have described detail architecture of weSDN framework specially
designed for end-devices and wireless APs. In the design, we have focused on having similar
components for both wire (e.g., switches, routers) and wireless (e.g., wireless APs, end-
devices) network devices. However, we have extended those components with new sets of
APIs to support wireless network connectivity. Finally, based on this architecture, we have
developed and evaluated three new services: WLAN virtualization, application-awareness
networking and securing wireless network edges. In each of these services, we elaborate the
design and the implementation of the components of weSDN framework. In this thesis, we
have three separate chapters for describing each of this services in details.
In chapter 4, we use weSDN framework to design, implement and evaluate a WLAN
virtualization service that slices end devices using a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
like airtime scheduling, named pseudo TDMA (pTDMA), that runs on top of 802.11 MAC.
By using a modified Linux Qdisc on end devices, pTDMA virtualizes (separates) airtime
resource between network slices while minimizing contention between clients within a slice.
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pTDMA also allows client WiFi interfaces to more efficiently utilize their active time and
to sleep longer outside of the given transmission windows. We also have evaluated network
virtualization capability and its improved power efficiency from our prototyping on Android
phones.
In chapter 5, we design, develop and evaluate a distributed lightweight traffic classifica-
tion system, SmartEdge based on weSDN framework. In realizing SmartEdge, we envision
to extend and push SDN paradigm all the way to mobile devices. More specifically, we
leverage and extend SDN tools (i.e, Open vSwitch, OpenFlow etc.) to wireless edge devices
(i.e., smartphone, tablet, Wireless AP, Base Station etc.). Hence, SmartEdge can efficiently
recognize individual mobile applications (e.g., facebook, skype, tango, fringe etc.) and its
various traffic flows (e.g., video chat, voice chat, video stream, etc.) on fly. We evaluate the
performance of our system using several metrics such as CPU utilization, energy efficiency
and network throughput, which are critical to provide QoE to mobile users.
In chapter 6, we design network security solution SafeEnd based on weSDN framework to
address the security threat that can happen over unlicensed wireless medium. For instance,
we show a new type of attack, App-spoof based on eavesdropping on wireless channel,
and the security policies of SafeEnd to address this attack. Typically, existing network
security solutions for mobile devices are mostly enterprise solution that depends on the
network infrastructure to apply security policies. This network infrastructure based security
solutions are often static and coarse-grained. Therefore, we design and develop in-device
application-aware network security solution, SafeEnd for mobile devices. We evaluate a
prototype of SafeEnd framework in Android OS. The result show, SafeEnd introduce a
negligible performance overhead and minor impact to battery life, while providing fine-
grained network security policies to protect the wireless network communication of sensitive
applications.
Finally, in chapter 7, we have discussed the possible extension of weSDN framework,
and new services based on this framework. As a future work, we have laid out the design
of integrating the Wi-Fi MAC layer with weSDN framework to provide full programmable
network stack for end-devices and wireless access device. We also discuss about applying
weSDN framework in cellular network context. In addition, we discuss about a service,
based on weSDN framework, that could benefit concurrent video streaming applications
over cellular network .
With the emerging trend of new technologies like IoT and edge computing, we are at the
dawn of an era in networking that is defined by the connection of everything and everyone
with the goal of automating much of our daily life, and optimizes decision-making of our
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everyday routines and processes. In this regard, we believe, weSDN is a timely solution
to provide such intelligence and dynamic approach to networks. In future, we envision to
build many more intelligent services in network based on weSDN platform.
In summary, following is the contribution of this thesis:
• We design weSDN framework, where we extend the SDN framework to network
wireless-edges and end devices.
• We implement weSDN framework on real-testbed in linux platform.
• We implemented open APIs to provide extensible and programmable abstraction of
the wireless network edges.
• We utilize weSDN framework to develop and evaluate new services: i) Application-
awareness networking, ii) WLAN virtualization, and iii) Security at network edges.
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